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PREFACE

This is the 13th Symposium on Information theory in the Benelux. There is no
particular meaning to be attached to this being an unlucky number. After
Information theory was born in Shannon's mind just after de second world war,
it was seized upon by workers in all the softer fields of research who had been
looking for meaning in the systems they were investigating. It is becoming clear
gradually that the word "meaning" has no meaning and that information theory is
just a civilized form of counting, a form of bookkeeping which allows one to
keep track of what really "flows" in a system ofinterconnected
systems. Information theory provides guidelines and bounds and has also introduced the stochastic
models for sources and channels for which we are grateful to Shannon, but which
could often be replaced by syntactical models as well.
Meaning has meaning only within the interconnected systems we mentioned,
and if one leafs through the pages of these Proceedings, one will notice that most
contributions deal with the analysis of signals from naturalor artificial sources
and with the mapping of those signals into the signals - be they physical or
mathematical - that connect the systems man is inventing. One is tempted to
apply E.M. Forster's dictum "Only connect" also to the activities of electrical
engineers. Define the connections, and you have understood life and engineering.
The "Werkgemeenschap
voor Informatie- en Communicatietheorie"
is
grateful to Mrs. R. Luschen and Mr. P.C.M. van der Moolen for secretarial work
and for taking care of the local arrangements, and to Mr. G.H.L.M. Heideman,
Mr. F.W. Hoeksema and Mr. H.E.P. Tattje for organizing the Symposium proper
and for shaping this book.

D. Kleima

June,

1992.
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A New Constructive Design Method for
Trellis Waveform Coders
R.J. van der Vleuten*

J.H. Weber*

For the rate of i b/symbol a new construction of Trellis Waveform
Coders (TWCs) is proposed and the performance of the new TWCs
is determiued both for ideal data (i. e. the uniform, Gaussian, and
Laplacian Probability Density Functions, PDFs) and data obtained
from real images.
For the uniform PDF, the performance of the new TWCs equals
that of the TWCs of Marcellin and Fisdier [ij. For the Gaussian
and Laplacian PDFs, the TWCs with 256 and 5i2 states improve
upon all previously published results.
The performance of the new TWCs for data obtained from real
images is even better than their performance for the Laplacian
PDF. Siqnal-to-noise ratio gains of as much as 4 dB over the LloydMax quauiizer have been obtained.

1

Introduction

Multidimensional quantization is known as vector quantization, codebook coding,
block coding [2], delayed decision coding or multipath search coding. Basically,
all techniques are variations of the same principle. VQ (which will be used to
denote both Vector Quantization and a Vector Quantizer) in its basic form is
a straightforward extension of the one-dimensional scalar quantization or peM.
Instead of coding a single input symbol at a time, a group of N symbols is coded
at each step. Specifically, an N -dimensional input vector x is mapped onto an
N-dimensional output vector y, where y is taken from a finite set, called the
codebock. Similar to scalar quantization, data reduction is achieved because the
entropy of the set of output vectors is less than that of the set of input vectors.
Given an input vector and a codebook, the goal of the VQ is to produce
the best output vector, defined as that vector from the codebook which has the
minimal distortion from the input vector. Typically, the squared error is used
• Delft University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering,
Group, r.o. Box .5031, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 1: Trellis diagram for a two-state one bit per symbol
coder: (a) the TWC, and (b) example of a distortion trellis.

trellis

waveform

as the distortion measure. Thus, for a given input vector the VQ computes the
distortion for each codebook vector, selects the one with minimal distortion, and
transmits the corresponding
codeword.
This codeword is used at the decoder
to select the corresponding
vector from its codebook (which is identical to the
codebook of the encoder).
The complexity of VQ increases exponentially
with increasing vector dimension N, but there are some variations of VQ which try to reduce the amount
of computation.
They are based on a limited search of the codebook and corresponding codebook design algorithms.
One of these variations is known as
trellis waveform coding. TWC (used to denote both Trellis Waveform Coding
and a Trellis Waveform Coder) is a proven technique for source coding, with a
long history. A number of theorems demonstrate
the asymptotic optimality (in
a rate-distortion
sense) of the method [2, 3]. The encoder consists of a codebook
and a finite-state
machine, the state of which specifies the codebook element
which is used to represent the input vector. All possible state-sequences
of the
finite-state machine can be represented as paths through a trellis. An example is
depicted in Figure 1.
In Figure l(a), the nodes of the trellis represent the state of the machine and
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11.4 I 0.8 I -1.4 I 1.1 1 -0.7 I

Table 1: Example

input symbols.

the branch values represent the output symbol of the quantizer.
In this case,
each input symbol is represented by a single bit (which completely specifies the
path).
For each branch, a distortion function is defined, equal to the squared
difference between the input symbol and the output symbol for that particular
branch. Figure 1(b) shows the distortion trellis for the input symbols listed in
Table 1. The encoder investigates the paths through the trellis in order to find the
path that minimizes the total distortion.
The optimal algorithm for this search
is the Viterbi algorithm [2]. In the rather trivial example, the best path-the
output symbols of which have been indicated in Figure l(a)-results
in a total
distortion of 1. 71.

2

The construction of trellis waveform coders

Traditionally, there have been two methods for designing trellis codebooks. The
first, based on the asyrnptotic optimality proof, stochastically populates the trellis. Although in general this method is very complex, Pearlman et al. have shown
that it can be considerably simplified at the cost of a relatively small increase in
distortion [4, 5,6].
The second method optimizes a given codebook; an algorithm is described
in [7]. The algorithm is based on the LBG algorithm for designing a VQ and has
the same drawbacks: it converges to a local optimum and the convergence can be
very slow. Thus, finding a good codebook using this algorithm is a trial-and-error
method.
Although both methods have been successfully applied, their disadvantage is
that they are essentially non-constructive.
The first method just picks a random
code; the second method picks a random code and tries to improve it. A first
constructive
design method was given by Marcellin and Fischer [1], who map
the output symbols deterministically
onto the trellis according to a convolutional
code. The performance of their TWCs in general is good and in some cases
superior to all previous results.
In the following a new construction is proposed of TWCs which have performances equal or superior to the TWCs designed in [1]. The new construction
is
also simpler than that of [1], because it does not make use of convolutional codes.
Only the coding of memoryless sources at a rate of 1 b/symbol is considered here;
results for the rate of 1/2 b/symbol will be presented in [8].
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(a)

(b)

-B

Figure 2: Trellis diagram of a four-state TWC with two branches entering and
leaving each state: (a) the states are numbered Si, 1 :::; l :::;4; the branches
have representation
symbols Wk, 1 :::; k :::; 8, and (b) example of the proposed
construction.

3

The new construction

Consider a trellis having 2 states St, 1 :::;l :::;2v, with two branches entering
and leaving each state. The branch from state S I~1 to state Si is assigned the
V

value Wi and the branch from state 5 I~1 +2v-1 to state Si is assigned the value
Wi+2v, where Ixl denotes the smallest integer not less than z. As an example. in
Figure 2(a) a four-state trellis is shown with its branch values HI" and states Si.
For the proposed construction, the mapping of the representation
symbols
onto the branches follows a regular and simple rule. The regularity is such that
the symbols mapped onto the branches entering each successive pair of states have
values like X, Y, Y, X for the lower half of the states, followed by -Y, -X, -x. - y
for the upper half of the states (see Figure 2(b) for an example). This can formally
be specified as follows. For a 2V -state TWC using 2v representation symbols 1;"
and -Y,n for 1 :::; Hl :::; 2v-1, the symbols are mapped onto the trellis according
to the rule

To be able to compare the performances of the new T\NCs with those of other
quantizers, experiments have been performed for the uniform, Caussian. and
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where er2 is the variance. For the Caussian and Laplacian PDFs er2 = 1 was used,
while er2 = 4/3 was selected for the uniform PDF. As the figure of merit the
Siqnal-t o-Noise Ratio (SNR) is used, which is defined as 10 logI0(S/ N) where S
is the variance of the signal and N is the quantization error variance.
For the experiments,
the algorithm described in [7] was used to optimize an
initial trellis codebaak chosen deterministically
using uniformly spaced levels from
the interval [-2,2).
Specifically, the initialization algorithm is:

Y.,
"

= { (2"

+1-

2m)21-"

-(2m - 3)21-"

!f m !s odd and
If m IS even.

(5)

The same initial codebaak was used for all experiments.
Although the convergence of the codebaak optimization
algorithm is very slow when this initial
codebaak is used, the codebaak that is finally obtained gives good results.
As in [1] a training set of 100 sequences, each consisting of 1000 uncorrelated
samples, was used. To optimize the codebook , 100 iterations were performed. The
SNRs are listed in Table 2, together with the best SNRs obtained in [1] (MF), the
Lloyd-Max quantizer performance (LM), and the rate-distortion
bound (RD). For
all SNR values listed for the new TWCs the 95% confidence interval corresponds
to a tolerance of 0.01 dB. The simulations show that the new TWCs have a
good performance;
the performance
for the Gaussian and Laplacian PDFs of
the TWCs having 256 and ,'512 states is higher than all previous results found
in the litorature (as referred to in [1]). For the Gaussian PDF, the previous
best SNR was .'5.56 dB for the 256-state TWC of [1]; for the Laplacian PDF it
was 5.76 dB for entropy-coded
quant izat.ion [9]. It can be observed that for tbe
Laplacian and Gaussian PDFs the gains of the new TWCs over those designed
in [1] increase with the number of trellis states. At first thought this seems to be
in contradiction
with discrete-alphabet
rate-distortion
theory. As becomes clear
from the alphabet-constrained
rate-distortion
functions plotted in [1], there is
little gain to be expected from increasing the number of representation
symbols
at a fixed entropy.
However, although one bit is used to encode each input
symbol, the actual entropy is less because the branches of the trellis are not
selected with equal probability.
As has been determined experimentally,
for the
Gaussian and Laplacian PDFs the entropy increases with the number of states (for
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PDF

Quant.

8

16

32

States
64

128

256

512

LM

RD

Unif.
Unif.
Gauss.
Gauss.
Lapl.
Lapl.

New
MF
New
MF
New
MF

6.30
6.33
5.16
5.19
4.82
4.47

6.37
6.39
5.30
5.27
5.15
4.92

6.42
6.44
5.39
5.34
5.32
5.13

6.48
6.48
5.49
5.43
5.54
5.35

6.51
6.55
5.56
5.52
5.69
5.49

6.55
6.58
5.63
5.56
S.85
S.54

6.58

6.02
6.02
4.40
4.40
3.01
3.01

6.79
6.79
6.02
6.02
6.62
6.62

Table 2: SNRs (in dB) of the new TWCs compared
at R = 1.

-

5.68
5.95
-

with the TWCs of [1] (MF)

States
32 I 64

4 I 8 I 16 I
I 128 I 256 I 512
I 0.90 I 0.94 I 0.96 I 0.96 I 0.97 I 0.98 I 0.98 I 0.98 I
Table 3: Entropies

of the new TWCs for the Laplacian

PDF.

the uniform PDF the entropy remains constant at 1.00 b/symbol, as expected).
For the Gaussian PDF the entropy is 0.98 b/symbol for the 4-state TWC (note
that this TWC is identical to the 4-state TWC of [1]) and increases to a little
over 0.99 b /symbol for the Sl2-state TWC. For the Laplacian PDF, the relative
increase of the entropy is much larger, as shown in Table 3. In [1] the entropies
were not determined.
We conjecture that they are lower than the entropies for
the new TWCs, thus explaining the SNR gain.

4

Experiments on image data

After developing a new construction
of TWCs and determining its performance
on ideal data, the performance
will now be measured for data obtained from
monochrome single images ("still pictures").
The images used are taken from a
set supplied within the COST 211-bis project; they are named Clown, Building,
Coleiie, and Jim. The luminance components comprise 720·512 pixels with 8-bit
resol ution.
The particular image coding technique to be examined is 8x8-block DCT coding, a technique to be applied in several image coding standards
[10]. In [11]
and [12] it was shown that, except for the DC-coefficient,
the transferm
coefficients have a PDF which can best be approximated
by a Laplacian PDF.
Therefore, in order to obtain data with approximately
the sarne statistics, the
DC-coefficient was not used in the experiments.
The corresponding
coefficients of all blocks were grouped together in stripes,
scanning from left to right and top to bottom.
To sufficiently decorrelate the
input data within each stripe interleaving was applied by splitting the data into
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States
4
8
16
32
64
LM

Clown
SNR
H

Image
Building
Colette
H
SNR
SNR
H

3.47
4.31
5.10
5.59
5.91
1.88

3.64
4.65
5.39
5.72
6.02
1.39

0.72
0.81
0.86
0.89
0.92
1.00

0.53
0.76
0.81
0.83
0.87
1.00

3.36
4.25
5.09
5.50
5.84
1.92

Table 4: Experimental SNRs (in dB) and entropies
the Lloyd-Max quantizer (LM) at R = 1.

0.73
0.80
0.85
0.89
0.92
1.00

11

11

Jim
H
SNR
3.:39 0.82
4.08 0.8:3
4.99 0.86
5.48 0.91
5.82 0.94
2.14 1.00

(H) of the new TWCs and

16 blocks, the first block containing samples 1, 17, 33, ... , the second block samples 2, 18, 34, ... , etc. The data of each stripe was normalized to have zero mean
and unit variance and the final experimental data was obtained by concatenating
all stripes.
The number of samples in the experiment was 720·512·63/64
= 362 880. For
computation of the confidence intervals the data was split into 504 groups of 720
samples each. To optimize the codebook, 50 iterations were performed. Table 4
lists the SNRs as well as the entropies (H) obtained in the experiments for the
new TWCs and the Lloyd-Max quantizer (LM). The 95% confidence intervals of
the SNRs correspond to a tolerance of 0.01 dB. The entropies are significantly
lower than 1 b/symbol.
It can also be observed that the gain of the 64-state
TWC over the Lloyd-Max quantizer is as high as 4 d B, The SNR values of the
Lloyd-Max quantizer for the image data are lower than those obtained for the
Laplacian PDF, which indicates that the distribution is more peaked. For the
small TWCs the same observation can be made. The 64 and 32-state TWCs,
however, have a higher performance for the image data than for the Laplacian
PDF.

5

Conelusions

The new construction of TWCs results in TWCs which have both a better performance and a simpler construction than those of [1].
For the uniform PDF the performance of the new TWCs equals that of the
TWCs of [1]. For the Gaussian PDF there is a gain over the TWCs of [1] which
becomes more pronounced as the number of states in the trellis increases. The
TWCs with 256 and 512 states improve upon all previously published results (considering the SNR values presented in [1]), the best result lying no more than
0.34 dB from the rate-distortion
bound. For the Laplacian PDF a considerable
gain over the TWCs constructed in [1] has been obtained. Again, the TWCs with
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256 and 512 states improve upon all previously published results, the best result
lying no more than 0.67 dB from the rate-distortion
bound.
The performance of the new TWCs on data obtained from real images is even
better than their performance for the Laplacian PDF. Gains of as much as 4 dB
over the Lloyd-Max quantizer have been obtained.
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OPTIMUM CONTROL OF THE Il\lIAGE QUALITY
FOR DIGITAL TV AND HDTV CODECS
J.-P. LEDUC

•

The paper presents an algorithm to control the quality of digital TV and HDTV
codecs: the aim is to regulate both the image quality and the level of buffer occupancy. Taking into account the random arrivals of scene cuts, the persistent still
pictures and the variety of programs with different information contents, the major challenge of TV coding consists in achieving a constant or a slowly variable
image quality. A buffer regulation with a PID controller has already been described in previous papers for constant and variable bit rate codecs. The present
paper proposes to transform this algorithm into an optimum controlof both the
buffer occupancy and the image quality.

1

Introduction

The applications of interest deal with any digital formats like the 4:2:2 CCIR 601,
the progressive and the interlaced formats defined in EUREKA 95 (i.e. HDP,
EDP, HDI, EDI).
Previous buffer regulations have dealt with the use of PID (Integrator-DerivatorProduct) regulators: they present the advantage of a simplicity of implementation
but they are not optimal to cope with the non-stationary incoming entropy rate
of a TV codec. Although the parameters of the PID regulator could be adapted
on-line to the statistics of the input signal, they are not optimal solutions to the
problem of regulating the output bit rate of a TV codec. This paper intends
therefore to present a state of the art optimal control scheme of both the buffer
occupancy and the image quality valid for digital HDTV and TV codecs. It is
based on both a control and a learning process. The learning process takes into
account all the knowledge available from the incoming TV signal (non-stationary
signal) with the help of a model as general as to encompass either DCT or Subband decorrelative techniques. This model deals with the amount of information
(entropy bit rate) contained in the area of 8video lines, termed 'a stripe', and
is based on stochastic cyclostationary processes which allow to build a predictive estimation of the future incoming bit rates by an auto-regressive modeling.
The model of the input signal incorporated into that one of the codec leads to
a kalman filter model: it predicts the non-stationary bit rates at the horizon of
'The

research

presented

in this paper was supported
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one image and the prediction is reactualized at each stripe. A cost function takes
into account the variations of quality within the images and the buffer occupancy.
The control algorithm minimizes the cost function stripe by stripe on the horizon
of one coming image to determine the step of quantization to be applied on each
new coming 'stripe'.
The structure of the paper is therefore organized to successively present a TV
source model of bit rates, a brief description of the existing regulation with a PID
regulator and a detailed description of the optimal control composed of an optimal
predictor, a cost function to be minimized and an algorithm for the optimization.

2

Source models for bit rates

The TV programs are composed of a succession of scenes: due to the techniques
of recording movies, each sequence is made of a given background with additional
panning, zooming or objects in motion. The scanning of a reet angular field performed by a video camera is a quasi-periodic transformation. It can be proved
that a Wide Sense Stationary process which undergoes a periodic time scale
transformation is a cyclostationary process which presents a constant mean and
variance [7]. This important subclass of cyclostationary processes still displays
an autocorrelation function which is periodic with a frame or a field periodicity
T (Rxx(t + T, u) = Rxx(T, u) = Rx xit , u + T)) and it is referred as periodic
processes. As a consequence, the TV or HDTV codec bit rates accumulated on
an area of 8 video lines constitutes a time serie with an auto-correlation function which is periodical i.e. the bit rate values or the information content of the
incoming images are highly correlated to their corresponding samples. of the previous images of the same sequence and to their neighbours. This time series is for
the real time TV a non-stationary discrete signal with quasi-stationary segments
corresponding to the scenes. At scene changes, the statistical characteristics of
the serie undergoes a change and transits either abruptly or progressively to new
modes. The arrivals of scene changes are random an unpredictable.

3

Buffer regulation with PIn

The algorithm of buffer regulation has been previously reported [see ref. 4]. The
incoming TV digital signal is first decorrelated either by a linear transform operator (like DCT) or by a sub band filtering. The digital information is thereafter
successively quantized and entropy coded (figure 1) such that the compressed output bit rate is essentially variable and feeds the transmission channel at constant
bit rate. The bit stream in excess fills a buffer of which the level of occupancy is
the object of a regulation. This latter quantity is sampled at the occurrence of
each stripe and is fedback as a transmission factor T to update the quantization
step. An inner adaptive quantizing algorithm ensures a constant quality when
the T value is kept constant. A PID regulator is added into the feedback loop
to guarantee additional properties:(l) ensuring at scene cuts the return of the
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buffer occupancy to a given consigned level in order to face any future transient,
(2) imposing a time constant of the transient responses, (3) avoiding any buffer
overflow taking into account both the linear and the non-linear loop behaviour.
Simulation and experimental trials have proved the robustness of this scheme.
The set of PID state parameters which determines the time constant of the transients are as follows: the slope of the reacting curve, the scaling coefficients of
integration and derivation and the vertical elevation of the curve. A whole modeling of the loop (quantizer+VLC, buffer, PID) allows to state a set of equations
which accurately describes the loop response of T and of the buffer level to the
incoming transients.
Di(n)

D.{n)

QUANTIZER
VLC

BUFFER

T(n)

D,

B(n)

-

PID REGULATOR

-

I
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1: CODEC

WITH

PID

REGULATOR

Optimal control scheme
Generaloverview

A controller for a TV codec (figure 2) is a process which observes the buffer
occupancy and computes a strategy i.e. the quantization step to be applied
locally on the image blocks. The goal of the control consists in minimizing a cost
function. To force the control towards optimality, the controller assumes a model
of both the input signal and of the codec allowing to predict the coming stripe bit
rate and to minimize a cost function on the horizon of one stripe. The previsions
are reactualized at the stripe occurrence and determines the step of quantization
to be applied.

4.2

Model estimation process

The incoming source entropy bit rate is estimated using the model of the input
entropy bit rates developed in section 2. This signal has been modeled by a
stochastic periodic process with a field or frame periodicity T. Each stripe bit
rate sample X( n) is estimated according to an auto-regressive model at the stripe
occurrence:
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i=+n

L

X(n)

aiX(n

- T

+ i) + beir» -

T)

( 1)

l.=-n

where E( n) is a Gaussian noise driving the predictive model and is computed as the
prediction error (innovative part of the process): E(n-T)
= X(n-T)-.-Y(n-T).
The hat covered variables mean predicted values. The optimal value for n is 2.
For the T samples of one period, a matrix equation may be written
,Y(n+l)

=

<l>(n)X(n)

+ 8E(n)

(2)

where <l>(n) is a (T x T) matrix of state transitions on which the elements
(ai,j: i = -2, -I,O, +1, +2; j = 1, .. , T) have to be estimated,

<l> =

all

a21

a12

a22

a32

where .l' is the vector of the state parameters.
This algorithmic description ends up with an optimal adaptive predietors to nonstationary processes i.e. a simple version of an innovative Kalman Filter.
The aij coefficients may be estimated by a LMS algorithm suited for time-varying
tracking (stable version of NLMS). The search algorithm is continuously kept
operational to detect any change in the system. Such algorithms possess the
property of a global convergence property (the convergence is ensured at least
when the signal is time invariant). The detection of the scene changes using the
algorithm described in [5J appears to be very efficient.
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OBSERVATION

CONTROLLER

D,

5

Integrated model

The source model may be included into the codec model to form a complete
resulting Kalman filter with the entropy quantized bit rates as state variables,
with the transmission factor T(n) as control variable and with the level of buffer
occupancy B(n) as observation variable. As a consequence, two equations one
for the state and one for the observation will be deduced in a way as general as
to encompass both the Constant and the Variable Bit Rate codecs. The difference between these two transmission modes being expressed into the observation
equation.
Due to the quantization entropy model, the resulting Stochastic state equation is
non-linear and discretized at the stripe period n:

Dq(n

+ 1)

=

F(A(n)Din(n),

T(n))

+ E(n)

(3)

where Dq and Din are the entropy bit rates respectively after the quantization (i.e.
the output of the variable length coder) and before the quantization (i.e. entropy
bi t rate corresponding to the finest quantization step). A( n) is the transition
matrix generalizing that one of equation 2.
The observation equation is given, in the case of the Constant Bit Rate codecs,
by:

B(n)

=

B(n - 1)

+ C Dq(n)

- De

(4)

where C is the matrix of transition between the quantized bit rates and the buffer
occupancies, Dc is the channel bit rate. The generalization of the observation
equation in the case of the Variable Bit Rate codecs is relatively straightforward
and obtained by changing Dc by Dc( n) taking into account the eventual police
function.

6

The Cost Function

The optimum policy consists in allowing at the stripe level the smallest changes
of the image quality (these changes are defined by t:.T(n) = T(n + 1) - T(n))
i.e. in controlling the codec as slowly as possible especially at scene cuts. To
provide the buffer with enough reserve to cope with any transition due to a scene
change, the control should also force the buffer level to converge to a consigned
reference level B; after a few images before the arrival of the next scene change.
As a consequence, the best long term balance between a regulation of quality and
buffer is performed by minimizing the following cost function:

n=i+N
Vei)

L

E{t:.T(n)2

+ À[B(n + 1) -

Br]2}

(5)

n=t

where i is the current epoch of decision and N is the horizon (i.e. the maximum
span of future over which the previsions are estimated), the parameters À and
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B; may further be adapted at the horizon of one scene according to the foreseen
intrinsic amount of image information and at the horizon of one TV program
according to the statistically learnt scene characteristics.
Some additional constraints can be eventually added to the control: by example,
a practicallimitation
into the maximum level of buffer occupancy: B(n) < 100%.

7

Optimum Control Algorithm

The purpose of this paragraph is to develop one version of the optimum control
algorithm of the stripe bit rate based on both the previous cost function and
optimum prediction filter. The Dynamic Programming theory will be used as an
efficient alternative of the classical approach to the optimum control founded on
the calculus of variations: it is in fact suited to solve the control problems for
non-linear and time-varying systems and, as a powerful property, it has straightforward implementations using the graph theory.
The optimum algorithm is deduced as an application of the principle of optimality. The prediction filter enables to predict the source stripe bit rates at the
horizon of one whole image. At the occurrence of each stripe, the predictions are
reactualized and a graph may be constructed corresponding to the values of the
decision control variable T(n). Over the horizon of one image, N decisions have to
taken: at each epoch (i=n, ..,n+N), a node corresponds to each value of T; all the
transitions are a priori possible at the expense of the cost function defining the
distance of the connecting arrows. The predicted stripe bit rates (optimum past
conditioned expected rates) enable to compute the distances to be appended on
the graph. The optimum sequence of control is given by the shortest path starting from the current state n given by T(n) and proceeding epoch byepoch up to
the state n+N at T(n + N).
The shortest path is established in two phases: the first one consists in sca.nning
the future up to the horizon in a forward way applying the principle of optimality
on subtrajectories spanning from the origin to the consecutive points of prevision.
The second phase consists in scanning the whole horizon in a backward way to
deduce the optimum path.
The implementation of the search for the shortest path into a graph is well known
in the Literature: the algorithms of Bellman-Kalaba or Floyd. Recursive branch
and bound search algorithms developed by the combinatory programming theory
are also of powerful supply in this case. They are characterized by three processes:
the branching process, the bounding process and the backtracking.

8

Properties

of the control

The optimum control is referred to a cost function composed of two distinctive
actions:
1. the "freeze" action: E{6.T(n)2}

locking the va.lue of the dynamic control,
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2. the" control" forcing action: E{ (B( n)- B;
necessary to cope with the uncertainty.

Y}

inducing a dual control action

Both opposing actions are balanced by the parameter X. These two main features
are analyzed below: the dual control, a property of the optimum control, and,
the adaptivity which balances the" control" and the "freeze" actions by acting
on the two parameters), and Bç,

8.1

The dual control

The concept of dual control is involved when the controller is alternatively forced
between "regulation" and "learning" actions. This behaviour is intrinsically necessary to deal with non-stationary input sources.
The "regulation" action is effective in certainty horizon when the prediction works
efficently i.e. when the covariance of the state prediction errors increases. The
regulation in our case consists in forcing the the buffer to converge to its reference
B, value.
The "learning" action is triggered in uncertain horizon when the covariance of
prediction errors begins to increase. The learning action consists in acquiring
the correlation coefficients of the state variables in the prediction Kalman filter
(carried out by the Least-Mean-Square algorithms). Moreover, during the "learning" periods, the controller puts into the balance an additional" caution" action
meaning that it tends to decrease the control action to cope with uncertainty.
As an important property, it can be demonstrated that building an optimum
controller minimizing the control forcing part of the cost function leads automatically to balances optimally the following actions: (l.) the" regulation", (2.)
the" caution", (3.) the "learning" and (4.) the potential effect of the parameter
uncertaintyon the future horizons.

8.2

The adaptivity

The TV source model can be described as a construction of embedded layers
corresponding top down in the TV sources with the programs, the scenes, the
images, the stripes: Serni-Markov processes are used at the scene level, autoregressive models at the image level and cycle-non-stationary processes at the stripe
level. The adaptivity consists in modifying the two parameters), and B; of the
core optimum stripe bit rate regulation by the means of the outer layers.
The value of ), determines the strength of the control, as a matter of fact, it is a
function of the buffer occupancy and the uncertainty on the stripe autregressive
coefficients in the sense that ), increases in uncertainty, with high level of buffer
occupancy, and with scenes of high expected bit rates. In the VBR applications,
the locked control mode should normally be privileged against the dual control
acting only as a fall-back function when the predicted quantized image bit rate
overcomes the policed rate. In CBR applications, the locked control finds its
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meaning when encoding still pictures and highly predictible scenes. The consign
B; has to be adapted as an inverse function of the likely complexity of the next
coming scene (dependent on the program Statistics). Both parameters À and B;
have to be imposed in order to maximize the mean image quality or to minimize
the expected cost of the cumulated T values over the whole horizon:

Ven) = E[~

9

L~~~T(n)].

Conclusions

To conclude, a multilayered adaptive optimal control scheme has been presented
for digital TV and HDTV codecs transmitting as either Constant or Variable bit
rate sources. It is based on a model of the TV and HDTV codecs and a timevarying predictive model. Both merged models allow to deduce a Kalman filter.
The adapted cost objective function is obtained by the means of a dynamic programming algorithm implementing at the base layer a dual control strategy which
optimally balances different cornplementary functions (referred as dual control):
learning, prevision, caution and regulation. The higher model layers add adaptivity into the model by balancing the dual control action with a freezing action.
As a result, this control scheme allows the most graceful transient responses of
image quality in real time TV and HDTV especially during the scene cuts.
Futher improvement of the algorithm should be put on the learning algorithm
which determines the quality of the prediction (the knowledge of the current
model). Application of Neural Networks can find a place in this improvement.
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Compatible Video Transmission using
Spatie-Temporal Subband Coding Schemes
Frank Bosveld , Reginald L. Lagendijk, Jan Biemond.!

ABSTRACT
Compatibility
among video contribution and distribution standards is becoming increasingly important due to emerging new services within broadband communication
networks.
This paper introduces a compatible video data compression system that
employs non-rectangular
spatio-temporal
subband decompositions.
It supports a hierarchy of video standards including both progressively scanned and interlaced signals.
Simulations show that the quality of the encoded signals is mainly determined by the
near-perfect behavior of the spatio-temporal filter and decimation units.
1. INTRODUCTION
With the proliferation of video and multimedia services within digital broadband communication systems, compatibility among different video standards has become a major
issue in recent years. In particular the questions arise as how to use the available bandwidth as efficient as possible, how to achieve access to all services using only a single
display device, and how to avoid intermediate format conversions between standards
as much as possible. The hierarchical or compatible encoding concept has been quite
successful recently because it leads to elegant video compression systems providing for
the above mentioned requirements [ID, 2, 12, 8, 3, 5', 13, 11].
The basic idea of hierarchical encoding is first to decompose a video signal into a
lowpass version and several bands containing high-frequency detail information. Next,
the frequency bands are encoded independently using data compression algorithms that
are highly adapted to statistical properties of individual bands. The decomposition
must be done in both spatial and temporal direction to attain full compatibility among
different, video standards.
By combining the (decoded) low resolution version with
certain (decoded) high frequency bands, a signal can be recovered that has a higher
spatial resolution, a higher temporal resolution, or a resolution that is higher in both
spatial and temporal directions. The information that is required to proceed from a
video representation
at a certain resolution level to the next resolution level, is called
a layer of the hierarchy.
In this paper we introduce a hierarchical encoding concept for video using a spatiotemporal subband decompositiou-.
Each layer is naturally defined as a collection of
subbands, and is encoded at a given fraction of the total channel capacity available
using the Selection Mechanism [5]. The hierarchy of video standards that we take into
account in the design of the encoding scheme is shown in Table 1 [8, 6]. It consists of
5 different video formats, including both proqressiue-scan and interlaced signals with
various different spatial formats. Note that, to avoid unnecessary complications, we assume that all video services have a 16:9 aspect ratio, and that the VT (video telephony)
1
2

Delft University of Technology, P.O. Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands.
A full version of this paper will appear in [5].
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HOP
HDI
EOP
EDI
VT

HDI

Table I: Hierarchy of video services.
asp.
sampling parameters
scanning
parameters
ratio
luminance
chrominance
16:9
144 MHz/1920
72 MHz/960
1250/50/1:1
16:9
1250/50/2: 1
72 MHz/1920
36 MHz/960
16:9
36 MHz/960
18 MHz/480
625/50/1:1
16:9
18 MHz/960
9 MHz/480
625/50/2:1
16:9
312.5/25/1:1
4.5 MHz/480
2.25 MHz/240

I

HDP

EDI I EDP

--UfU-f
b)
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Figure I: Supports

of video services.

standard has a frame rate of 25 Hz (instead of 30 Hz as prescribed by the Common
Intermediate Format [9]).
The support of the 3-dimensional spario-temporal
spectrum of each of the standards is shown in Figure 1. Here la shows th€ intersection of a 3-D support with
the spatial (vertical-horizontal)
frequency plane, and 1b the intersection of a support
with the vertical-temporal
frequency plane. Starting out from it, Hfj P signal spectrum,
3-dimensional non-rectangular
spatic-temporal
filtering and subsampling is required in
general to derive a VT, EDI, EDP, or HDI signal.

2. AMBIGUITY

IN TEMPORAL

HIERARCHY

A subband encoding system that is suitable for the entire hierarchy of standards in Table 1 requires 3-D filtering and decimation operations, and will result in 3-D subbands.
Decomposing a sequence in three different dimensions can be done in arbitrary order
in principle. As compatibility between progressive and interlaced standards requires
2-0 vertical-temporal
non-rectangular
filters and decirnations, we assume that the sequence is first split in the vertical-temporal
dimensions, followed by l-D horizontal
decompositions.
The hierarchy of standards in Table I can be separated into a hierarchy in horizontalvertical direction, and a hierarchy in vertical-temporal
direction, as illustrated in Figure l. We refer to these two hierarchies as the spatial and the temporal hierarchy. In the
spatial hierarchy, the ordering of video services on the basis of their frequency content
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is straightforward.
Further, an increase in the spatial resolution always implies the use
of one or more additional (spatial) subbands (layers) in a subband synthesis process.
In contrast with the spatial hierarchy, the temporal hierarchy is more complicated,
and is, in fact, not even unambiguous.
Namely, the HDI and EDP vertical-temporal
spectra overlap partially, as can be seen from Figure lb. Consequently, none of the two
spectra can be extracted from the other. More formally stated, we have
HDlt(~)

~

EDPt(~),

EDPt(~)

~

HDIt(~).

and

(1)

Here the subscript "t" refers to vertical-temporal
spectrum (Wh = 0). In other words,
there is an ambiguity in putting HDI and EDP sequences into a hierarchical relation.
As a result, it is not possible to create a regular hierarchical decomposition structure
that includes both HDI and EDP sequences.
In this work we solve the ambiguity between the HDI and EDP signal spectra by
(initially) excluding the HDI standard from the hierarchy. In this way we arrive at the
following regular but incomplete vertical-temporal
hierarchy:

(2)
We call this full temporal hierarchy, in contrast with another possibility to create a
vertical-temporal
hierarchy discussed in [5). Since the HDI signal is not a part of this
hierarchy, it needs to be converted to the HDP sampling lattice prior to decomposition
and encoding.
By HDI* we denote the HDI signal represented on a spatia-temporal
rectangular sampling lattice.

3. SPATIO-TEMPORAL

SUBBAND DECOMPOSITION

Non-rectangular
vertical-temporal
subband decompositions are required for implementing the full temporal hierarchy. The design of the collection of basic building blocks
(2-D filters and non-rectangular
decimation) that we employ is discussed in more detail
in [4, 1).
The full temporal hierarchy performs a breakdown of the vertical-temporal
spectrum into subbands in such a way that all standards, except the HDI standard, can be
reconstructed
directly without the need for pre- and postprocessing.
Further it should
allow for an easy and efficient integration of the HDI standard.
Figure 2a shows the
minimal (vertical-temporal)
splitting tree for the full temporal hierarchy.
The horizontal filtering and decimation is not shown for the purpose of simplicity. First the
HDP spectrum is decomposed in such a way that the hierarchy HDP-EDP-EDI-VT
is
supported. This requires the filter and decimation operations denoted by /-Loo (vertical
decimation), and /-LID, /-L20 (double quincunx decimation).
The resulting (intermediate)
decomposition of the vertical-temporal
frequency plane is depicted in Figure 2b. The
supports of the HDP, EDP, EDI and VT spectra are directly recognized from this figure.
Next, several vertical-temporal
subbands are decomposed even further to allow for
the easy integration of the HDI standard. Essentially, the filtering and subsampling operations denoted by /-Lll (temporal decimation), /-L21 and /-L22 (quincunx decimations),
and /-L3I, /-L32 (directional decimation) are necessary to be able to reconstruct
a HDI
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Figure 2: Implementation of fuil temporal hierarchy; (a) minimal vertical-temporal
subband analysis filter bank; (b) intermediate stage of vertical-temporal decomposition required for compatibility HDP-EDP-EDI-VTj (c) final decomposition ofverticaltemporal spectrum.
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spectrum from a given HDP spectrum. Figure 2c shows the final subband decomposition of the vertical-temporal
frequency plane. The synthesis bank is not shown here as
it cau easily be derived from the analysis bank.
As a result of the subband decomposition shown in Figure 2c, the HDI spectrum
can directly be extracted from the HDP spectrum.
However, after combining the appropriate vertical-temporal
subbands, the HDI* signal is obtained that is represented
on an rectangular lattice instead of on a quincunx lattice, as required for the HDI standard. The HDI signal is obtained from the HDI* signal by a straightforward
quincunx
subsampling as the latter has a diamond shaped vertical-temporal
spectrum.
Prior to decomposing a HDI signal, its lattice needs to be converted to an rectangular lattice in order to obtain the HDI* signal. This conversion creates additional data
that, however, does not affect data compression efficiency. More specifically, subbands
1, 2, 4, and 9 obtained from the vertical-temporal
decomposition of a converted HDI
signal, i.e. HDI* signal, contain no energy in theory. Thus they can be excluded a priori
from subsequent bit allocations and encoding processes, and consequently do not lead
to a loss in efficiency. In practice the bands 1, 2, 4 and 9 may contain some energy due
to aliasing in the subband decomposition, which may have some effect on the encoding
efficiency of HDI signals within the full temporal hierarchy.

4. ENCODING

OF SUBBANDS

Figure 3 illustrates the components of the entire spatio-temporal
encoding scheme,
namely the 3-D subband decomposition,
bit allocation, subband quantization,
and
selection of the subbands by the Selection Mechanism [5].
The subbands that are obtained by the spatio-temporal
decomposition are essentially 3-dimensional.
The size of each subband in the temporal direction is, at least
theoretically,
determined by the number of frames (fields) in the sequence and the
number of vertical-temporal
splitting stages. This result assumes, however, that first
the entire sequence is spatio-temporally
decomposed, and that next the resulting 3-D
subbands are fed into the bit allocation, subband quantization,
and Selection Mechanism. Since such an approach is unattractive
because of its complexity and memory
requirements,
and its lack of temporal adaptivity, the temporal size of the subbands
needs to be limited.
In our work the data compression process (bit allocation, subband quantization,
Selection Mechanism) operates on temporal segments of a limited number of frames.
The length of the temporal segments directly determines the temporal size of the spatiotemporal subbands. As we will see further on, for the hierarchy considered the minimal
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Table 2: Overall performance of filter bank.
Filter
HDP
HDI
QMF08
20.1 dB
17.9 dB
QMF16B
34.6 dB
23.3 dB
17.3dB
QMF02
47.5 dB

segment length is 4 frames. Note that segment-wise data compression of a sequence
does not influence the structure of the spatic-temporal
filter bank or the (length of the)
analysis filters employed. Thus, although the encoding process operates on the basis of
temporal segments, still truely 3-D subband decompositions are employed.
In the implementation
of the full temporal hierarchy shown in Figure 2, a number of temporal decimations are involved. Subbands 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9 are subject to
three temporal splitting stages. As a concatenation
of two quincunx subsampling patterns implies a temporal decimation by a factor of 2, a complete set of spario-temporal
subbands is obtained after every four frames. Thus the bit allocation, subband quantization , and Selection Mechanism in the full temporal hierarchy operates on temporal
segments consisting of minimal 4 frames. In this case the temporal size of verticaltemporal subbands 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 9 is exactly one. Subband 1, 6 and 7 have a
temporal length of two, because these bands have been subject to one temporal decimation only. Although it is possible to take into account the genuine ::1- D character
of these bands in the subsequent data compression, experimental evidence shows that
the potenrial gain in data compression does not compensate for the loss in adaptivity
in temporal direction. Therefore we consider the two temporal components of subband
1, 6, and 7 as being independent
in the bit allocation and subsequent quantization
processes. The above discussion can be summarized by saying that the bit allocation,
encoding, and Selection Mechanism handles segments of four frames at a time, and
operates on 2-D (degenerated 3-D) subbands.
The Selection Mechanism first ranks the encoded subbands according to a certain
criterion [5]. For each service (VT-EDI-EDP-HDI-HDP)
it selects and labels relevant
subbands fitting within the assigned channel capacity. In decoding a certain video
service, only the bands appropriately labeled are decoded and inserted in the subband
synthesis process.

5. EXPERIMENTAL

EVALUATION

In our experiments we have used a 360x288 cutout of the sequence" Mobile". Other
services were derived from this sequence by bandlimiting and appropriate subsampling
this sequence. For all spatial decompositions we have employed the QMF16B filter. For
the temporal decompositions we consider the QMF02, QMF08, and QMF16B filters [7].
To achieve sufficient data compression, spatic-temporal
subbands are usually split
more often. For the full temporal hierarchy we have used the vertical-temporal
subband
decomposition as shown in Figure 2. Subbands 1,2, and 3 are subject to an additional
vertical decomposition.
This yields 12 vertical-temporal
subbands, of which 4 bands
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Figure 4: SNR versus time for (a) HDP and (b) HDI signal.
have 2 temporal components.
As described earlier, we treat each of these components
independently, resulting in 16 vertical-temporal
subbands. Finally, all vertical-temporal
subbands are horizontally decomposed into 4 bands to the result of 64 spatia-temporal
bands.
In the first experiment the subbands are not encoded. Thus the SNR-performance
is an indication of how well the overall transfer funétion of the analysis/sysnthesis
bank approaches unity. Table 2 lists the quality of the filter banks for three different
filters used in the temporal direction, namely QMF02, QMF08 and QMF16B. We
observe that the overall quality of the spatia-temporal
filter banks is rather moderate
in general. The reason for this is the large number of concatenated filter and decimation
units. Further, the overall performance of the filter banks for the interlaced HDI signal
is significantly lower than for the HDP signal. As described in Section 3, the HDI*
signal is reconstructed
using vertical-temporal
subbands 8, 7,6,5
and 3. As a result,
the aliasing component in the transfer function of sections 1130 and fl31 will not be
cancelled out because only one subband is used in the reconstruction.
Thus the overall
transfer function will be more distorted.
We have encoded the HDP signal using the full temporal hierarchy at a bitrate of
0.8 bit/luminance
pixel. This results in an overall bitrate of about 120 Mbit/sec for
the HDP signal when 80% bandwidth is reserved for the luminance component. Figure
4a shows the quality (in SNR) of the reconstructed
HDP signal using this bit rate
division as a function of the temporal QMF filter. Figure 4b shows the SNR versus
frame number of the encoded HDI signal which is encoded in 60 Mbit/sec.
Two conclusions can be drawn from these plots. In the first place we observe that
for increasing temporal filter length the quality of the encoded HDP signal increases.
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Further, although the full temporal hierarchy has been tailored towards handling interlaced signals efficiently, the performance is significantly less than for HDP signal.
In general we can conclude that the complexity of the full temporal hierarchy does
not pay of in terms of coding efficiency, unless very long filters are used in temporal direction. In this sense preference has to be given to the more simple "Reduced Temporal
Hierarchy" [5].
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STATISTICS

OF DCT COEFFICIENTS

HYBRID VIDEO

IN A

CODEC

H.J. Barnard, B. Sankur, and J.C.A.van der Lubbel
To improve the image quality of video sequences coded by a
hybrid video coder the DCT coefficients of motion compensated
difference
blocks
are
statistically
modeled.
Selected
distribution
functions
are
fitted
to
the
transform
coefficients of the luminance and chrominance components of
the difference images. A robust choice of quantizer for real
image sequences is also indicated.

1. Introduction
In several low bit rate video coding applications such
as videophone and video conferencing, a hybrid coding
scheme is used, for example as in CCITT Recommendation
H.261 [1]. In this kind of coding schemes two compression techniques are implemented: temporal DPCM including
motion compensation, and transform coding to reduce the
spatial redundancy. The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
is most often used because of its superior decorrelating
properties in comparison to other transforms.
Since a considerable portion of the bit budget (from
60% for low bit rate to more than 90% for high bit rate
coding) is spent on the transmission of these transform
coefficients, there is an interest in maximizing their
coding efficiency. Such gains in coding efficiency can
be achieved by using statistical properties of these
coefficients.
The main problem addressed in this paper is the statistical modeling of DCT coefficients of inter coded
blocks (both motion compensated and non motion compensated). These types of inter coded blocks account for
more than 95% of the blocks in the images, while the
remaining blocks are intra coded. Probability density
functions (pdf) from selected parametric classes are
estimated for each of the 64 DCT coefficients in the 8x8
1. The authors are with the Delft University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering, Information Theory Group, P.O. Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands.
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block coding case. The resulting statistical models can
be used to optimize and/or to assess the performance of
the coding schemes.
The underlying assumption is that (motion compensated) frame difference images show some sort of stationarity, in that for each coefficient in all blocks
the shape parameters remain the same, while their scale
parameters are allowed to vary.
Analogous investigations for statistical modeling of
DCT coefficients have been previously carried out for
still images (i.e. intra coded luminance components)
[2][3]. Recently inter coded image sequences have been
studied [4], where a generalized Gaussian model was
assumed. In this study we extend the statistical modeling of coefficients in image sequences, in that three
distributions are comparatively assessed and also both
luminance and chrominance components are investigated.
In the next section the methodology used ln our
investigations is summarized, while Section 3 presents
an overview of the main results. An application of the
resulting models to the design of quantizers in a hybrid
coding scheme is discussed in Section 4.

2. Methodology
The coding scheme under consideration is the H.261 type
[1], intended for coding of image sequences at fixed bit
rates between 48 - 2000 kbit/s. Each frame is divided
into blocks of 8x8 pixels which are predicted based on
the previous reconstructed frame and using a block
matching motion compensator. Most blocks are coded in
the motion compensated interframe coding mode, but whenever the prediction error excp.p.nsi'l certain threshold
the block is processed in the intra mode. Data used in
the estimation consisted of a set of frames selected
randomly from the CCITT test sequences Miss America and
Trevor White in CIF format (352x288 pel) which were
processed at a fixed frame rate of 10 Hz.
Threecandidate
probability
distributions
were
tested, the choice for them being motivated by the shape
of the DCT coefficient histograms, and by previous studies as in [2][3][4]. The three distributions considered
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are:
the Generalized Gaussian (GG) distribution (which
includes Laplacian
and Gaussian as particular
cases) with mean u. shape parameter a and spread
parameter ~

where

the Cauchy (C) distribution with parameters ~ and

À

À>O;

the Generalized Gamma (GG) distribution (absolute
values were modeled under the assumption of symmetry) with parameters c, a and ~
x> O.

For the Generalized Gaussian distribution parameters
were estimated via the maximum likelihood method; for
the Cauchy distribution the quantile method was used;
and for the Generalized Gamma distribution the method of
moments as in [5] was applied.
The goodness of fit of these distributions were
tested using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(K-S) distance,
i. e.,

where Xi are the sample points, M is the number of samples, F is the model, and Fx(')
is the cumulative sample
distribution function.

3. Results
estimation

of the probability

density

function

The important results of our experiments can be summa-
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rized

as follows:
For almost all of the 64 coefficients
SS r~sults in
the best fit. Table 1 displays
the )-J~st fltting
distribution
for both test sequences;
whenever
the
K-S test cannot discern between
two distributions,
both are listed.
The K-S distances
for the best
fitting distribution
are in the range (0.01, 0.07).
The overall variation
of the GG shape parameter
a
is shown in Figure 1. This parameter
ranges in the
(0.5, 1.7) interval
which
differs
only slightly
from the interval
(0.4, 1.4) found in [4), where
other test sequences
were used. There is a clear
asymmetry
in the variation
of a in horizontal
and
vertical
directions.
In general
low orrlPT coefficients are more broad tailed and there is ~ tendency for the shape parameter
to grow toward higher
frequency
components.
Similar
results
have
also
been found in [4).
When a single distribution
is fitted to all the 64
types
of coefficient
data,
i. e. irrespective
of
their order, it is found that GG with a = 0.7 provides the best fit.
For the chrominance
components
GG again provides
the best fit. The parameter
range
for the shape
parameter
is (0.8; 2.0). This difference with the Y
component
is probably
due to the lower resolution
of the U and V component.
Conditioning
the GG parameter
estimation
to blocks
only in the foreground
of the picture
contents of
the Miss America
sequence does not yield significantly different distributions.
When examining only
background
blocks the shape parameter
lies in the
interval
(1. 4, 2.5) which
means that in that kind
of blocks the coefficient
values have a more random
nature.
They have, however,
little bearing on the
overall
statistics,
since most of the time these
background
blocks are not transmitted
because they
have very little energy and are therefore
thresholded to zero.
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4. Investigation

of a robust

quantizer

These pdf models can in principle be put to use, e.g.,
to design an optimal quantizer for each coefficient, to
obtain their rate distortion bounds, and to assess the
performance loss in the case of quantizer mismatch. In
this paper the quantization mismatch problem for DCT
coefficients is considered. A mismatch loss results when
a quantizer optimized for a GG distribution with a given
value of u is applied to a coefficient possessing a GG
distribution with a different value of u.
For each value of u in the range (0.4, 2.0) a 16-1evel
Lloyd-Max
quantizer
for
the
GG
distribution
was
designed. Then the mismatch losses for each such quantizer were calculated and summed over the set of input
distributions with shape parameters as in Figure 2. Each
loss term was weighted by the corresponding variance
value. Figure 3 shows the resulting weighted loss curve
of DCT coefficients with quantizers designed with different values of u. It can be noticed that (16-1evel)
Lloyd-Max quantizers designed for U in the range (0.7,
0.9) are robust for real image sequence data.

5. Conclusion
The main conclusion is that for a hybrid coder operating
in the inter mode, the DCT coefficients can be modeled
best by the Generalized Gaussian distribution. The shape
parameter intervals are (0.5, 1.7) and (0.8, 2.0) for
the luminance and chrominance components, respectively.
Segmentation of the scene in foreground and background would not be not worthwile since the statistical
properties of the motion compensated difference blocks
in the foreground are similar to those of the whole
frame, and the background blocks are not being coded and
transmitted most of the time anyway.
An optimal unique quantizer to be applied to all DCT
coefficients can be designed according to GG distributions with the shape parameter varying between 0.7 and
o .9. However, one can also conclude that the Laplace
distribution as commonly assumed in the literature for
both inter and intra coefficients forms also a viable
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choice
robust

in the sense that it is reasonably
close
set, as can be observed in Figure 3.
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Table 1. Best fitting distribution
for
(a) Miss America,and
(b) Trevor White.
The table is ordered in the usual DCT
coefficient
ordering.
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a=
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Figure 2. The mean square mismatch
loss for the
Generalized
Gaussian distribution
for several values
of the shape parameters
a (plotted horizontally)
when
16-level Lloyd-Max quantizers
are used each
designed
for a different a.
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Figure 3. The relative performance
loss for the
16-level Lloyd-Max
quantizers
designed for Generalized
Geneialized
Gaussian distributions
with shape
parameter
a when applied to DCT coefficients
of
a natural image sequence
(Miss America) .
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ON THE MAXIMUM DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN PATH METRICS IN A VITERBI
DECODER
Andries

P. Hekstra"

Abstract
Correct operation of the well-known Viterbi algorithm depends only on differences of path metrics. As shown in [1], two's complement arithmetic can faithfully
represent these metric differences, which leads to an efficient implementation.
The
number of bits to be used in this calculus depends on the maximum possible path
metric difference.
For binary codes it is shown that the maximum path metric
difference can be computed by means of an optimization over a single search path
using the Viterbi algorithm (Theorem I). From this result, an analytical upper
bound on the maximum path metric difference for binary codes is derived, which
generalizes a recent result of Alston and Chau (2) (Theorem II).

1

Introduction and statement of main results

The path metrics or negative loglikelihood variables in the Viterbi algorithm are increasing, unbounded functions of time. However, the survivor path selection in the
Viterbi algorithm depends only on differences of path metrics. Thus, only these differences need to be faithfully reproduced in an implementation.
Moreover, the maximum
difference between path metrics can be bounded. Representation of the path metrics
with two's complement arithmetic turns out more efficient than the well known resealing method previously described in the literature [1]. However, the complexity of any
metric representation
system depends on the available upper bound on the maximum
path metric difference for a given code.
Let Sm a", denote the maximum symbol metric. An elementary upper bound on the
maximum path metric difference is! [1, 2, 3]

(1)

=

where m denotes the memory order of the rate R( kin) convolutional code, i.e. the
maximum shift register length [3]. Recently, Alston and Chau obtained a new upper
bound for decoders ofbinary R = lln codes, under certain assumptions on the metric
function [2],
dfne

max { !1pm} :Ssma",ln(m+l)--2-J.
·PTT Research, P.O. Box 421, 2260 Al{ Leidschendam
1Assuming nonnegative symbol metrics.
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(2)

The assumptions

I
Il

III

of Alston and Chau can be sununarized

as follows.

Symbol metrics are nonnegative integers.
A branch metric is the sum of n symbol metrics.
Symbol metric value zero is assigned whenever the received sign bit matches
the hypothesis bit; otherwise, positive symbol metrics are assigned.

If negative branch metrics can occur, the addition of a constant to all branch metrics
will not affect the operation of the Viterbi decoder. For binary codes, it can be shown
that Assumption III does not entail a loss of generality either, again because path
selection is determined by the difference of symbol metrics [2].
Our main result is the following generalization of the Alston and Chau bound,

Let M denote the total number of shift register cells in the encoder.
Throughout
the paper, a realization of the encoder as a parallel combination of k shift registers
i:::: 1,2, ... , k for which the i-th shift register is mi cells long [3]is assumed. The i-th
output function depends only on the i-th shift register. The memory order m is defined
as the maximum of the mi, M ::::L:~l mi. Then, !J..M is defined as
!J..M::::nm-M.

(4)

The new bound holds for general binary rate R ::::kjn codes under the assurnptions
in terms of the maximum
possible path metric if the decoder were of the hard decision type and the received
sequence were all zeroes. This expression, formulated in Theorem I, is of interest in its
own right if the goal is exact determination of max{!J..pm}.

(I-Ill). The proof is based on an expression of max{!J..pm}

2

Expression ofmax{~pm}
a single search path

involving an optimization over

Lemma I provides under mild assumptions a tight upperbound on max{ !J..pm} depending solely on a single search path.
A path is a series of connected states in the trellis. A subpath is a section of a path.
An output path is a vector of binary n-vectors which represent encoder output (thus,
an encoder output path really is a matrix). Define the Hamming metric of a state as
the minimum Hamming weight of all paths that end in the given state. Observe that
the Hamming metric of a state would be the path metric of that state if the decoder
were of the hard decision type and the received sequence were all zeroes.
Lemma I
Under assumptions
I-Ill, for any (n, k, m, M, diree)
code and an arbitrary received sequence, the maximum path metric
is upper bounded by Smaz times the maximum Hamming metric of
lis L branches deep, starting from the all-zero state (for arbitrary
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binary convolutional
difference max{ !J..pm}
a final state in a trelL 2: m) .

Proof
At a given stage in the trellis, let 'MAX' be the state corresponding to the
maximum path metric. Similarly, let 'MIN' be the state corresponding to the minimal
path metric. Consider the survivor path of MIN and the state 'Pre_MIN' on this path,
L branches before the final state MIN. Then there will be an extension of the survivor
path of Pre...MIN to MAX along branches from the trellis (L 2': m). In general, this
path is nonunique and the choice is detailed below.
The difference between the metrics of the survivor paths of MAX and MIN is upper
bounded by the metric function d of this newly formed path leading to MAX minus
the metric of the survivor path of MIN. In the latter difference, all terms except the
last L cancel out. As discussed in [1], one such difference term is of the form

(5)
where
received channel symbols (an n-vector),
successive states on the given subpath Pre_MIN,
,MAX,
successive states on the given subpath Pre_MIN,
,MIN,
encoder output n-vector corresponding to the state transition (s ,t),
metric distance function between the (series of) channel symbol(s) :I: and
the hypothesis bit (s) y.

r

51, tI
52, t2
e( s, t)
d(:I:,y)

The Hamming weight and distance function are defined as

WH(:I:)
dH(Z,y)

=

WH(Z - y)

number of symbols in :I: different from zero,
Hamming distance between series of symbols :I: and y.

Since it holds that

d(r,e(SI,tI))-d(r,e(S2'

t2)) ~ Sma",dH(e(sl,

td, e(s2,t2))

=

Sma",WH(e(sl,

tl)-e(s2'

t2)),
(6)

summing over the L terms (5) yields the following upper bound on the maximum path
metric difference,
max{Llpm}

~ Sma",wH(e(Pre_MIN,

... ,MAX) - e(Pre...MIN, ... ,MIN))

(7)

where, e(., ... ,.) now denotes the encoder output corresponding to a certain subpath in
the trellis. e(Pre_MIN,
,MAX) is an vector of L entries, each entry being an n-vector.
Therefore, e(Pre_MIN,
,MAX) actually is an L X n matrix, and the same holds for
e(Pre_MIN, ... ,MIN).
By the linearity of the encoder function e(., ... , .),
e(Pre_MIN, ... ,MAX) - e(Pre_MIN, ... ,MIN) = e(O, ... ,(MAX-MIN)),

(8)

and therefore (7) is equivalent to
max{Llpm} ~ Sma",WH(e(O, ... ,MAX-MIN)).

(9)

That is, the maximum path metric difference of any two states is upper bounded by
Sma", times the Hamming weight of a subpath, L branches long, starting from the zero
state.
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Remains the question whether this subpath can be assumed to have the minimal
Hamming weight of all subpaths ending in (MAX-MIN). Observe that the subpath
Pre-MIN, ... ,MAX can be chosen freely out of all possible paths connecting both states.
There is a linear correspondence between a subpath Pre-MIN, ... ,MAX and the resulting subpath 0, ... ,(MAX-MIN). Thus, there will be a subpath Pre-MIN, ... ,MAX corresponding to the subpath 0,... ,(MAX-MIN) that is indeed the aforementioned subpat h
with minimal Hamming weight.
0
Because the Hamming metric of a state is just the path metric if the decoder were
of the hard decision type and the received sequence were all zeroes, the upper bound
of Lemma I can be evaluated using the standard Viterbi algorithm. For instance, no
linear programming is required [4].
The maximum path metric difference is a measure for the reliability of the output
path of the Viterbi decoder. Large path metric differences will occur if the transmissions
are noiseless. For instance, assume that the all zeroes sequence is transmitted over an
ideal channel. Let the initial encoder state be all zeroes an~ define the initial path
metric of the all zeroes state to be all zero.
Asaurnpt ion IV If transmission is over a noiseless channel and the transmitted
differs from the hypothesis bit the maximum symbol metric Sma", is assigned.
As a consequence of this Assumption

bit

the branch metric function equals

(10)
The metric of a path will equal Sma", times the Hamming weight of the output path.
The path metric of a state will equal Sma", times the Hamming metric of that state, as
the initial metric of the all zeroes state is zero. Consider the decoder after decoding L
stages in the trellis. Because of the ideal transmissions, the path metric of the all zeroes
state will remain zero (survivor path is the all zeroes path). The path with maximal
Hamming metric provided by Lemma I will have the maximal path metric. Hence, the
upper bound of Lemma I is tight.
T'heor-ern I
Under the mild assumptions I-IV, for any (n, k, m, M, dfree) binary convolutional code and for an arbitrary received sequence, the maximum path metric difference max{Llpm} equals Sma", times the maximum Hamming metric of a final state
in a trellis L branches deep, starting from the all-zero state (for arbitrary L ~ m).
Proof

The proof follows directly from Lemma I and Assumption IV.

o

It can be concluded that the value of L, L ~ m, is immaterial. Of course, for direct
computation the case L = m is the easiest to evaluate. In the sequel a generalization
of the Alston and Chau bound is derived from Theorem I. In general, the Alston and
Chau bound is not tight; the larger the memory order of the code the weaker their
bound [2]. It is the latter property that is repaired by the generalization (Theorem II).
This generalization uses values L > m in the theorem.
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3

Proof of generalized Alston and Chau bound

Them"em 11 (Generalized
Alston
and Chau bound)
Under Assumptions
1Il I, for any (n, k, m, M, dfree)
binary convolutional code, the maximum path metric
difference is upper bounded by
max{~pm}:S

ln(m

STna.,min{

+ 6) -

dfree(l-

T(AM+/c6))J

16=

0,1, ... }.

(11)

For 6 = 0 and ~M = 0, the upperbound (3) reduces to the elementary bound
(1). The Alston and Chau bound is obtained by setting 6 = 1 for rate R = l/n codes
(~M = 0). This bound follows from Theorem I as is shown first. The general proof of
Theorem IT follows from Lemma IT.
Proof of Theorem
11 for 6 = 1, k = 1, ~M = 0 (Alston & Chau bound)
By Lemma I it suffices to upper bound the maximum Hamming metric in a trellis, L
branches deep, starting from the zero state. Denote the state with maximum Hamming
metric 'OPT'. Let P" be the output path ending in OPT with minimal Hamming weight
of all paths ending in OPT.
By setting L = m + 1, we ensure that there are at least two different paths that
start in the zero state and end in OPT. By definition, the Hamming distance between
any two different output paths starting in the same state and ending in the same state
is at least dfree.
Thus, the two encoder output paths have mutual distance at least
dJree. Call these output paths PI and P2. Define QI and Q2 as the bitwise complement
of PI and P2, respectively. Of course, QI and Q2 also have minimum distance dfree:
WB(Pd

=

(m

+

l)n - WB(QI)

(12a)

WB(P2)

= (m

+

l)n - WB(Q2).

(12b)

Then, by the triangle inequality for the Hamming distance function dn,

Because P" is the output path with minimal Hamming weight of all paths ending in
OPT, max{~pm} by Lemma I cannot exceed STna., min{wB(Pd,
WB(P2)}, i.e.,
max{~pm}

:s

sTna.,

=

STna.,l(m

min{wB(Pd,
WB(P2)}
+ l)n - max{wB(Qd,WB(Q2)}J.

(14)

By equation (13), and observing that the maximum is never less than the average, it
follows that
max{WH(QI), WH(Q2)}
Substitution

2

dJ;••.

(15)

of (13) in (14) yields
max{~pm}

:s

STna.,

l(m

+

l)n -

dJ;•• J.

(16)

o
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Theorem IT easily generalizes to dJree,m+ó [2] instead of dJree, i.e., the free distance
attained over m + 6 branches.
From the proof above, the question arises whether the choice L = m + 1 always
results in the strongest possible bound. This question will lead to Theorem II. In
general, there are at least 2óle+~M paths connecting the zero state and 'OPT' which
are L = m + 6 branches apart in the trellis (6 = 1,2, ... 2). For the i-th shift register,
mi bits are determined by the final state OPT, and 6 + (m - mi) bits can be chosen
freely. In total there are at least k6 + nm - M = kb + l!.M degrees of freedom. The
set of resulting paths forms a linear space. As the encoding function is linear, the set
of 2Ieó+~M output paths also forms a linear space. Because a convolutional code is
uniquely decodable, the corresponding output paths are all different. By definition of
dir ee (or dJre.,m+ó) any pair of encoder output paths will have distance at least diree
(or diree,m+Ó, etc.). In conclusion, the (n, k, m, M, diree) convolutional code furnishes
a subspace of 2óle+~M binary vectors with minimal Hamming distance dlree.
In the proof of the Alston & Chau bound as given above, the application of (13) to
(14) is the crucial step. Given any set of two binary vectors {Ql, Q2} with minimum
distance dJree, at least one of the vectors must have Hamming weight at least diree/2.
Essentially, this amounts to a packing problem: it is impossible to pack 2 points with
minimum distance dire. in a sphere of radius less than dlr ee /2. If 2óle+~M > 2 points
are to be packed, the radius of the containing sphere will have to be larger. This
increases the 'dJr ee /2' term in the Alston & Chau bound. However, this increase can
be compensated for by an commensurable increase in the '(m + l)n' term to (m + 6)n.
However, for codes with a large enough (diree/n)-ratio
a significant nl't improvement
of the bound is possible.
In the proof of the theorem, the set of N = 21eÓ+~M paths {PI, P2, ... , PN} forms a
linear subspace of dimension k6+l!.M. The set of complement vectors {Ql, Q2, ... , Q N}
forms an affine subspace, i.e., a translated linear space. The generalization of the upper
bound centers around the following packing problem.
Given an affine subspace of N = 2H binary M-vectors {Q 1, Q 2, ... , Q N }
with minimum Hamming distance D: What is the smallest
possible radius R'(H, D, M) of a sphere that can contain these vectors?

I

Qi E G F(2M)

With H = k6 + l!.M, D = dJr ee , M = (m + 6)n, the proof of the Alston & Chau
bound as given above generalizes and shows that
max{l!.pm} :S

Sma",

min{ l(m+6)n-R·(k6+l!.M,

dir ee , (m+6)n)J

16 = 0,1, ... }. (17)

bound for R·. Substitution

Lemma II formulates an analyticallower
in (16) will prove Theorem IT.

of this bound

Lemm.a 11 For any affine subspace of N-dimensional
binary space consisting of 2H
vectors with minimum Hamming distance D, the maximum Hamming weight R* is at
least (1 - 2-H)D .
'For codes with le

>

1 and t::.M

> 0,

the value

Ó
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=

0 is allowed.

Proof of Lemma II In order to illustr ate our method, Lemma IT is fust proved for
the case H = 2. Consider any four binary vectors Ql, Q2, Q3, Q4 that form an affine
subspace. For an arbitrary index i = 1,2, ... , M of these vectors consider all possible
4-tuples of bits that can occur at a given position in these four vectors, respectively.
Of the 24 = 16 4-tuples, certain combinations are impossible because they conflict with
the affine subspace property. Denote the four bits at a given index (abed). It is easy
to verify that in a field of characteristic two, if four points form a linear subspace,
the sum of the four vectors equals the zero vector. This property is invariant under a
translation of the points over a constant vector. Thus, the same property holds for an
affine subspace.
This property is in fact a bitwise property which excludes all but eight of the
sixteen possible combinations, viz. {DODO, 1l00, 1010, 1001, 01l0, 0101, DOll, llll},
i.e., the number of ones must be even. Denote the number of times the combination
0000 occurs by Noooo, etc. It turns out the packing problem problem can be restated
in terms of the Nabcd-variables, as an integer linear programming problem (ILP) (e.g.
L NlO .. = NlOOO + NlOOl + N1010 + N10ll)'
N

=

L N •••• ,

(18a)

(18b)

(18c)

max ae

2

Wl

> ...
rnax ue

R'

=

min{ max

cui

2

(18d)

W4

I Nabcd,

(18a-d) }.

(18e)

The conditions (18a-d) are necessary conditions. However, in the case H = 2 they are
also sufficient.
The ILP (18) can be relaxed to a reallinear programming problem (LP) by constraining only the average weight of the vectors and the average pairwise distance:

= L N •••• ,

(19a)

:s L avg_d •••• N •••• ,

(19b)

L au q su: •••• N •••• ,

(19c)

N
D

W

R

=:

= min{ w

I Nabcd,
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(19a-c) },

(19d)

where avg-wabcd = (1/4 )WH( abcd), a, b, c, d = 0,1, and avg_dabcd, denotes the average of
the six pairwise Hamming distances between the four bits. E.g. avg_dooll
= 4/6 = 2/3.
Observe that avg-wabcd
as well as avg_dabcd depend on the Hamming weight of (abed)
only.
Let
(20a)
To = Noooo,
T2 = NllOO

+ NlOlO + NlOOl + NOllO + NOlOl + Nooll,

(20c)

T4 = Nllll·
Substitution

(20b)

of (20) into (19) yields
(21a)
Q21b)
(21c)

Provided that
(22)

N ~ 9D

the LP has a solution, viz. R = 3D /4. The essential facts used in the proof for the
case H = 2 are that
A - avg_wabcd and avg_dabcd depend only on the number of ones in the section
(abcd) of the affine subspace,
B - the number of ones in a section of an affine subspace of dimension H
equals 2H -1, with the exception of the trivial all zeroes and all ones sections.
These basic facts hold true regardless of the value of H. Let P = 2H -1. For general
H, the analogon of (21) works out to be

PTp
- 2P -

D<--

(23a)

1

Tp

W

R' = min{

= 2' +T2P
W I Tp, T2P,

(23b)

(23a, b) }

(23c)

Here Tp denotes the sum of all N",;r, ...""p for which (Xl:l:2'"
X2P) forms a section
of an affine subspace for which the Hamming weight of (Xl X2 ... X2P) equals P. The
LP (23) is solved for R' = (1 - 1/(2P))D = (1 - 2-H)D, which proves Lemma II in
full generality.
0
Proof of Theorem
11 For 5 = 0 and tlM = 0, the bound (3) reduces to the
elementary bound (1). Therefore, without loss of generality, for 5 = 0 it can be assumed
that tlM > O. Thus, in any case the number of points in the affine subspace is nonzero
because kb + tlM > O. Theorem II follows by substitution of Lemma II into (17).
0
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4

An Example

The question arises, for a particular
bound. Let

code (n, k, m, M, dfree), which 6 gives the strongest
(24)

For the sake of simplicity set k = 1 (tlM
if

= 0). The equality 1(6) - 1(6 + 1) is positive

(25)
Hence, the optimal 6 is
(26)
Assuming that (dfree/2n)

1(6*)

is a power of 2,
= n(m+log2(d2'm)) - dfree(1n
= n(m 1 log2(dt~ .. )) - dfree.

/n
)
f~ee

+ +

(27)

Lin & Costello [3] give lists of convolutional codes with their dfree parameter.
For a fixed (n,m) the free distance is unbounded.
For large dfree, the bound (27)
is asymptotic to O(nm - dfree), whereas the Alston & Chau bound is asymptotic to
O(nm - dfree/2).
Therefore, it is evident that the new bound is stronger than the
Alston & Chau bound.
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Glueless runlength limited sequences.
Tj aIling Tj alkens'

Abstract
We consider a fixed length (d, k)-constraint codes that needs no specal sequences, 'glue', in between codewords. It consists of several codewords sets that
are selected depending on the previous codeword. It is shown that the number of
codewords for this scheme is larger than that of any previous scheme if we take the
glue length into account.
So we show here that the removal of the need for an explicit 'glue' allows one
to encode information at the boundary of codewords and this is more efficient than
using glue. This can be done without the need for 'state dependent' decoding with
its error propagation problems.

1

Introduction.

A runlength constraint code, (d, k )-constraint code, is a binary encoding of information
such that in the code sequence successive ones are separated by at least d zeros and at
most k zeros.
We shall consider fixed length codes for these purposes. Several authors, [1,2,4],
have presented methods to design fixed length (d, k )-constraint codes and in the next
section we shall summarize these methods.
These codes all use a set S of possible codewords that satisfy the (d, k )-constraint
internally but the concatenation of these words might violate the (d, k )-constraint at the
boundary between two words. So, a special sequence is put in between two codewords
such that the (d, k)-constraint remains satisfied. This sequence, which we shall name
'glue', depends on the two adjacent codewords but not on the messages directly, Le.
it carries no information.
The methods differ in the restrictions put on the set of
codewords and via this they differ in the required length of the glue.
The proposed code, described in section 3, removes the need for- a glue without
introducing too severe restrictions.
It defines several codewords sets, each containing
the same number of words, where the selected set depends on the previous codeword and
is such that the concatenation of that codeword with any word in the set is permissible.
Although the restrictions on these sets are more severe than those for the previous codes,
it will be shown that the number of codewords for the new scheme is larger than that
of any previous scheme if we take the glue length into account.
Then we show that, in the case where 2d ::; k, we rèquire a total of 2-3 codewords
per message and a function to select between the options. The other methods need only
'Eindhoven University of Technology, Dept.
The Netherlands.

Electrical Eng., P.O.Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven,
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one codeword per message and a function to determine the glue. The decoding for these
schemes is independent of the past, even for the new scheme.
Finally, we want to remark that the application of the well-known enumerative
coding technique shows that, in a computational
sense, these schemes are more or less
equally complex.

2

Sorne runlength Iirrrited codes.

2.1

Two special sets of sequences.

The coding schemes that we shall discuss use the so called (d, k, I, r )-constraint
quences. ± is a (d, k, I, r )-constraint sequence if
•

;ç_ satisfies

•

;ç_ starts

the (d, k )-constraint

se-

internally.

with at most 1 zeros.

• ir. ends with

at most r zeros.

We write U(m, I, r) for the set of (d, k, I, r)-constraint
sequences of length m and write
u(m,l,r)
for its size.
We shall express all our results in terms of the sets U( m, 0, 0). We shall refer to
this basic set as U( m) and give its definition:
• ~ starts with a one.

}

• ~ ends with a one.
• ~ satisfies the (d, k )-constraint
internally.
Let u(m) denote the size of U(m).

We find the following recursions

o

u(m)
u(m)
u(m)

for m :s; 0
for m = 1

1

2:7=d

It is easily derived that if m

for u(m):

>

u(m - i-I)

for m ~ 2

min {I, r}:
/

u( m, I, r) =

r

L L u( m -

i - j).

(1)

i=O j=O

2.2

The method

of Tang and BahI.

In the scheme of Tang and Bahl [1) we use the sets U(m,k,k),
containing all sequences
of length m satisfying the (d, k )-constraint internally and having no more than k leading
or trailing zeros. We require k ~ 2d and n ~ 2d + 2 and then we can combine any
two words g; and y from U(m,k,k)
if we put a glue 9 in between. This sequence 9 has
length cl + 2 and is selected in such a. ma.nner tha.t th~ (d, k )-constraint is satisfied-over
the sequence ;ç_ *!j_ J!... Here ± J!.. denotes the concatenation
of the sequences ;ç_ and J!...

*

*
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Let 7't_1 be the number of trailing zeros in St-l and it is the number
in st, then fLt(7't-l, It) is given in the following table:
'I't-l

<
<

1't-1

1't-l

d, It
d, It

<
<

d,1't_1
d,1't_1

~

d,

1't-l2:d,lt<d
1't-l<d,lt2:d
It > k - d - 2
It :S k - d - 2

gt=Od+l1

+
+

gt = Od-T'-IIOT'-1
gt = Od+2

+1

So we have the set STB consisting of the sequences in U(n - d - 2, k, k).
size by STB and using (1) it is trivial that we have
k

ST B

=

u( n - d - 2, k, k)

=

zeros

gt = lOal
gt = 10d+1

d

It ~

of leading

Denoting

its

k

L L u( n -

(2)

d - 2 - i - j).

;=0 j=O

2.3

The first method

of Beenker and Schouhamer

lmmink.

Beenker and Schouhamer Immink introduced
two schemes for (d, k)-constraint
codes
in [2]. In their first method they use (d, k, I, r )-constraint sequences where they select r
such that d:S r :Sk - d holds and set I = k - d - 1'. Now use the set U(n - d, I, 1') and
append a "glue" gt consisting of d zeros. Select r in its range such that u( n, k - d - 1', 1')
is maximized. Note that d:S r :S k - d implies 2d :S k. The resulting codewordset size
IS:

k-d-T
SBI1=

2.4

The second method

Now select i =

l'

T

max

L

Lu(n-d-i-j).

O::;T$k-d

,=u

j=O

of Beenker

and Schouhamer

= k - d, We need a glue of length

+ it < k - d
k - d + 1, 1't_1
It 2: k - d
1, 1't_1
1't_1

1't_1
1't_1

+ It 2:

+

+

+1

gt

lmmink.

d defined by the following table.

=

:::; d

Od
gt = Od-T'-IIO"-I-1

>

gt =

d

(3)

10d-1

So we end up with
k-d k-d
SB12=

LLu(n-d-i-j).

(4)

;=0 j=O

2.5

The scheme of Weber and Abdel-Ghaffar.

Finally, we discuss the construction
of Weber and Abdel-Ghaffar
[4].
Set I = k - l~J and r = k - r~l and use the set U(n, i, 1') with a glue of length
as defined in the following table:
1't_1
1't-1

1't-l
1't-1 + It
7't-1 + it

+
+

+ it < k

2: k - d,1't_1 < d..l;
It ~ k - d,1't_1 < ä.l,
2: k - d, 7't-1 2: d, it < k
> k - d, 1't-1 > d, it > k
It
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- d
<d
2: d
- d
- d

gt = 0,,+1
gt

:;=

Ol, 10d-l,

gt = Odl
gt = 10d
gt = ol,+d-kIOk-l,

d

+1

We have

k-L~Jk-r~l
SWA

=

L L
i=O

3

(5)

u(n - d - 1 - i - j).

j=O

The new scheme.

3.1

The code.

The code considered here defines the sets St as a function of the previous codeword
St-I' More precisely, St depends on the number of trailing zeros in St-I' We shall write
St(rt-d, where rt denotes the number of trailing zeros in St.
We start with the definition of the building blocks for St given the (d, k)-constraint .
• For all i and n, with 0

s: i s: k

and n ~ 0 we define
- if starts with i zeros.

Vo(n)"

- if ends in at most k -

{~E{O'l}"'

- if satisfies

}
1 zeros.

the (d, k )-constraint

internally .
• Also we define for all n, with n ~ 0
WO(n)

~

u

d:'Ój:'Ómin{n,k}

u

wen)

Vj(n)

VI

s: i < k.

max{O,d-i}:'Ój:'Ómin{n-l,k-i}

All sequences in Wie n) can be appended to a codeword
violating the (d, k )-constraintSo, St( rt-d C WTt_1 (n).

3.2

S

ending in i zeros without

Selecting St.

Because every sequence in all Wie n) end in at most k - 1 zeros, we can always select S
codewords if
S =

min

IWi(n)l.

0:Si:'Ók-1

The actual selection of the S words from Wie n) is discussed in the section 5. For the
computation of the code rate only the size of the sets matter. We shall give an example.
Let n = 10, d = 2, and k = 5. We obtain the following building blocks V;(n),
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for 0

< i < 5:

Vo(10) =

1001001001
1001001000
1001000100
1001000010
1001000001
1000100100
1000100010
1000100001
1000010010
1000010001
1000010000
1000001001
1000001000

V1(10) =

V3(10) =

0001001001
0001001000
0001000100
0001000010
0001000001

174(10)

=

0100100100
0100100010
0100100001
0100010010
0100010001
0100010000
0100001001
0100001000
0100000100

V2(10)

=

0000100100
0000100010
0000100001

l7s(10)

=

0010010010
0010010001
0010010000
0010001001
0010001000
0010000100
0010000010

0000010010
0000010001
0000010000

Thus we can find the sizes of the sets Wit n):
IWo(10)1 = 2::l=2Wi(10)1

=

=

=

IW1(10)1
IW3(10)1 =

18

=

IW2(10)1
2::{=O Wi(10)1
34
IW4(10)1 = 2::i=o IlIj(10)1 = 22

2::~=1 IYi(10)1
2:: =0 Wi(10)1

6

= 24
= 29

IWs(10)1 = 2::i=o Wi(10)1 = 13

But, since no codeword ends in more than k - 1 zeros, we do not have to use Ws(10)
and thus we see that we can supply 18 codewords.
3.3

Computing the size.

We shall compute the sizes of Wi(n)
before. Observe that for all n 2: 1

V;(n)=

and V;(n) using the basic sets U(n) as defined

U

Oi*U(n-i-j)*Oi.

O$i$k-l

Let ven) denote the size of V;(n) and w;(n)
expressions for the set cardinalities:

g IW;(n)l.

We find the following

k-l

vi(n)

=

2::u(n-i-j)
i=O

wi(n)

2::;~~-i vi( n)
{ 2::;~~vi(n)

=

Vie

for 0 :::::i :::::d,
ford+1::;i:::::k-1.

From the fact that
n) decreases with i, it is obvious that, for 0 :::::p < q :::::d,
wc have wp(n) 2: wq(n), and, for d + 1 :::::p < q::::: k - 1, we have wp(n) :::::
wq(n). Thus
we find
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Also, it is not difficult to see that for all n ~ 1, wo(n) = vo(n + 1), by deleting the first
letter of all sequences in
n + 1). Also we have VI (n) = va( n - 1) by adding a leading
'0' to all sequences in Vo(n - 1), thus Wk-l(n)
vo(n) + vo(n - 1).
We will now show that Woen) :::::
Wk-l (n) for all d < k and n ~ 1. We have

Vac

=

wo(n) - Wk-l(n)
With vo( n) =

2:7~~u( n -

+ 1) -

= vo(n

vo(n) - vo(n - 1).

i) we can write, after eliminating

equivalent

terms:

k-l

wo(n) - Wk-l(n)

=

+ 1) -

u(n

+ 1) -

u(n - k

L u(n

- j - 1)

j=O

d-2

u( n

+ 1) -

u( n - k

+ 1) -

L u( n -

k-l

j - 1) -

2:;~~-l'u(n -

+ 1) for n ~ 1, we

j - 1) = u(n

u( n - j - 1)

j=d-l

j=o

And since

L

end with

d-2

wo(n) - Wk-l(n)

= -u(n

- k

+ 1) -

L u(n

- j - 1) :::::O.

j=O
Thus we know that

the size of our codeword

set is

k-l

SN

=

~'o(n

+ 1) = L u(n + 1 - i).

(6)

;=0

4

Comparing the schemes.

In order to facilitate

the comparison

we shall rewrite

(6) as

k-lk-d
SN =

L L u(n

(7)

- d - i - j).

;=0 j=O

Now we can compare

Furthermore,

the different

schemes.

from Weber and Abdel-Ghaffar

1. STB :::::SBI2.
2. STB

:::::SWA.

3. SBI2:::::SwAifk=2d.

4. SBI2::::: SWA if k ~

i¥l.
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First, it is easy to see that

[4], we

know that if n ~ 2k

+ 2:

It can be shown that statement 1. holds for all n ~ d + 2, i.e. the full range for which
non-empty codes exist.
Finally we show that SN ~ SWA. For the method of Weber and Abdel-Ghaffar
we know that d ~ 1 and write
k-l

k-lk-d-l

LL

SN

i=O

u(n-d-1-i-j)+Lu(n-d-i)

j=O

i=O

k-l k-d-l

k-l

u(n - d - 1- i - j)

~

~

i=O

j=O

k-l

k

k

+ ~ ~ u(n - d -

1- i -

j)

i=O j=d
k-l k-d-l

L

LLu(n-d-1-i-j)+L
;=0 j=O

i=O

u(n-d-1-i-j)

j=d

k-l k-d-l

L

> SWA+L
i=O

u(n-d-1-i-j).

j=d

In the last inequality we used the fact that d ~ 1.
Thus we see that the new method produces codes with at least as many codewords as any other method discussed for all allowable parameter selections.

5

State independent decoding and error propagation.

In the proposed scheme, the codeword

St for a message mt depends
on the previous
codeword St-l and thus there is more than one codeword for a given message. However,
it is possible to assign the codewords to the messages in such a way that every codeword is assigned to exactly one message, i.e. decoding is independent of the previous
codewords. The advantage of this is that there can be no error propagation.
How can this assignment be done? Although it eau be done for any d, k pair,
the assignment is simpler if we assume 2d ::; k. Consider the following table, table 1.

Vd-I

Va
Va

+
+

VI
VI

Va

+

VI

+

Vd
Vd

+
+

+
+

Vd+1

+

+
+

Vk-d

Vk-d-I

Table 1: The codeword assignments .

.In this table we already implied k ~ 2d by giving
Also n ~ k is assumed.

Vk-d

a higher index than

Vd.

Partition the SN messages into sets Mi of sizes mi ~ IVd+i(n)l,
where i =
0,1,"',
k - d. Let r be the number of trailing zeros in the previous codeword. Then
we distinguish the folJowing cases:
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0::;

T

>

d The messages in the set Mi are assigned to the set Vd+i(n) if
and to the set Vd-(k-d-i)-l (n) if i > k - d - T.

T ::;

i::;

k - d -

T

d All messages are assigned to the set Vo(n)UV1(n).

So, it is easy to see that every message is encoded into one of two or three different
codewords, depending on T. If k < 2d then three codewords per message would not be
sufficient, but the decoding would still be state independent.

6

Conclusions.

Shannon (3) defines the capacity of the (d, k )-constraint channel as the logarithm of the
largest real eigenvalue of the characteristic equation. From Tang and Bahl [1) we know
the recursion on the number of (d,k)-constraint
sequences of length n, N(n).
This
results in the characteristic equation

k-d
Zk+l -

L z'

=

O.

i=O

The recursion for (d, k )-constraint
sequences is the same as the recursion for
the sequences in U(n) except for the initial values. This implies that the sets U(n)
achieve capacity too. We have seen that U(n) forms the basis for all schemes which
we discussed in this contribution
and so they all achieve the same asymptotic rate.
Thus, the main issue is the behavior of the schemes for small codeword lengths and
codewordset sizes.
For small codes one often implements these codes with the aid of a lookup table.
In that case the complexity of the new code is about three times higher than for the
other methods. However, if one uses the enumerative technique the complexity of all
methods are roughly the same.
Finally we want to remark that the result here shows that the removal of the need
for an explicit 'glue' allows one to encode information at the boundary of codewords
and this is more efficient than using glue. And this can be done without the nped for
'state dependent' coding with its error propagation problems.
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MERGING BITS FOR CASCADING
RUNLENGTH-LIMITED
SEQUENCES
Jos H. Weber and Khaled A.S. Abdel-Ghaffar*

Abstract
In magnetic or optical storage devices, it is often required to map the
data into runlength-limited sequences. To ensure that cascading such
sequences does not violate the runlength constraints, merging bits are
inserted between two successive sequences. Merging rules for runlengthlimited sequences starting with at most l 'O's and ending with at most r
'O's are derived, which are optimal in the sense of minimizing the fixed
number of merging bits.

1

Introduction

Many modulation systems used in magnetic and optical recording are based on
binary runlength-limited codes. A string of bits is said to be runlength-limited if
the number of zeros between two consecutive ones is bounded between a certain
minimum value d and a certain maximum value k. Such sequences are also
caned (d, k) constrained. The lower runlength constraint is imposed to reduce
intersymbol interference, while the upper runlength constraint is imposed to
maintain synchronization. For a general introduetion to the theory of runlengthlimited sequences and its applications, we refer to the excellent overview papers
by Siegel [3] and lmmink [2].
In order to prevent the cascading of runlength-limited sequences from violating the runlength constraints, some merging techniques have been given by Tang
and Bahl [4] and Beenker and lmmink [1]. In this paper we will develop a general merging rule for runlength-limited sequences, in which the above-mentioned
methods appear as special cases .
• J .H. Weber is with Delft University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering,
Information Theory Group, P.O. Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands. K.A.S. AbdelGhaffar is with the Department of Electrical Engineering anel Computer Science, University
of California, Davis, CA 95616, USA. K.A.S. Abdel-Ghaffar was supported in part by NSF
Grant NCR 89-08105 and by an IBM Faculty Development Award.
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The following notation will be used. Let d, k, 1, and r be integers satisfying
d < k and 0 ::; 1 ::; 1· ::; k, unless explicitly stated otherwise. A dktrsequence is a binary sequence starting with at most 1 'O's, ending with at most
1· 'O's, and having
at least d and at most k 'O's between two consecutive' 1'so
Let
denote the sequence I repeated i times. For example, 0;310(100)21 =
000101001001. Let Revb] denote the reversed sequence of,.
For example,
Rev[00100010] = 01000100. The number of 'l's in a sequence will be called the
weight of the sequence. For example, 0010001010 is a sequence of weight three.
Let [zJ denote the largest integer not exceeding the real number x, and let
x 1 denote the smallest integer not less than the real number x. F~r example,
19/5J = 1 and r9/51 = 2.
Let BdklT be defined as the minimum value of b such that for each choice of
integers sand t satisfying 0 ::; s ::; rand 0 ::; t ::;1, there exists a sequence (3 of
length b such that the sequence

o ::;

,i

r

(1)
is (d, k) constrained. The sequence (3 can be inserted between any dklr·-sequence
ending with s 'O's and any dklr-sequence starting with t 'O's in order to maintain
the (d, k) constraint.
So knowledge of BdklT is very important with regard to
minimizing the fixed number of merging bits in a cascading scheme,
For k 2: 2d 2: 1, it can be concluded from a merging rule presented in [4] that
BdklT = d+2 if 1 = r = k, and from a merging rule presented in [1] that BdklT = d
if 1 = r = k - d. In this paper we will determine BdklT for arbitrary values of
d, k, 1, and r . To this end, we first derive lower bounds on BdklT in Section 2.
Merging rules, in which the number of merging bits matches the corresponding
lower bound, are then derived in Section 3.

2

Lower bounds on the number of merging
bits

In this section, we will derive some lower bounds on BdkiT.
First, define Zdk
as the set of all positive integers v for which there exists a (d, k) constrained
sequence of length v that both starts and ends with a '1'. It is easy to check
that
Zdk

{z( d

+ 1) + i + 1 : z

2: 0 1\ 0 ::; i ::;z( k - d)}

{z( d

+ 1) + i + 1 : 0

::; z ::;

U{j:j2:

rk:dl(d+1)+1}.

rk :

dl -

1 1\ 0

< i ::;z( k - d)}
(2)

In the following, we will make use of the fact that if y( d + 1) + h + 1 E Zdk,
where y and h are integers and 0 ::; h ::; d, then h ::; y(k - d). In particular, it
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follows that if

then v ~

Zdk.

Lemma

1

The results are now stated

in Lemmas

1-4.

Proof. From the definition of Bdklr, it follows that there exists a sequence (3
of length Bdk1r such that a(O, (3, 0) = 1(31 is (d, k) constrained.
In conclusion,
Bdklr ~ d.
D
Lemma 2 For k

where m

=

min{l

Proof. Suppose
written as

< oo,

+ r,d}.
that

B

= Bsu- ::; r /:::'d 1(d + 1)
B

=

y(d

+ 1) + h

- 2. Then B can be uniquely

- 1,

r

where y and h are integers such that 0 ::; y ::; /:::'d 1 - 1 and 0 < h ::; d. From
the definition of Bdk1n there exists a sequence (3 of length B such that a(O, (3, 0)
is (d, k) constrained,
which forces that B + 2 E Zdk. The remark following (2)
implies h ::; y(k - d). It follows from the definition of BdklT that there exists
a sequence (3 of length B such that a(s,(3,t),
with 0 ::; s ::; r , 0 ::; t ::; I, and
s + t = y(k - d) + 1 - h, is (d, k) constrained.
Note that such sand tindeed
occur, since
s

+t

y( k - d)

< (
Hence 1 + s

+1-

m

h ::; U k _

m+k-d-l
k-d

+ 1 ::; U k

1) (k - d)

+1

-1)(k-d)+1=m::;I+1·.

+ B + t + 1 = y(d + 1) + y(k
0::; y(k - d)

dl -

d
_

- d)

dl -

+2

E

Zdk.

l)(k - d)

Since

+ 1 ::; d,

then the remark following (2) implies that y(k - d) + 1 ::; y(k - cl). This
contradiction
shows that our assumption was wrong and therefore proves the
result.
D
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Lernrna

3

FOT

k

<

00

and

T

I k~d 1 (k

?:

- d)

+ I!

The lemma is trivially true if d = O. So let d ?: 1. Since I + T ?:
- d) + 1 ?: d + 1, it follows from Lemma 2 that B = Bdk!r ?:
I k~d 1 (d + 1) - 1. Now let us suppose that B = I k~d 1 (d + 1) - 1. It follows
from the definition of Bdk!r that there exists a sequence (3 of length B such that
o (] k~d l( k - d) + 1) (3,0) is (d, k) constrained. If (3 would contain only 'O's, then
Proof.

1·

?:

I k~d 1 (k

From this contradiction,
we conclude that (3 contains at least one '1'. Let i
denote the number of leading 'O's in (3. Then i satisfies 0 ::; i ::;k-I k~d 1 (k-d)-1
and B - i + 1 E Zdk. However, on one hand

B-

i+ 1 =

k: d

I

l(d

+ 1) -

1- i+ 1

k: d

<I

l(d

+ 1),

and on the other hand
B - i+ 1

Ik

d
_ d l(d

+ 1) -

.
1- z+1

d
d
> Ik _ d l(d + 1) - k + Ik _ d l(k - d) + 1
d
(lk_d1-1)(k+l)+2,
which shows with the remark following (2) that B - i
assumption was wrong, which proves the result.
Lemrna

4

FOT

k

<

00

and I + T

+1

~

Zdk.

Hence our
0

?: Ik~d l( k - d) + k + I!
d

Bdklr

?: Ik _ dl( d + 1) + 1.

Proof. Since r ?: (I k~d 1 (k - d) + k + 1)/2 ?: (2rk~d 1 (k - d) + 2)/2 = I k~d 1 (kd) + 1, it follows from Lemma 3 that B = Bdk!r ?: Ik~d l(d + 1). Now let us
suppose that B = I k~d 1 (d+ 1). It follows from the definition of Bsu- that there
exists a sequence (3 of length B such that a(s, (3, t), with 0 ::; s ::; T, 0 ::; t ::; I,
and 8 + t = I k~d 1 (k - d) + k + 1, is (d, k) constrained. If (3 would contain only
'O's, then
k

?: s + B + t

=

Ik

d

_ d l(k - d)

+ k + 1 + Ik
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d

_ d l(d

+ 1) ?: k + 1.

From this contradiction,
we conclude that (3 contains at least one '1'. Let i
denote the number of leading 'O's in (3 and let j denote the number of trailing
'O's in (J. Then i and j satisfy 0 ::; i ::; k - 5,0 ::; j ::; k - t, and B - i - j E Zeik'
However, on one hand
B - i- j =

r-d-Hd + 1) k-d

i - j ::;

r-d-Hd + I),
k-d

and on the other hand
B - i-j

d
d
r-Hd+l)-i-j
~ f- -Hd+l)-2k+5+t
k-d
k-d
d
r k _ d Hk + 1) - k + 1 = U k _d dl - 1)(k + 1) + 2,

which shows with the remark following (2) that B - i - j rf_
assumption was wrong, which proves the result.

3

Zdk.

Hence our
0

Optimal merging rules

In this section we wiU give for all d, k, l, and

r

a rule to choose, for all

5

and

t satisfying 0 ::; 5 ::; rand 0 ::; t ::; l, a sequence (3 of fixed length such that
a(s, (3, t) = lOS (30t1 is (d, k) constrained. It will turn out, that in each case the
number of merging bits used attains the best lower bound on Bdklr derived in
the previous section. Hence these merging rules can be called optimal in the
sense of minimizing the (fixed) number of merging bits for any choice of d, k, l,
and 1'.
We start by treating the cases in which there is no upper runlength constraint
(k==):
Merging rule for k = oo
(3)

It can be immediately seen that a( s, o-, t) = 105+d+t 1 is indeed (d, oo] constrained for all sand t. Hence we have established the following theorem.
Theorem 1
Bdoo1r = d.
Proof. Combine merging rule (3) with Lemma L
Next, we consider the cases in which there is no lower runlength
(d = 0):
Merging rule for 0 = d < k <

=

if l
if l

+r
+r

k, then choose (3

=

E

> k, then choose (3

=

1

::;
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0

constraint

(4)

Here

E

is the empty sequence (of length zero). It can be immediately

seen that

t) = 10 +tl is indeed (0, k) constrained for all 8 and t if 1+ r :S k, and
that 0'(8, I, t) = IO'10tl is (0, k) constrained for all 8 and t if 1+ r > k. Hence
0'(8,

E,

8

we have established

the following theorem.

Theorem

< 00,

2 For k

BOkir = { 0

if 1+ r
if 1+ r

:S k
>k

Proof.
Combine merging rule (4) with Lemmas 1 and 4.
0
Finally, we consider the cases in which there are both a lower and an upper
runlength constraint (0 < d < k < 00). Before giving the merging rule, we
define some sequences:
• The sequence
(J"(b,d,i,j)

=
if
if
if

for 0 :S i :S d
(d + l)q, v =

:S band 0 Sj::;

l~J, and

u

=p

=

q

1

s > 21\ u = 0
q:::: 21\ u::::: 1

d, where q = lb+~~{+1 J, p = b + i + j
- qv.

+1-

• The sequence
if
if
for 0 :S i :S band 0 :S j S d, where q
v = l~J, and u = p - qv.

= lb:~ijJ,

p

=

q =0
q > 1

b - i + j - (d

+ 1)q,

• The sequence
if
if
if
for 0 :S i :S band 0 :S j :S b, where q
v = l:eq J, and u = p - qv.

= lb-~~rl
J, p =

b-i-

q

<0

q

=

j -1-(d+l)q,

Note that the length of any of these sequences equals the parameter
now ready to give the merging rule:
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0

s>1

b. We are

Merging rule jor 0
if
if
if
if
if

<d<k <

(5)

ex)

1 = r = 0, then choose {3 = Od
1 ::; 1 + l' ::; d, then choose (3 = O"(f~~: Hd + 1) - 1, d, s, t)
1 + r ~ d + 1 AT::; I k~d 1 (k - d), then choose {3 from Table 1
1 + r ::; I k~d 1 (k - d) + kAr > I k~d 1 (k - d), then choose {3 from Table 2
1 + r ~ I k~d 1 (k - d) + k + 1, then choose (3 from Table 3

It can be checked in a straightforward,
but tedious, way that in each case the
sequence a(s,{3,t)
is indeed (d,k) constrained.
Hence we have established the
following theorem.
Theorem

Bdk1r

=

3 For 0

<d <k <

ex),

1~Hd+l)-1
~~ ~~~:~::;d
I k:d 1 (d + 1) - 1 ij 1 + l' ~ d + 1 AT::; I k:d 1 (k - d)
[ I k:d l(d + 1)
ij l + l' ::; I k:d H k - d) + kAT > I k:J

I k:d 1 (d + 1) + 1

ij

1+ r ~

I k:d 1 (k

- d)

(k - d)

+k +1

Proof.
Combine merging rule (5) with Lemmas 1-4.
0
In most practical situations the upper runlength value k is at least twice the
lower runlength value d. For these cases we have the following corollary.
Corollary

1

FOT

0

< 2d ::; k < co,

Bdk1r =

Proof.

dij
d
{
d

Apply Theorem

+

1
+2

ij
ij

1'::; k - d
1 + r ::; 2k
1+ r

3, noting that

~

- dAT > k - d
2k - d + 1

I k:d 1 =

1 if k ~ 2d

o

> O.
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noiseless

Table 1: Merging rule in case

s, t
s:::;dl\t:::;d
s2:d+ll\t=O
s2:d+ll\l
:::;t:::;d
s=Ol\t2:d+l
1 :::;s:::;dl\t2:d+l
s2:d+ll\t2:d+l

°<

00

1\

I + T' 2: d + 1 1\ r

:::;

Ik~d l(k

- d).

f3

0"(1 k~d l(d

+ 1) -

1, d, s, t)
x(l k~d l(d + 1) - 1, d, k - Ik~d l(k - d), 0)
x(l k~d l(d + 1) - 1, d, 0, t)
Rev[x( Ik~d l(d + 1) - 1, s, k - Ik~d l(k - d), O)J
Rev[xU k~d l(d + 1) - 1, d, 0, s)J
~(lk~dl(d+
1) -1,d,k
- rk~J(k - d) -1,0)

Table 2: Merging rule in case

rk~dl(k - d).

d <k <

°<d<k <

00

1\

+r

I

r

:::; k~d l(k - d)

+k

1\

T'

>

.

s,t
f3
s:::;dl\t:::;d
0"(1 k~d Hd + 1), d, s, t)
s>dl\t:::;d
xUk~dl(d+l),d,O,t)
.
s:::;dl\t>d
Rev[x(lk~dl(d+
1),d,O,s)J
d < s :::;Ik~d l( k - d) 1\ t > d
~U k~d Hd + 1), d, k - Ik~J (k - d), 0)
s > k~d l(k - d) 1\ t > d
~U/dl(d+l),d,k-s,sr/dl(k-d))

r

Table :3: Merging rule in case

s,t
s:::;dl\t:::;d
s2:d+ll\t:::;d
s:::;dl\t2:d+1
s2:d+ll\t2:d+l

°<d <k <

00

1\

I

+ r 2: Ik~d l(k
f3

- d)

0"(1 k~d l(d + 1) + 1, d, s, t)
x(l k~J (d + 1) + 1, d, 0, t)
Rev[x(l k~d l(d + 1) + 1, d, 0, s)J
~(I k~d Hd + 1) + 1, d, 0, 0)
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OPTIMUM SINGLE-USER COHERENT AND PARTIALLY COHERENT 8PSK RECEIVER
DESIGN AND EXACT PERFORMANCE ANALYSES FOR COMA UNCORRELATED
RAYLEIGH FADING CHANNELS
Hami Çamkerten
Telecommunications and Traffic-Control Systems Group
Delft University of Technology
Abstract-The design of a Bayesian optimum receiver is considered for a COMA radio
channel supporting a number of fixed or mobile packet terminals. An accurate statistical
model of a code division multiple-acess Rayleigh channel and of the receive signal is
developed to optimize the use of allocated channel bandwidth and to maximize the
throughput of a cellular radio network. Single-user coherent and partially coherent, singleuser receiver structures have been obtained, for uncoded BPSK transmissions. The
corresponding BERs are evaluated. It is shown that new COMA-BPSK receivers obtained
in the sequel are robust to the long-term carrier power variations, and both the coherent
and partially coherent single-user receivers can attain periect reception in an AWGN free
MAl Rayleigh channel, implying that n uncorrelated bits from active n terminals can be
received correctly within the same time slot, if the channel access codes of active users
form a linearly independent set.
I. INTRODUCTION
The multiple-access
radio channel is an information-theoretic
model of
communication systems where several independent users transmit simultaneously to a
common base station receiver over a common channel bandwidth. Typical practical
deterministic multiplexing strategies that fall into that category include TOMA, FOMA and
COMA (i.e., time, frequency, and code-division multiple-access), depending on whether
the users modulate pulse waveforms which are nonoverlapping in the time-domain, in the
frequency domain, or in neither domain, respectively. If the signals of active users are
orthogonal in each multiple-access schemes, then the detection of signalof interest can
be achieved by the classical receivers optimized for a single-user radio channel,
depending on the type of signalling employed. However, (among other things),
asynchronizm of the mobile or fixed subscribers; existence of cochannel interierence
(CCI) and adjacent channel interierence (AC I) may violate the periect conditions and thus
the detection periormance of classical receivers are interierence-limited in both TOMA and
FOMA networks [1 J. In a COMA network of a large user population, periect orthogonality
among the signals of the active users'can not be maintained, either, due to limited
channel bandwidth and lack of synchronizm of active emitters. Thus bit collisions occur
intermittently at the receiver. Packet collisions then again become the dominant degrading
factor for a COMA network performance, with the standard receivers. Moreover, in cellular
COMA radio networks, an additional detection periormance limitation arises due to the
variations of the received carrier powers of the active terminals due to near-far problem
and shadowing. Therefore, operation of a COMA network with conventional receivers
requires adaptive power control to attain a certain BER (bit error probability).
Although, in all these cases, use of forward-error-correction
code (FEC) may
reduce the rate of packets' collisions and retransmissions at the expense of increased
message overhead, the detection periormance of the conventional receivers are still
interierence-limited, due to the practical problems mentioned above. On the other hand,
even if the orthogonality betweeen the contending signals of the common spectrum can
be achieved by TOMA, FOMA or COMA at the expense of bandwidth, clearly any of these
multiplexing strategies is not bandwidth efficient relative to the cases presented in the
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sequel or in [2,6]. Note however that, the key problem arises not from the multiplexing
schemes but from the use of conventional signal detection schemes.
Given a certain multiple-access radio channel, a practically and theoretically
important problem is thus the design of optimum radio link, in the sense of transmitter
and receiver pair to avoid the shortcomings of the classical signal detection schemes due
to the MAl (multiple-access interference), CCI and the AWGN (additive white gaussian
noise). This has been investigated e.g., in [4], for asynchronous COMA AWGN channel
with BPSK (binary phase-shift keying), in which various design criterias such as the
minimum BER or minimum sequence error probability are considered. In [2,3J optimum
BPSK receiver structures are determined and analysed for partially overlapping (in carrier
frequency) transmissions for MAl noisy Rayleigh channels. In [6], optimum COMA-BPSK
sequence detector structures for partially overlapping radio emissions are considered.
This paper studies the design af an optimum receiver for a COMA radio channel,
supporting a number (n) of fixed or mobile terminals. Our main results can be summarized
as follows. An accurate statistical model of a multiple-access Rayleigh fading channel and
of the receive signal is developed to optimize the use of the allocated channel bandwidth
and to maximize the throughput of a packet radio network. Single-user coherent and
partially coherent, multi-user base station receiver structures have been designed, for
uncoded BPSK packet transmissions over uncorrelated Rayleigh fading linear channels
using COMA. The corresponding exact bit error probabilities (BER) are evaluated. The
feasibility and robustness of the new systems developed are discussed.
The central joint receiver structure consists of n single-user receivers, each of
which is optimized to minimize the BER for an active terminal. Each single-user partially
(pure) coherent receiver consists of ei RF (radio frequency) signal demodulator, a data
detector and a (perfect) marginal non-data aided MAP (maximum a posteriori) channel
estimator. Perfect clock and carrier frequency estimators are assumed in the model.
The MAP optimum single-user COMA-BPSK packet receiver in the presence of
additive MAl and AWGN is shown to be linear. It is shown that the corresponding BPSK
packet demodulator with data detector is a modified version of the conventional COMABPSK receiver: the detection statistic of the conventional receiver is corrected with a linear
term caused by BPSK packet interferences from noisy MAL In the partially coherent case,
the perfect channel estimate of the j-th fully coherent receiver is replaced by the j-th MAP
(maximum a posteriori) marginal non-data aided channel estimator. This MAP estimator
can be interpreted as the theoretically optimum tracking loop in coloured conditionally
Gaussian MAl and AWGN. It is also shown in the sequel that only when the additive white
Gaussian background noise is dominant, the classical one-shot receivers of AWGN
channels as analysed in [1J will be optimum for interference and AWGN-limited multiple
access flat fading Rayleigh channels. As in [2-3J it is proven that, in an interference-limited
channel, the only fundamental requirement for achieving perfect packet transmissions in
the same fixed time slot from each individual terminal is that the COMA codes of active
terminals must be linearly independent, so that the central receiver can identify each
emitter and its data perfectly.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 11,multiple-access
communication system model is presented. Section III proceeds by the derivation of the
conditional likelihood function of the receive signal during a single bit period. The singleuser coherent and partially coherent receiver structures are obtained in Section IV and
V, respectively. The BER results of the coherent and partially coherent novel BPSK
receiver structures are briefed in Section VI. The probability of a terminal success and a
.single-user receiver success, as well as the throughput for a slotted-ALOHA network with
a single-user receiver are also evaluated for both the coherent and partially coherent oneshot COMA-BPSK receivers.
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11. COMMUNICATION

SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a multi-point to point digital communication system operating over a
common channel bandwidth supporting a number (n) of spatially separate mobile SPSK
radio terminals. Suppose that the operation of the system is time-slotted so that base
station provides time-slot information to the terminals over one-to many (broadcast)
channel periodicly and requires all the active transmitters to send their packets within the
given time slot, without any further mutual coordination among the emitters, e.g., a cellular
slotted-ALOHA packet radio network with COMA. Assume also that each of the single-user
receivers located at the same base station has acquired the slot and bit timing, and the
signalling interval T and the common carrier frequency wc' have been choosen
appropriately so that path lengths from active n terminals to the common base station
give rise to only negligible differential time delays so that the assumption of time
synchronous operation is not violated.
Accordingly, given n transmitters are active in a time slot, the received signal for
the one-shot COMA-SPSK receiver of O-th terminal is in the form of

(1)
where wt is the AWGN with spectral density >"w and the combined COMA-SPSK MAl
signal to the receiver of Q-th terminal during the signalling interval [O,T] is
n-1

mt=Li :1 sdt;~i,ai1)
where the i-th SPSK waveform after propagating
channel is given by

(2 )

through slowly fading flat Rayleigh
(3 )

Here, ai1E{-1,1} is the (1st) uncoded equi-probable and independent data bit of i-th
emitter; x1i=RicoS9i and ~i=Risin9i
are mutually uncorrelated, zero-mean Gaussian
random variables with the same variance >..;. Note also that uniformly distributed random
phase shift 9i and Rayleigh distributed envelope Ri are assumed to be time invariant
throughout the packet length. Further, the i-th orthonormal carriers shaped with unit
amplitude
rectangular
common
data pulses p(t) over [Q,T] are given by
4>1
i(t) =J'(2!T)f;(t)p(t)cos(w ct) and 4>2i(t)=J'(2!T)fi(t)p(t)sin(wct)
in which fi(t) is the
deterministic and unique channel access signalof the i-th terminal consisting of L code
bits obtained by using NRZ (non-return-to-zero) signalling. Furthermore, the set of channel
access coded, {ti(t)}, are assumed to be a linearly independent set. Assume also that the
base station receivers have already acquired the set of the channel access codes, the
common carrier frequency, wc' and tracking them perfectly. Finally, let all the slow
variations in all received carrier powers (2)'') due to such effects in the propagation
medium as shadowing and near-far be deterministic.
The objective is to determine the minimum SER single-user coherent and partially
coherent base station receiver structures for a reference terminal in the presence of n-1
MAl and AWGN, since uncoded equi-probable and independent data transmissions are
assumed. Coherent signal detection techniques attain the ultimate reception performance,
therefore the first problem of interest is to design a single-user coherent one-shot signal
demodulator and a data detector as a part of the complete single-user receiver, viz., the
(log)likelihood ratio test:
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has to be determined. Where p(rt I Hj,Xl0'~
is the conditional p.d.f. of the received signal
in a single bit interval, say [O,T], wnen j-th hypothesis Hj "aal Ei-i, i} is correct and the
estimates of reference channel parameters x10 and ~o are perfect. Secondly, to justify
the feasibility of (4), we shall determine the partially coherent one-shot single-user CDMABPSK receiver structure so that the perfect knowledge of the Rayleigh channel parameters
in (4) are replaced by the one-shot non-data aided MAP joint estimates of x1Qand ~.
Namely, the joint solution of the MAP equations
aln(p(~lrt))I=x_

'x
=o "'()

axjO

=0,.

(5)

for j=l,2,

yields the desired estimates.
Based on the observation model adopted, the optimal one-shot coherent receiver
design for the MAl and the AWGN environment considered turns out to be a particular
case of the conditionally deterministic signal detection in coloured zero-mean Gaussian
interference (MAl) and background AWGN. The MAP channel parameter estimator design
is the estimation of the parametrically determined signal in the same environment. .The
reason that MAl is zero-mean Gaussian are due to the Rayleigh fading channels and the
noncoherence of the one-shot single-user CDMA-BPSK receiver to the MAl signals. In
other words, for the one-shotBPSK
receiver design, it turns out that the covariance
function of the combined MAl signal fl\ during a single bit interval is independent of the
actual values of the random data set of combined MAl, since the receiver is one-shot and
the active n terminals are assumed to be time-synchronous with deterministic channel
access codes.
Since the received signal in (1) is a sample function of a conditionally Gaussian
process, all the relevant information in the received signal can be extracted from its mean
and covariance functions. Because, these two functions uniquely specify the p.d.f. of a
conditionally Gaussian process. Accordingly, given the o-tn signal and all the uncorrelated
random data bits of n-t MAl, the mean of (1) is the reference signal, sO(t,x10,~,aa1) and
the covariance function of the conditionally Gaussian receive signal, Kr(t,u), during the
single bit period is the sum of the covariance function of the AWGN, ~(t,u)=Àwó(t-u),
and of the total MAl, Km(t,u):

~(t,u)=
since

the

processes

of

[

~~(t)

interest

~~(t)

form

a

] ~lo 0] r~
A

1 (u)
l~2(U)

statistically

1

independent

(6)

set.

Here,

~j(t)= [,pj1(t).4>j2(t),.,,pjn-l(t)] T is a column vector for i= 1,2, where T denotes the transpose
operator and A is an (n-t ,n-1) diagonal matrix accounting for the variances of the mutually
independent in-phase and quadrature Gaussian gains of MAl signals.
Ill. DERIVATION OF LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION
Derivation of
to that in [2]. Given
random data set, the
the conditional p.d.f.

the conditional likelihood function of the received signal is similiar
the Gaussian channel parameters of the test signal and the MAl
received signal is conditionally Gaussian. Accordingly, the ratio of
of the received signal in (1) to the p.d.f. of the AWGN noise only
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(dummy) hypothesis is on the form
p (rtl~,

1
= cexp [ < (rt--a01s0
p (r t r t =w t)
2

I

a01)

) ao1go(t; ~O) > J

(t;~)

(7 )

where c is an irrelevant constant for both the data detection and the vector parameter
estimation processes, < (•) > accounts for the time average over the entire bit duration
T. 90( 0) is the conditionally deterministic discrimination function yet to be determined for
the reference terminal. It can be expressed in terms of ~(t,u):
a01s0(u;~)

=<Kr(t,u)

a01g0(t;~)

>

(8)

which is the well-known Fredholm integral equation of the second kind (5). Now, using
Kr(t,u) in (8) and solving for go(o), we find the discrimination function
go(t;~)

1
=À: <[ó'(t-U)-ho(t,u)

Jso(U;~»

(9)

where ho(t,u) is the symmetric impulse response of MAP optimum time-varying filter to
estimate coloured zero-mean Gaussian MAl in AWGN only:
(10)

where (n-1,n-1) symmetric matrix, Hc=(Àwl+APrl,\,
in which I is the identity matrix,
P=<~.(u)~.(u»,
for j=1,2 is the symmetric correlation matrix accounting for the mutual
normahzec1time correlation of MAl interfering signals. Thus, this completes the derivation
of the relevant part of the conditional maximum likelihood (ML) function.
IV. SINGLE-USER COHERENT MINIMUM BER COMA BPSK Rx
The single-user coherent one-shot BPSK receiver (Rx) structure can now be
determined for an n-access slowly flat-fading noisy MAl Rayleigh channel. Introducing
equi-probable and independent states of the reference data bit into (7) and inserting the
corresponding sufficient statistics into (4) yields the detection statistic of the minimum
BER coherent receiver for the reference terminal (O-th):
(11)

If the decision variable la at the sampling intant T exceeds the zero decision threshold,
then its receiver gives the decision in favour of hypothesis H, Aaa, = 1 (say 'Mark'),
otherwise, HoAaa, =-1 ('Space') is accepted. Obviously, if there were no MAl or the
contenders were mutually orthogonal, then the optimum receiver would be the
conventional one. The coherent receiver structure is same as in Figure 1 of (2), except
the discrimination function.
Equivalently, (11) can be computed by
lO=À:1<sO(t;~o)<[ó'(t-u)-ho(t,u)
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Jr.>

(12)

as an implementation alternative to the coherent receiver of (11).
Now consider the case in which the mobile radio channel is only MAl-limited
rather than MAl and AWGN-limited. Accordingly, the log-likelihood ratio test can be
determined by

lO=Àw<rtgo (t, ~o) >I.l.w=ü=<rt[so (t ;~o) -<hmO (t, u) So (u;~)
where the corresponding

>] >

(13)

filter impulse response optimum in MAP sense is
(14)

provided that the channel access codes of the multiple access signals form a linearly
independent set. In this case, it is shown in the sequel that n singular receptions for n
uncorrelated bits is feasible and each of the single-user receivers is independent of the
cumulative MAl power of active terminals, if n noise free receivers each optimized to
minimize the SER for each active terminal are employed by the base station. On the other
hand, when all the channel access codes are the same, the discrimination function in (11)
turns out to be the reference signal so(t;x10,X:2O> and thus the optimum one-shot SPSK
receiver reduces to the single-user coherent standard SPSK capture receiver allowing only
one signal detection at a time.

v. PARTIALLY

COHERENT COMA BPSK Rx WITH MAP OPTIMUM ONE-SHOT
CHANNEL ESTIMATOR

To determine the partially coherent receiver structure, the one-shot maximum a
posteriori (MAP) joint estimate of the uncorrelated Gaussian channel parameters x1Qand
X:2o in (11) are of interest. The MAP joint estimation is non-data aided in the sense that
there is no preamble to probe the Rayleigh channel, hence the contending SPSK data
modulations are equi-probable and independent. Accordingly, averaging (7) over the
ensembles of the reference data 801; inserting the resulting ML function and the a-priori
density of the channel parameters of interest into (5), for i= 1,2, respectively, .and using
the Bayes theorem, the (non-data aided) j-th marginal channel parameter estimator is the
joint solution of the pair of the two nonlinear equations:

where tanh(·)=sinh(·)/cosh(·)
signalling interval is

and as in (9), the o-tn correlation function over the entire

(16)
where the in-phase and quadrature parts are orthogonal and given by,
-1

g j 0 (t) ~À w < [ 6 (t -u) - ho (t ,u) ] cp j 0 (u) >
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(17)

for

l= 1,2,

respectively. Note also that,
(18)

where P$= <~j(t)4>jo(t)> is the (n-1, 1) column vector defined for the time correlation of test
and MAl signals.
Hence, replacing the O-th discrimination function in (11) by (16) yields the partially
coherent single-user CDMA-BPSK receiver. The structure is again same as in Fig. 1 of [2],
except the discrimination function. As in the one-shot data detection case, the estimates
of the reference channel parameters as well as the other uncorrelated Rayleigh channel
parameters for other users can be shown to be perfect after one bit period, if the first
transmit bits of all active n terminals are known by the base station and if the CNRs
(carrier to (thermal) noise ratio) approach to infinity.
VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSES AND CONLUSIONS
Due to space limitations, we summarize the performance results in this section.
Pursuing the unified method in [3], when the noisy one-shot channel parameter estimates
are employed, the BER of the O-th CDMA-BPSK receiver can be shown to be

(19)

and in the case of noise-free estimates of the reference channel parameters, one has

(20)

while n-1 MAls are active. The detailed analysis of complete receivers presented here can
be found in [7].
Obviously, if the spectral density of the AWGN, >"w' approaches to zero (high
CNRs), so does the BER, for both the coherent and partially coherent optimum receivers,
regardless of the level of the test carrier power, 2>"0' and of the MAl carrier powers, {2\}.
Thus, perfect detection from separate n terminals is feasible, if the channel acces codes
are choosen such that they form a linearly independent set and known by the receiver
of each terminal. Further, for fixed reference power and AWGN level, when the members
of A tends to infinity, then e.g., (20) becomes

]

•
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(21)

which suggests clearly that the SER performance of the new receivers of this paper are
robust to the variations in the MAl carrier powers and again SER approches to zero as
the noise goes to zero. On the other hand, if the receiver were the standard reference
user coherent one, then the bit error probability would simply be

(22)

whose value is obviously controlled by the individual MAl carrier powers {2Ài} and the
normalized mutual time correlations {POi} between the MAl codes and the reference code.
For example take À1 ee co in (22). In this case it is seen that SER in (22) is 0.5, unless the
first interfering terminal is orthogonal to the reference terminal.
In case the acess of the COMA users to the time-slotted common radio channel
is random (i.e., COMA slotted-ALOHA), and if again the CNRs are infinitely large, the
probability of success is always perfect, for any terminal for both the coherent and
partially coherent CDMA-SPSK receivers proposed here. The probability of a single-user
receiver success is also singular regardles of the offered traffic, and eventually the
average number of succesfully received packets is the mean offered traffic to the time
slot, yielding the best throughput. Note however that although the detection performances
presented here are not limited by the cumulative MAl power and are robust to the MAl
carrier power variations, the minimum SER base station receivers should have the a
posteriori perfect knowledge of the number and identification of the active MAl terminals
within the slot and have to adapt their structures, apart from the previously stated
assumptions, if the acess to the channel is random.
The main contributions of this paper are a correct conceptual approach towards
the design of an optimum digital communication system for a fading MAl environment; the
derivation of the optimum data detection and channel parameter estimation structures;
and the assessment of the SER and throughput performance of both the coherent and
the partially coherent one-shot receivers in the coloured conditionally Gaussian nonstationary interference and noise-limited radio channel. The models presented here can
be generalized to include MPSK, it is subject of one of forthcoming papers.
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Towards Alternative
Marten

Strategies

for Signal-Sampling

D. van der Laan"

An alternative, geometrical inierpretation. of signal-sampling is presented, in which
sampling plus reconstruction, considered as a single operatio-n, is generalized to an
approximation in a suitable subspace of the signal space. It is shown that Shannon
sampling is a special case of this theory. Practical boundary conditions for the
operators are formulated.
Final/y, two sampling operators in spline-spaces are
presented and their properties with respect to noise and other disturbances are
discussed.

1

Introduetion

Sampling is the first step to enable digital processing or storage of analogue signals. It
therefore plays an important role in a digital processing scheme. Usually, signal sampling is carried out through point measurements at equidistant times. The sampling
frequency, which is the inverse of the time between two subsequent samples, depends
on the frequency contents of the signal.
The theory of signal sampling was set up long before the applications came into
view. Already in 1915, E.T. Whittaker [1] published a paper which can be marked as
the base for the later sampling theorem by Shannon. Nyquist [2] was the first who
related the sampling frequency to the frequency contents of the signal. In order to
interpret the signal unambiguously, the sampling frequency should be at least twice as
high as the highest occurring frequency in the signal, the so-called Nyquist frequency
I«. If this criterion is violated, high frequencies will b~ interpreted as low frequencies,
which is known as aliasing.
In 1949, Shannon [3, 4] formulated the sampling theorem, which states that a
frequency bandlimited signal, sampled in time from minus infinity to plus infinity at
a rate exceeding the Nyquist rate, can be perfectly reconstructed from its samples.
The reconstruction is obtained with the following procedure: replace each sample by a
sine-function centered at the position of the sample and multiplied by the value of the
sampled value, then add all scaled and shifted sine-functions. The procedure is known
as Whittaker's interpolation formula:

'()
~
(
) sin(2-rrfNt-n-rr)
x i = L...J x nts
n=-oo
2-rr fNt - n-rr

(1)

where is is the time between subsequent samples (is ::; 21N)' An alternative, but
equivalent procedure is: Replace each sample by a Dirac 6-distribution, multiplied by
the sampled value and then do a convolution with the sine-function. Note that this is
in fact filtering with an ideal low-pass filter.
"University of Groningen, Department of Computing
The Netherlands. e-Mail: marten@cs.rug.nl
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In practice,
cause:

the requirements

for Shannons

sampling

theorem

cannot be met, be-

• A signal is only observed during a finite time interval.
• A real signal is neither bandlimited nor can it be transferred into a bandlimited
signal, because ideal low-pass filters do not exist.
• The point measurements involved are approximated by integration over (small)
time intervals.
• The reconstruction cannot be carried out, also due to the lack of an ideal low-pass
filter.
Therefore, the theory of signal sampling
practice.
To achieve this goal we first
formulate a general sampling theory. As
a physical system, most of the theoretical
The practical boundary conditions will
sampling operators are presented which

2

Abstract

should be extended in order to conform with
abstract from the traditional
sampling and
the sampling operation is to be carried out by
sampling operators cannot be implemented.
be discussed in section 3. Finally, different
meet these boundary conditions.

sampling

A signal will be considered as a function x : [0, T) -+ JR. Note that the function is
only defined on a finite time interval. Furthermore, it is assumed that the signal can
be modeled by a bounded and continuous function. The signals are now elements of
e[O, T), the set of continuous functions on [0, T). C[O, T) is a linear vector space.
Having the concepts of a vector space, it is possible to put the sampling problem into
a geometrical perspective. Shannon already mentioned the geometrical representation
of signals, but this point of view is not found in more recent literature. A .slgnal x(t) is
a vector in the infinite dimensional vector space C[O, T). The signal is to be represented
by a finite number, say N, of coefficients (the samples). Sampling plus reconstruction,
considered as a single operator, is therefore an approximation
in a N -dimensional
subspace of C[O, T), provided that the coefficients are linearly independent.
Let the
subspace be denoted by Wand let {wo, ... , WN -d be a basis of W. Every element of
W can be written in the form of a basis representation:
N-l

x(t)

=

L

Cn Wn,

Cn

E JR

(2)

n=O

In this light, signal sampling is the determination of the coefficients Cn, and reeonstruction is a basis representation
with respect to the basis {wo, ... , WN -d. Sampling plus
reconstruction
is modeled by a projection operator! P, mapping the original signal
x(t) on its approximation x(t):
P: e[O,T)

-+

W

x(t)

-+

x(t)

(3)

We now have two subsequent choices, which are, however, not independent:
first, the
choice of a subspace Wand a basis on W, and secondly, the method of calculation of
the coefficients en. The choice of a proper subspace depends heavily on the nature of
1

A projection operator has the property PPx = Px
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the original signal, and it is therefore not possible to choose a subspace which provides
equal approximation quality for every signal in C[O, T). Once a subspace is chosen,
approximation theory provides methods to find an optimal set of coefficients.
In standard sampling, the coefficients are obtained by taking point measurements
at N equidistant points in the interval [0, T). However, there is no reason to leave other
methods aside. A coefficient can be obtained by applying any operator 0 : C[O, T) ->
R. Operators of this kind are called functionals.
Practical considerations
will now
restrict the set of useful functionals for calculating the coefficients. In the next section
we shall deal with this. First, we shall provide some concepts of approximation theory
and give an example illustrating the generality of the theory so far.
Approximation

theory

The quality of an approximation
distance equals the norm of the
can be defined in different ways,
to each norm. We consider some

is given by the "distance" between x(t) and x(t). The
error signal eet)
x(t) - x(t). The norm on e[O, T)
with specific approximation
strategies corresponding
useful norms:

=

1. Mean square norm, II . 112
The mean square norm is induced

by an inner product:

(x,y)

=

foT

x(t)y(t)dt

(4)

The norm now becomes:
IIxl12 = (x,X)2
Minimizing
square error
imation can
basis {vo, ...

1

(5)

to the II . 112-norm is in fact minimizing the mean
of the approximation.
Mean square approximation
or L2-approxeasily be carried out by orthogonal projection. If an orthonormal
, VN-l} is chosen, the approximation eperation is

eet) with respect

N-l

X =

L (x,v

n)

Vn

(6)

n=O

This is to be interpreted
as a representation
with respect to the orthonormal
basis where the coefficients en in (2) are simply obtained by evaluating the inner
product (x, vn) Moddemeijer [SJ gives a straightforward
method for calculating
the mean square approximation starting with a non-orthogonal basis. Because
the projection-operator
is a linear operator, mean square approximation
is widely
used in many approximation
problems.
2. Minimax norm, II . 1100
The minimax-norm
is defined as
Ilxlloo = sup

Ix(t)l.

(7)

tE[O,T)

Iielioo gives an upper bound of the error in the entire time-interval.
Moreover, it
implies an upper bound to the mean square norm, because IIel12~ lIelloo . ,fT.
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Approximation
with respect to the
tion or Loo-approximation,
is much
imation. First, the optimum is not
satisfied [6]. Secondly, the optimal
non-linear.

II . Iloo-norm, also called uniform approximamore complicated than mean square approxunique, unless the so-called Haar condition is
uniform approximation
operator is in general

3. Other
Depending on the application field, other useful norms can be defined.
E.g.,
in video applications,
one can construct a norm which agrees with the error
perceived by the human visual system.

An example
Both Shannon sampling and, e.g., approximation
by a finite Fourier-series fit into
the theory.
Let us focus on Shannon sampling once more: Shannon sampling plus
reconstruction
is a mean square approximation
on the space of bandlimited functions,
which is a countable infinite dimensional subspace of C(O, T). According to the PaleyWiener theorem, bandlimited functions are also (complex) analytic [7]. Time-shifted
sine-functions form an orthonormal basis in this subspace. The orthogonal projection is
carried out by calculating the inner product between the original signal and each sinefunction, which is in fact equivalent to convolution with a sine-kernel (ideal low-pass
filtering) followed by point measurements at equidistant times", The reconstruction
is
a basis representation
with respect to the same basis of sine-functions, cf. (1).

3

Concrete

sampling

From the previous paragraph we know that the coefficients can be obtained by applying
a functional to the signal. However, in practice not all functionals can be implemented.
The relevant practical considerations will be discussed in the sequel:

• Approximation properties
First of all, an operator should have good approximation
properties.
tions for this have been mentioned in the previous section.

The condi-

• Linearity
Although not necessary, linearity is a useful property. If mean square approximation is involved, the best approximation
can be obtained by applying a linear
functional. Also linear uniform approximations
exist which are close to optimum.
All bounded linear functionals can be written in the form of an integral transform
[81. For the nth functional the expression is:

(8)
Here the quantities Àn are sums of piecewise continuous functions
countably many Dirac distributions generating point functionals.

and at most

• Time-invariance
As it is non-economical
2In general,
evaluated at t

=

if a convolution
O.

to have a different procedure
kernel is even, calculation
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for each of the N functionals,

of an inner product

equals convolution

it is recommended to implement the sampling with a single procedure, initiated
at N different times. This condition cancels a lot of functionals, e.g., "sampling"
by N Fourier-coefficients
does not satisfy the condition of time-invariance.
If the functionals are linear and time-invariant,
they can be realized by timeinvariant linear systems, since (8) can be rewritten as a convolution with a single
kernel <f;(T), followed by point measurements.
The expression for the nth functional, n E {O, ... , N - I}, becomes:
+00

1

-00

X(T) <f;(tn - T) dr

(9)

where,

X(t)

= {X(t)

o

if t E [~, T)
otherwise

Moreover, if the basis functions are time-invariant
tion (2) can also be written as a convolution:

too, the basis representa-

N-I

L

en Wn

(10)

=

n=O

• Causality
For real-time applications,
convolution can only be realized by a linear system
if the kernel is causal, i.e., future values are not to be used. For causal kernels
holds <f;(T) = 0 for T > o. This condition can be weakened by the concept of
semi-causality:
<f;(T) = 0 for T > Ta > o. In this case, only a finite part of the
future signal is used. A semi-causal convolution can be realized by delaying the
input. Note that the sine-kernel is not causal, which implies that ideal low-pass
filters do not exist in practice.
• Equidistant evaluation
In order to avoid additional timing data to be stored with the samples, the
procedure should be repeated at equidistant times (tn = n t, in (9) and (10)).
This, together with the time-invariance condition, requires that the signal to be
sampled is stationary, i.e., its properties do not change with time.
• Noise suppression
An operator with inherent noise suppression is preferable.
For example, if the
signal consists of relatively low frequencies corrupted with high frequency noise,
the functional should have an integrating character.
Generally, if the signalto-noise ratio is known for every frequency, one can design a functional which
improves the total signal-to-noise ratio.
• Suppression of other distortions
The operator should possibly be insensitive to other distortions commonly present
in practical systems, such as noise at the frequency of the AC power supply and
its harmonics, or spikes. E.g., one should avoid point measurements
which are
highly sensitive to spikes.
• Compact support
It is desirable, but not necessary, for both the functionals defining the coefficients
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and the basis functions to have compact supports. Hence, the influence of erroneous samples remains local. If the support cannot be compact, the functionals
and basis functions must damp out rapidly.

4

Alternative

sampling operators

In this section we discuss some operators
in the previous section.

which meet (most of) the requirements

listed

Generalized Shannon on [0,T)
The functions:
v (t) n

-

sin(27r iNt - n7r)
Nsin((27riNt-n7r)N-l)'

t E [0, T)

(11)

span a linear subspace of C[O, T) and are orthonormal [5]. The mean square approximation can thus be obtained by an orthogonal projection. Increasing the total observation
time T, i.e., taking the limit N --t 00, this sampling scheme converges to Shannonsampling.
Nevertheless, the practical value of this operator is limited, because the
functionals are not causal.

Mean square approximation with B-splines
In many applications splines turned out to be useful due to their good approximation
properties. Therefore, we concentrate on the use of splines in a sampling operator. A
B-spline of degree m is defined as:

b(m)(t)

=

1

(m + 1) ( t + m + 1 ) +'

m+l

m! E(-I)k

k
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- k

m

tE

lR.

(12)

in which:
x?,:

0

x<O
Shifted B-splines form a basis of a finite dimensional

spline space IIm, so each signal

x(t) can be written as
N-l

x(t) = n~m

en b(m)

(tt; - n - m+l)
-2-

, t

e

(13)

[O,T)

The m basis functions occurring additionally in this representation
are necessary to
achieve a uniform approximation quality on [0, T). The corresponding coefficients must
be calculated from the signal outside [0, T) or by other methods.
In case m = 0, the mean square approximation is straightforward,
because the
basis is orthonormal.
The inner product (x, vn) in (6) reduces to local integration of
the signal. The approximation operator Mo : e[O, T) -> Ilo becomes:

(Mox)(t)=

L -t1

N-l

n=O

s

r:
nt,
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x(t)dt·b(o)

(

t
--n-ts

1)
2

(14)

If this integration is carried out in the analogue domain the sensitivity to spikes is
very low. Moreover, because the Fourier-transform
of the b(otkernel is a sine-function,
the integration time can be chosen in such a way that the zeros of the sine-function
are exactly at multiples of the power frequency, so that power frequency distortion is
reduced.
The approximation
by Mo is a sum of piecewise constant functions. If smoother reconstructions are needed, a higher order spline should be used. However, mean square
approximation
by higher order B-splines (Mm operators) becomes more complex because the basis is no longer orthonormal.
This implies that either the functionals or
the basis functions will not have compact support.
The approximation
quality of the Mm operators is good, because they are optimal
in the mean square sense. Due to the integrating character of the operators, inherent
suppression of high-frequency noise, spikes and power frequency noise is provided, as
in the Mo case.

Uniform approximation with B-splines
We just have seen that the choice of Bo-splines as the functionals has some nice properties. If we combine this with a representation on a higher order spline base, we obtain
a new operator, which is not a mean square approximation.
Let m 2:: 1. We define the
linear, time-invariant
operator Lm : C[O,T) -+ TIm.

(Lm x)(t)

2:= -1

N-l

-+

n=-m

ts

---.._

r:

x(t) dt·

b(m)

(t

-

ts

nt,

-

m
n - --

+

1)

Again, m additional coefficients are required, cf. (13).
Some properties of Lm are proven in [9]. We only list the most important
1.
2.
3.
4.

Lm is positive.
2
IILm x Lm is variation-diminishing.
Lm reduces the total variance.

xlloo ::; ';1

t; 11,t22X(t)lloo,

for m

2::

(15)

2

ones:

1.

The positivity of the operator is a necessary condition for properties 3 and 4. However,
due to the positivity, the approximation error cannot be smaller than O(t;).
Due to the local integration, the operator has low sensitivity to spikes and power
frequency noise. The noise suppression depends on the character of the noise. If the
noise is relatively high frequent, the noise suppression is good, which can be concluded
from the third and fourth property.
Traditionally, the sampled data are filtered in
order to reduce the noise. Calculations [8] showed that the noise suppression is better
than that of a digital FIR filter applied to the sampled data. In contrast to digital
filtering no additional arithmetic operations are required.

5

Discussion

We have presented a general theory from which alternative sampling operators can be
deduced. Samples can be obtained by taking functionals and reconstruction is no more
than a basis representation.
We suggested two alternative sampling operators which
satisfy the conditions implied by practice. The mean square B-spline approximation
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operator is optimal, but for higher order splines more difficult to realize, because the
functionals and the basis functions cannot both have compact supports. We therefore
suggest to consider other approximation criteria. The last operator Lm,h is an example
of this.
In order to compare several operators with respect to their approximation
quality,
noise sensitivity etc., a start has been made to simulate all operators with digital
systems acting on digital signals. Results of this simulation are not available yet.
So far implementation
of the sampling operators was not mentioned.
In practice,
sampling is carried out by analogue anti-alias filtering followed by AID-conversion,
and reconstruction
by DI A-conversion followed by analogue low pass filtering. In this
paper we suggested more specific filters in order to realise the operators, which can, in
general, not be realized in the analogue domain. The operators can be implemented
as digital systems, but must be surrounded by AID and DI A-converters working with
a sufficiently high frequency. There is one exception to this scheme: the local integration can be implemented directly using a voltage-to-frequency
converter (VFC), which
contains an analogue integration circuit.
We expect that the method described in this paper will yield robust all-purpose
sampling operators. However, in case the signals to be sampled are non-stationary,
the
proposed operators are not optimal. It might be necessary to relax the conditions timeinvariance and Zor equidistancy in order to allow adaptive operators.
The drawback
of this is a serious increase in the complexity of the implementation
of the operator.
Another topic for further research would be the search for other subspaces, e.g., a
wavelet- basis.
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REALIZATION OF A MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD
CLASSIFIER BY A LEARNING PROCESS
G.H.L.M. Heideman*

The realization of an optimal discriminator (thus a two-hypothesis problem) for
multi-dimensional
signals is rather awkward if the discrimination
boundary is
quadratic. This will be the case if the covariance matrices of the signals are
unequal.
Practically we have from each signal (class) a, in a probabilistic way
representative, data set available.
Usually this problem is then simplified by transforming the signals to
signals with two dimensions or by seeking distribution free methods. Nowadays
neural networks are also.popular solutions.
In this paper we will show that the realization of the optimal classifier is
possible by a learning procedure. We will also show which kind of information
about the multi-variate probability densities is needed to realize the structure and
how to perform the learning procedure.
Finally we will comment the properties of the. optimal classifier in comparison with a perceptron-like neural network.

* Twente University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering, P.O.Box 217, 7500
AE Enschede, The Netherlands.
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UNIVERSAL SOURCE CODING BASED ON CONSISTENT
DISTRIBUTION ESTIMATION

A.R. Barron

*, L.

Györfi

**,

and E.C. van der Meulen

***

Recently the authors obtained new results for distribution estimation
consistent in information
divergence.
These results apply to general
source alphabets when the unknown probability measure p is dominated by a known probability measure t/, In this contribution
implications of our results are given for the problem of universal source
coding of finely quantized data. It is shown how a particular consistent distribution estimate p~ leads to a universal code for the class of
all probability measures p which are dominated in I -divergence by a
known probability measure u .

1. DISTRIBUTION

ESTIMATION CONSISTENT

IN INFORMATION

DIVERGENCE

We first consider the problem of estimating an unknown probability measure p, defined on an arbitrary measurable separable metric space X, based on
independent

identically distributed

(i.i.d.) observations Xl, ...,Xn from p. If

p~ denotes our distribution estimate, we take as error criterion the information
divergence between p~ and p. If p and v are two probability measures on X,
the information divergence between p and v is defined by

I(p, v)

=

~

p(Ai)
p(Ai) log (A.)'

sup ~
{Ad

i

v

(1)

I

* Department of Statistics, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, and Coordinated Science Laboratory at the University of Illinois,
Urbana, Champaign, IL, USA.
** Department of Mathematics, Technical University of Budapest, Budapest,
Hungary.
*** Department of Mathematics, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven,
Belgium.
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where the supremum

{Al,A2,

... ,Am}

taken over all finite (measurable)

IS

partitions

P

of X.

If p. and 1/ are absolutely continuous with respect to a er-finite measure

p.«

À (i.e.

À, and

1/

«

À), with densities I

respectively, then

I(p., 1/)

=

J

= dp.jdÀ

and g = dl/jdÀ,

(2)

I(x) log ~~:~ À(dx).

I(p., 1/) is called I-divergence and will be denoted by

DU, g)

as well if I and g

exist.
In [1) we presented a histogram-based
sistent in expected information

distribution

divergence.

estimate, which is con-

This estimator

can be described

as follows.
measure 1/ on X such

We assume that there exists a known probability
that I(p., 1/)

<

00.

Define a sequence of integers mn, 0

and a sequence of real numbers hn

P:. = {A~,1,A~,2,

... ,A~,mn},n

< mn < n, n

= 1,2, ... ,

> O. Introduce a sequence of partitions

= 1,2, ... of X such that I/(A~,i)

~ hno Let

{an} be a given sequence, 0 < an < 1, with
lim an = O.

(3)

n--+oo

Our distribution

estimator

*

p.n(A)
where

p'n

p.~ is then defined by

I/(A n A~,i)
I/(A~,i)

~,

=

(1 - an) ~p.n(An,i)

is the standard

+ anl/(A),

empirical measure for the sample Xl, X2,

(4)
..• ,

Xn.

In [1) we proved the following theorem,
Theorem

(Barron,

Györfi,

[1]) : Let

and van der Meulen

p. be an unknown

probability measure on a separable metric space X, and assume there exists a
known probability measure 1/ such that I(p., 1/)

A~,i of the partitions

<

00.

Suppose that for the sets

P~ it holds that for each ball S centered at some point

xo,
lim

max

n--+oo {i:A~,inS#0}

diam(A~ i) = 0,
,
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(5)

where diam (A) =

SUPx,yEA

d(x, y), and d(x, y) denote the distance between

points in the metric space. Moreover assume that (3) is satisfied, that
n

lim m
n

--

n~cx:>

°,

(6)

and that
.
1
1rm sup --h- ::;
1.
n~oo
nan n
Then, for the distribution

(7)

estimate /l-~ defined in (4),
lim E(I(/l-,

n--+oo

(8)

/l-~)) = O.

In the next section we show how the consistent estimation of a probability
distribution in expected information divergence E(I(/l-,
above theorem leads naturally
quantizations

/l-~)) as provided by the

to a universal source code for arbitrarily

fine

of the data. Similar applications were noted in Clarke and Bar-

ron [2], but the examples there were limited to finite-dimensional

parametrie

families.
11. UNIVERSAL SOURCE CODES DERIVED FROM THE CONSISTENT
DISTRIBUTION

ESTIMATES

Let {O, l}* be the set offinite length binary strings and let [s] denote the
length of a string s E {O,l}*.
countable alphabet
with lengths

Recall (cf. Gallager [4, p. 514]) that for any

A there exists a uniquely decodable code 4> : A

I 4>( a) I, a

E

-+

{O, I} *

A, if and only if the Kraft- McMillan inequality is

satisfied, i.e.

L 2-1.p(a)1

::; 1.

(9)

aEA

If X is not a discrete space, data sequences Xl, ..., Xn cannot be rep resented exactly by a noiseless source code. Nevertheless, for any given partition

Pn of

xn

(no matter how fine), we can code the element of the partition

includes the data in a uniquely decodable way.
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that

For any given probability
elements of a partition

Pn

=

distribution

{An,;}

17n on :rn,

the Shannon code for

assigns a codeword of length
(10)

We denote this Shannon code by S(17n, Pn). Notice that each quantizer can be
represented by a partition Pn. Hence, if x E An,i we use the codeword 4>(An,i)
as the codeword for the quantized observation.
Suppose Xl, ".,Xn
distribution

are independently drawn from an unknown probability

f-t on the space E, The lack of knowledge of the distribution

leads

in some cases to a nonnegligible redundancy of the code. The redundancy of a
code is defined as the difference between the expected length and the entropy,
divided by the sample size n. In the present case of description of elements of
a partition,

the redundancy is given by

1 mn

; L f-tn(An,i)
;=1

I 4>(An,;) I -;

1

mn

L f-tn(An,;)

log(l/ f-tn(An,;)).

(11)

;=1

The effect of rounding up to the nearest integer in (10) on the redundancy is
bounded by

l/n. Ignoring the rounding effect, the redundancy of the Shannon

code based on 17nfor elements of a partition Pn = {An,;}

of

:r

n

is given by

(12)
where lpn (f-tu, 17n) denotes the information divergence between u" and 17n restricted to Pn. Taking the supremum over partitions Pn of

:r

n

yields the least

upper bound on the redundancy, denoted by

(13)
Thus, taking into account the definition (1) of information divergence, we see
that for each n

2: 1, the least upper bound on the redundancy of Shannon
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codes, based on a probability
on:In

distribution

distribution

tï« on :In if the true (unknown)

is u"; is, for an arbitrary partition Pn of :In, given by

(14)
Analogous to Davisson [3], a code S(T/n, Pn),

based on a given sequence

{T/n, P n}, is said to be universal for a class C of distributions if lim R~ (p, T/n)
n---+oo

= 0 for all distributions

pEe,

which means that Rn(Pn)

-+

0 uniformly in

P n for all pEe.
Based on our distribution estimate (4), we now construct a universal code
viz. the class of those p for which Ii u, 1/)

for a large class of distributions,

measure 1/. Suppose Xl, ..., Xn-I

for a known probability

suppose we are given a sequence {pnj k
with each
k

=

Pk

constructed

=

1, ... , n - Ij of estimators

+ 1 variables

00

is observed, and

as in (4), but now based on Xb ...,Xk•

1, ... , n - 1, a function gk of k

<

of p,

Define, for

such that

(15)
and set go (x

i)

= 1. Now consider for each fixed sequence x I,

... , X

n the joint

density
n-I

qn(XI,

=

... ,Xn)

IT gk(Xk+I

I XI"",Xk)

(16)

k=O

and define the specific distribution

T/~ on :In by

(17)
for A

c :In.

Let *(x)

= f(x)

and set
n

fn(XI,

... Xn)

=

IT f(Xk)'
k=I

Now, since pn

«

I/n and '7~

«

I/n, it follows that
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(18)

n

k=l
n

=

L. E(I(Jl(·),

Jlk-l (.

I Xl,

(19)

... ,Xk-d)),

k=l

where Jl~

=

1/.

Hence
(20)
If limn-->ooE(I(Jl,

Jl~))

=

0, then the Cesàro average in (20) must also

converge to zero. Thus we·have the desired conclusion that if a sequence of
distribution

Jlk is consistent in expected information

estimators

RnCPn)

then the. redundancy
tends to zero as n

---7

00,

of the corresponding

divergence,

Shannon code S(TJ~, Pn)

for any sequence of Pn 's.

The Theorem in Section I gives conditions such that a sequence of estimators Jl~ converges to Jl, in the sense that limn-->ooE(I(Jl,

Jl for which I(Jl,I/)

<

00,

for a given probability

measure

Jl~)) = 0, for all
1/

role of the dominating measure. Consequently, the redundancy
code S( TJ~,P n) derived from this sequence of estimators
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which serves the
of the Shannon

converges to zero for

all such tt, uniformly in P«. Thus the estimator tt~ defined in (4) provides a
universal code for the class of all measures tt with [(tt, v) <

00.
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GOOD NEWS AND BAD NEWS FOR UNIVERSAL NOISELESS
SOURCE CODING FOR INFINITE SOURCE ALPHABET

L. Györfi *, I. Pàli *, and E.C. van der Meulen **

ABSTRACT

Consider the universal noiseless source coding problem of a stationary memoryless source with infinite source alphabet, for example when the alphabet is
the set of integers.

BAD NEWS: For any sequence of distribution estimates there is a distribution
with finite entropy such that the expected information divergence between the
distribution and the estimate is infinite along the whole sequence. This implies
that for any sequence of source coders there is a memoryless source with finite
entropy, such that the average codeword length is infinite along the whole
sequence. Hence, there is no universal source coder for the class of memoryless
sources with finite entropy.

GOOD NEWS: For a fixed source coder let S be the class of memoryless
sources for which the average code word length for this code is finite. Then
we can construct a universal source coder for the class S.

* Department of Mathematics, Technical University of Budapest, Budapest,
Hungary.
** Department of Mathematics, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven,
Belgium.
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PRACTICAL

TEXT COMPRESSION

WITH UNIVERSAL

CODING

Yuri M. Shtarkov and Serge Vokov*

We report experimental results on the performance of various noiseless data
compression techniques on typical computer files (texts in different natural and
programming languages, object and executable files, fonts, and even images).
These techniques include both many variants of Ziv-Lempel algorithms and
fixed- and variable-order Markov models with arithmetic coding. Special
attention is given to the three variants (PPMA, PPMB, and PPMC) of the "partial
string matching" algorithm of John G. Cleary and Ian H. Witten [1], which has
given the best results on most types of data.
The most promising (in terms of compression achieved) technique is the
universal coding of Markov sources. Using the asymptotically optimal universal
coding techniques developed for Markov sources [2] we were able to find several
new expressions for conditional probabilities of source symbols required by the
arithmetic coding procedure in the partial string matching algorithm and by
carefully choosing parameters used in these expressions it has been possible to
further improve the compression ratio [3]. It is shown that such optimization may
be done separately for each order of the variable-order Markov source.
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ON EFFICIENT TREE REPRESENTATIONS
P. Vanroose •
Trees are often used to visualize or organize data. Especially in data compression applications,

it is important

as possible, but still easy to handle.
representations

that a tree is represenied

as short

An analysis is made of possible tree

and their efficiency.

The bracket notation

is introduced

and it is shown that it almost has a minimal length, while it is yet easy to
use this representation

directly.

INTRODUCTION

In many scientific applications, trees are used to represent relations between
objects or to visualize consecutive branching decisions. Examples are variable
length source codes and tree codes, search trees, and categorization trees.

Definition: a tree is a finite directed graph where all nodes have indegree 1,
except the root of the tree which has indegree

o.

Nodes without outgoing branches are called leaves. All other nodes, including the root, are internal nodes. Nodes that can be reached from a given node
in one step are called its child nodes. Each node, except the root, has exactly
one parent node. In most applications, the outdegree of a node will never be 1,
as is the case for node (3 in Fig. 1.
root 0:
(3

B

c

A

D
Fig.1.

Typical example of a tree: leaves A,B,C,D,E,

E
internal nodes 0:,(3,1,5.

Normally, the branches from a node to its child nodes are labeled 0,1,2, ...

* Departments

of Electrical Engineering, Division ESAT, and of Mathematics,
Kard. Mercierlaan 94, B-3001 Heverlee (Belgium).
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K. U.Leuven,

from left to right. In this way, each node is assigned a unique string of labels,
being the concatenation

of the labels on the path from the root to that node.

E.g., in Fig. 1, the string for node D is 210.
A typical application for these strings is in coding: the strings corresponding
to leaves form the codeuiords of a variable-length code. Internal nodes represent
prefixes of codewords, thus such a code is prefix-free.

Coding trees are often

homogeneous, i.e., the outdegree of any internal node equals the code alphabet
size. A homogeneous tree with constant outdegree a is called a-ary (binary,
ternary, ... ).
Huffman codes [1] are fixed-to-variable-length

(FV) source codes.

This

means that the leaf names are the source symbols and the path strings are
the codewords.

Consequently, a FV -encoder has to run through the code tree

bottom-up, i.e., from leaf to root, while a FV-decoder has to run through it topdown. For variable-to-fixed-length

(VF) source codes, such as Tunstall codes,

the encoder has to run through the tree top-down and the decoder bottom-up.
An other typical use of a tree with branch labels is for search trees [2] or
decision trees [4]. There, labels correspond to test outcomes and the leaf reached
by a fop-down run is the answer to the search.
, An application of a tree where branch labels ar:e not needed is in caieqorization [3]. A leaf represents an object, and an internal node represents a class,
i.e., a set of objects. Any categorization of a finite set R of objects, i.e., any set
of non-intersecting subsets of R, can be represented by a tree with #R leaves.
CLASSICAL TREE REPRESENTATIONS

For humans, a "visual" two-dimensional tree representation,

as in Fig. 1, is

the most informative: it allows us to recognize at a glance the properties of the
tree such as outdegree, maximum depth, number of leaves ...
In computer programs on the other hand, a tree is usually a list of nodes,
where for each node a list of pointers to other nodes (parent, children, siblings)
is given. Pointers can of course be empty. We will consider three possible such
pointer list represeniaiions.
In the shortest possible pointer list representation , each node only contains
a pointer to its parent node. For the tree of Fig. 1, this would be
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0': nil

{3:O'
A:{3
B:O'
,:0'

C:,
5: ,
D: 5

E: 5
or just the sequence 0,1,2,1,1,5,5,7,7.
dropped.

The initial '0' is redundant

and can be

For a tree with n nodes, about n log , n bits are needed for this repre-

sentation.
Although such a representation

contains all information about the tree, it is

not very efficient when the tree has to be run through top-down, as is the case
in a search algorithm or in a VF-encoder or a FV-decoder.
Normally, then, each node is represented

by the pointers to all its child

nodes. For the example tree of Fig. 1, this would be
O':{3,B"
{3:A
,: C,5
5: D, E
or the sequence 2,6,3,0;5,0;7,4,0;8,9,0;0;0;0;0;0.

This representation

needs about

2n log , n bits for a tree with nnodes.
The following pointer list representation

is almost as efficient as the above

for top-down usage but it avoids variable-length

pointer lists; each node contains

a pointer to its first child and a pointer to its next sibling:
O':{3,nil
{3: A , B
A: nil, nil
B: nil, ,
,:C,nil

C: nil, 5
5:D,nil
D: nil, E
E: nil, nil
or the sequence 2,0;3,4;0,0;0,5;6,0;0,7;8,0;0,9;0,0.
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This requires also about 2n log , n

bits. Remark that each node except the root appears exactly once in this list,
in ascending order. Thus, the representation

could in principle be compacted to

2n bits.
The representation lengths n log, nand

2n log, n do not take into account

the names of the leaves, which in most applications are indispensable:

in VF

coding, they represent the code symbols; in FV coding, the source symbols; in
categorization, the objects; in search algorithms, the answers. In any case, a list
of leaf names has to be supplied, which normally can be done in about llog21
bits where i is the number of leaves. (n

> i > n/2, except if outdegree 1 is

allowed; for a binary tree, n = 21- 1.) This can be treated independently of the
actual tree representation

and will not be considered explicitly in what follows.

COMPACT TREE NOTATIONS

Especially in data compression applications, if the code tree is to be stored
together with the code sequence, it is important

that this tree is represented

as short as possible. Thus, the length necessary to describe the code should be
minimized.
Besides the importance to data compression, there is yet an other reason
for the search for short (but simple) tree representations.

According to the

minimum description length (MDL) principle [5J, the best model for observed
data is the one yielding the shortest encoding of model and data together.
The bracket notation for the tree of Fig. lis
leaf names)

«.).

( . ( .. ))).

«A) B (C (DE) ))

or (ignoring

In general, it is defined recursively as follows:

• the bracket notation for a tree equals the representation of its root.
• the representation

of an internal node is the concatenation

of the repre-

sentations of its child nodes, enclosed by brackets ().
• the representation of a leaf node is its name, or simply a dot

< 2.4n bits, where n is the total
number of nodes and i is the number of leaves of the tree. As soon as n > 5,
The length of this description is (2n -i) log , 3

this number is smaller than the length of any of the pointer representations.
If the tree is homogeneous, of given order a, which is the case for, e.g., an
o-ary Huffman tree, the arrow representation exists, having a length of only n
bits:

•
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Because each internal node now has exactly a child nodes, the closing brackets')'

in the bracket notation are redundant and can be dropped. Replacing' ('
by 't' yields the arrow representation.

by 'J.' and'.'

Alternatively,

this representation

can be built as follows: starting at the

root, run through the tree in a depth-first left-to-right

manner.

Write 'J.' for

each internal node that is passed for the first time, and 't' for each leaf.
Nonhomogeneous trees can first be "homogenized" by adding dummy leaves.
The homogenized version of the tree of Fig. lis
arrow representation

is thus J.J.ttttJ.tJ.tttt.

((A .. )B(C(DE.)

Remark that a

=

and its

.))

3 is implicit in

this notation because there are exactly one more than a - 1 = 2 times as many

't' than

'J.'.

The penalty for the reduction of (2n -l) log, 3 bits to n

+a

bits

representation

length, where a is the number of added leaves, is the addition of

about

bits of "dummy" leaf name information.

a log , n

This homogeneization

will typically be done for o-ary HufIman trees if its number of leaves is not one
more than a multiple of a - 1. In that case, a

s: a -

The set of all possible arrow representations

2.

for a-ary trees is a prefixfree

set of binary {t,J.} sequences, characterized by
• the number of

t

in any prefix is never larger than a - 1 times the number

of J. in that prefix .
• the total number of

t

is one more than a - 1 times the total number of J..

For a = 2, this is the set of all possible paths through the state diagram

starting in state S and ending in state E.
For a

=

3, the state diagram is

r

..

~~

_0 ...

S

---J.
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~

J.

Generalizations

are straightforward.

The number of possible paths of length n

through these state diagrams, starting in S and ending in E, gives the number
A~) of possible o-ary trees with n nodes. For a
A7,

•••

are 1, 1,2,5,

=

2, the numbers AI, A3, As,

14,42, 132, 429, ... respectively. The asymptotic increment
A(2)

factor of this sequence is lim
m-e-oe

~~+l

A2m-l

shows that the arrow representation
optimal.

In general,

lim

rn-c-oc am

=

4, so lim 2 1 1 log, A~~+l
m->oo

m

+

=

1. This

length n for binary trees is asymptotically

+ 1log, A:l+ =

1

l

h( ~), which reflects the fact
a

that there are about ~ 'J.' in the arrow representation

of an o-ary tree with n

nodes.
TREE TRAVERS AL AND TREE TRANSFORMATIONS

Two important advantages of the bracket notation are that it allows running
through the tree top-down or bottom-up

in an easy way, and that is is easy to

modify the tree.
A search tree or a VF-encoder or FV-decoder tree has to be traversed from
root to leaves, where at the ith internal node the branch to the ijth child node
has to be taken for given
skipping over

i..i2, ...

Using the bracket notation, this is done by

ij - 1 matching' ()' pairs.

A FV-encoder or VF-decoder tree has to be traversed from leaf to root.
Using the bracket notation, start at the given lea! and repeatedly look for the
first nonmatching

'(' to the left, thereby counting the matching' ()' pairs which

are passed.
The second advantage of the bracket notation is that it allows modifying the
tree (such as pruning at an internal node, or moving nodes, or extending at a
leaf) in an easy manner. Tree extension, as is used in the Huffman construction,
is accomplished by replacing a leaf'.'

by an internal node with a leaves' ( ... ) '.

Pruning, i.e., removing a subtree is the opposite operation:

'e. ...)'

an internal node

is replaced by a leaf '.'. Moving a subtree consists of first pruning and

then extending somewhere else with the deleted subtree.
A typical problem with decision trees or with categorization is to seek for
a tree with a given number of leaves which is optimal under a certain criterion
[4]. The simplest way to generate such trees is to start with the tree' ( ....

)'

where the root is the only internal node, and then successively transform this
tree using one of the following operations:
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• class generation: create a new internal node that replaces two sibling nodes
of which it becomes the parent node.
• class extension: move a node such that it becomes the child node of a
sibling.
• class reduction: opposite of class extension.
• class deletion: opposite of class generation.
It can easily be seen that any tree with l leaves can be built from' ( ....
a succession of these transformations.

)' by

Moreover, in the bracket notation, class

generation reduces to placing a pair of matching' ()' around two adjacent sibling
nodes, and class extension reduces to moving')'

across one node. Eventually,

first, sibling nodes have to change places, which is also an easy operation on the
bracket notation.
To sum up, the bracket notation is both compact and easy to manipulate.
AN EXTENSION

OF THE TREE

CONCEPT

In categorization, internal nodes represent non-intersecting classes of objects. A natural generalization is to allow overlapping classes as well. Because
the inclusion relation between classes is still a partial ordering, inclusions can be
represented by a directed graph, in which a vertex from node No to Nl means
that the class corresponding to node Nl is a subclass of the class corresponding
to node No and no larger subclasses of No exist containing Nl.
Because of the existence of the class containing all objects, the graph has a
single root, and because no class can be contained in a proper subclass of itself,
the graph is acyclic.

The only difference between ordinary trees and Tooted

directed acyclic graphs is that a node can have multiple parents, because a class
can be contained in several other classes of which no one is contained in one of
the others.
The bracket notation can be extended to provide for these generalized trees
as follows. As with ordinary trees, run through the graph in a depth-first, leftto-right manner.

Meanwhile, build the bracket notation:

'(' when stepping

down, '.' for a leaf, ')' when stepping up. If a node is reached which was visited
before, write a pointer to its first occurrence and do not descend into the subtree
emanating from it.
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The length of the bracket notation

for a tree with nnodes,

+ a,

where a is the number

But now, the representation

is not longer ternary,

leaves, is now 2n - l
pointers.

However, the transformations

of "extra"

l of which are
parent vertices.

because of the presence of

discussed in the previous section can

still be performed without much more difficulty.
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Properties of Multiplication
Modulo 2n - 1.
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René Govaerts and Joos Vandewalle*

Abstract
Multiplication by a constant modulo 2n - 1 has a number of algebraic
properties that facilitate its analysis at the bit level. This operation is
studied in view of cryptographic applications. The paper treats general
propagation properties, resistance against differential cryptanalysis and
diffusion.

1

Introduction

Cryptographic algorithms have to achieve a very high degree of diffusion and
confusion to be secure. In most practical block ciphers and hash functions this
is realized by performing a number of rounds, where in each round a relatively
simple calculation takes place. Typical operations are bit permutations, modular
arithmetic, substitution boxes and binary logic. Hence a round is the composition
of a number of easily implementable
operatio-ns,
The optimum choice of operations depends on the desired implementation.
In hardware oriented design the most efficient operations are substitution boxes,
bit permutations and binary logic. In software oriented design very powerful
primitives are widely available in the form of fast (co- )processor instructions. An
operation that achieves very high diffusion is integer multiplication.
A strategy to achieve a high degree of confusion is the combination of mutually
incompatible operations in such a way that their algebraic properties cannot be
exploited in cryptanalysis.
This implies that the bit level is the appropriate
level of description in the analysis of the composed function. Therefore it is
necessary that the bit propagation properties of the primitive operations are well
understood.
Integer multiplication c = a * b achieves very high average diffusion, however
if a = 0, c is independent of b. Such worst case behaviour could be used to
attack the global cryptographic algorithm. Moreover, the propagation properties
'Katholieke
Universiteit
Leuven, Laboratorium
ESAT
Kardinaal
Mereierlaan
94, B-3001 Heverlee, Belgium
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are very complex and depend 011 the positions of the considered bits. Modular
reduction can be applied to reduce c to the size of a. This makes the analysis
even harder.
We propose multiplication by a constant a modulo 2n _ 1 to be used as a
nonlinear function in cryptographic algorithms. These moduli introduce a large
amount of symmetry. This simplifies the analysis of the propagation properties
in a spectacular way.
In section 2 the specific algebraic properties of these functions are treated.
Section 3 addresses the bit function properties. Section 4 is devoted to the resistance against differential crypt analysis. Finally diffusion is treated. Because lack
of space no proofs are given but the interested reader is referred to [5] for proofs
and details.

2

Algebraic Properties

In the paper a number of binary operations will be used. We will denote addition,
subtraction and multiplication modulo 2n-1 by respectively +, - and x, ordinary
multiplication by *, integer division by l-;J and bitwise XOR by EB.
The studied functions, denoted by r(x),
map n-bit inputs to n-bit outputs
and are defined by
if
if
Because the binary representation
be denoted by O.

of 2n

_

<

2n

_

1

z = 2n

_

1

:z:

(1)

1 consists of n consecutive 1's, it will

1 : Doubling modulo 2n _ 1 is equivalent to bit rotation
The bits of b = 2 x a are given by bi = a(i-l)modn
for 0 :S i < n. Multiplication by
2k can be seen as the composition of k subsequent rotations resulting in a rotation
over k positions. This will be denoted by rotk. Hence we have 2k x a = arotk.
Rotation is a bit permutation and obviously a linear operation in Z;.
2 : Rotational invariance of x
Because of the commutativity and associativity of x we have
(2)
The equivalence relation a == b {::? :3k : a = brot k defines a partition over Z2n-l'
a and b are called congruent (modulo rotation).
The function consists of n bit functions fö, f~.·. f~-l. Because r(xrotk)
=
(x) rot k the function is said to be rotational invariant. The bit functions only
differ in the order of their argument bits, i.e. ft(x) = fö(xroLi).

r
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3 : Complementation
property
Bitwise complementation is negation: ä = -a. On the other hand, negation does
not necessarily mean bitwise complementation, because if a = 0 we have a = -a.
4 : Ease of calculation
The multiplication modulo 2" - 1 can be executed by one ordinary multiplication,
one ordinary addition and a shift operation. This follows from the property
(3)
The first righthand term of equation 3 is obtained by taking the n least significant
bits of a * b, the second term by taking the remaining bits of a * b and shifting
them n positions to the left.
5 : Invertibility
The function y = i" (x) defined by y = a X x is invertible if there exists an a-l such
that a x a-I = 1 or equivalently if gcd(a, 2" - 1) = 1. If 2" - 1 is prime all factors
have an inverse and < Z2n_l' X > is an Abelian group. This is only possible for
prime n because din <=> (2d - 1)1(2" - 1). The inverse can be calculated by the
extended algorithm of Euclid. In this paper we restrict our study to invertible
factors.

3

Bit Function Properties

Functions with small n have been tested with respect to a number of well known
characteristics that are used in cryptography.
Nonlinear order, balancedness,
minimum distance to affine bit functions and propagation criterion were investigated. Some new parameters are introduced to allow a comparison between
different functions. These parameters first will be defined for the bit functions
and then generalized to the global functions.

3.1

N onlinear order

The bit functions can be written in a so called algebraic normal form [1, 2].
f(x)

= a_I

EB

EB
O<i<n-I

aiXi

EB
0<Si<i<Sn-1

The degree of the highest order term is called the nonlinear order (NLG J. Nonlinear orders of 0 and 1 denote respectively constant and affine bit functions. Both
are to be avoided in cryptographic algorithms. The nonlinear order of a function
is defined as the minimum of the nonlinear orders of all (linear) combinations of
bit functions.
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In two (unwanted) cases the uonlinear order will equal 0 : (1) If one writes a
and y = f" (x) as binary values of n bits, one can prove that if a is periodic y also
will be periodic. (2) When n is even and a is congruent to 2~ -1 modulo rotation,
J; EBf~+j with 0 :S i < ~ will always be equal to a constant. If the previously
described special cases are excluded, the nonlinear order is rather high. In the
following table the lowest NLO is indicated for different values of n (the trivial
functions with a NLO 0 or 1 have been excluded).
5
2

3.2

6
2

7
4

8
5

9
5

10

7

Minimum distance to affine bit functions

The distance d(J(x),g(x))
between two bit functions f(x) and g(x) is the number
of entries x for which f(x) differs from g(x). An affine bit function can be denoted
as X· w = XOWo EBXIWI EB··· EBXn-jWn-1 (Xi are variables and ui, are constants).
The distance between a function f(x) and an the affine bit function X· W can be
calculated using the Walsh transform F( w) = 2:x( -1 )!(x)EIlx.w [1, 2J. It is easily
seen that d(f(x), x·w) equals 2n-l_ ~F(w). It follows that the minimum distance
from a bit function to all affine bit functions equals 2n-1 - ~ rnax., IF(w)l. This
parameter can be reduced to a value between 0 and 1 and is called the reduced
minimum distance to all affine functions (RMD) of a bit function. RMD equals
1 - (maxwIF(w)I)/2n.
The RMD of a function is the minimum of the RMD's
over all combinations of bit functions.
Because affine or constant bit functions
are to be avoided in cryptographic
algorithms, the best functions have a RMD
close to 1.
The RMD of the studied functions f" (x) is in many cases close to O. But
a reasonable part of the functions seem to have a high RMD. In the following
table the highest RMD is indicated for different values of n. The maximum RMD
increases for increasing n.
n
max RMD

3.3

4
0%

5
25%

6
37.5%

7
43.75%

8
50%

9
56.25%

10
62.5%

Balancedness

A bit function
A function is
be balanced.
balancedness

is called balanced if its truth table contains as many 0 as 1 entries.
called balanced if any combination of the bit functions is proved to
Because an invertible function is automatically
balanced, only the
of functions f" (x) with gcd( a, 2" - 1) f:. 1 needs to be checked.
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3.4

Propagation

Criterion

The probability that a bit function f( x) complements when the input entry x is
XORed with s is calculated with the formula ~ - 2 '+1 TJ(S) where TJ(S) denotes
the autocorrelationfunction
Lx( -1 )f(x)ffiJ(X6)S).
A bit function satisfies the propagation criterion of degree k [1, 2] if it changes with a probability of 1/2 when up
to k input bits are complemented (+J(s) = 0 for 1 :S w(s) :S k).
One can define a parameter that indicates how much these probabilities deviate from 1/2. The propagation parameter of degree k (PP(k)) is defined as
1 - (maxl~W(s)~k ITJ(s)I)/2n.
If PP(k) equals 1 then the propagation criterion of
degree k is fulfilled. If PP(k) reaches 0, there will be probabilities that equal
o or 1. For a function PP(k) is defined as the minimum of all PP(k)'s over all
combinations of bit functions.
Because of the complementation property of the studied functions r(x) the
PP(n) will always be equal to O. Although for most of the functions the PP(k)'s
with k < napproach
0, there are a few functions with a higher PP(k). In the
following table the highest PP(l) and PP(n-1) are indicated for different values
of n.
n

n

max PP(l)
max PP(n-1)

4

4
0%
0%

5
0%
0%

6
25%
6.25%

7
37.5%
25%

8
25%
25%

9

31.25%
28.13%

10
39.06%
28.13%

Differential Cryptanalysis

Differential cryptanalysis[4] analyses the effect of particular differences in plaintext pairs on the differences of the resultant ciphertext pairs. It is our intention
to investigate modular multiplication at the bit level. Therefore we investigate
differences at the bit level, i.e. bitwise XOR. If we have a pair of numbers v,v·
their XOR is denoted by v' = v EBv'. Their difference modulo 2n - 1 is denoted
by v = v - u". Essentially v E Z2n_, is a modular number and v' E Zf is a bit
pattern.
If we have an input pair x, x' to a multiplicative function with difference X,
the difference of the output pair iJ = y - y' is fixed by x. Because x is not
distributive with respect to EB, the output difference y' is not fixed by x' but
depends on the specific values of x and x'.
The input XOR and the output XOR form a characteristic of y = r(x). The
probability associated with a characteristic is the probability that a random pair
with the chosen input XOR has the output XOR specified by the characteristic.
The relation between XOR and modular difference can be used to explain the
observed probabilities.
Definition 1 An XOR v' and a modular difference v are called compatible,
noted by v'IIv, if there exist ai E {+1, -I} such that v = Lv>' ai2i.
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de-

If the non-zero bits of u' are replaced by the ai E {I, -I} in the definition, the
result can be considered as a redundant ternary representation of iJ. This ternary
representation is denoted by iJ. The Hamming weight of this representation is
the number of non-zero symbols, hence w( iJ) = w( Vi). From the definition it is
also clear that from vljjiJ follows v'jj - iJ.
Proposition
1 v'jj'Ûifthey can be defined by the same pair u çu", Moreouer v' and
'Ûfix the bits of v and v' at the positions where v; = I and impose no restrictions
on the other bits of v or equivalently
u".
Proposition

v =
= Oju =

For
p(vl

4.1

2 Ifv'jj'Û

and

v =f

0 we have p(v'jiJ)

0 there is a special case because
0) = I - 21-n and p(vl = Oju = 0)

Decomposition

=

p(ujvl)

=

2-w(v').

0 - 0 = 0 - 0 = O. We have

=

21-n.

of Characteristics

If Xl = I the resulting characteristics and their probabilities describe the effect of
complementing bit 0 of the input. If we consider all pairs with Xo = I we have
Xl = I =? x = I =? iJ = a. It follows that all possible yl corresponding to x' = 1
must be compatible with a. If we allow the input XOR Xl to be any pattern,
the situation is more complex. There are 2w(x') equiprobable values x compatible
with x'. Each of these values x gives rise to a different iJ = a X x. Only patterns y'
compatible with one of the iJ can occur. The Hamming weight of a characteristic
is defined as the sum of the weights of Xl and y'. Using the algebraic properties
we can deri ve
p(y'

=

kjx'

= j) =

p(yl

=

krotkjxl

= jrotk)
= j)

= p(yl = kjx'
= p(XI = jjyl = k)

For every multiplication factor there are two trivial characteristics
ity 1: p(yl = Ojxl = 0) = p(yl = Ojxl = 0) = 1.

4.2

(4)
(5)
(6)
with probabil-

Finding a Critical Characteristic

In differential cryptanalysis it is important to know the most probable nontrivial characteristics of a function. These characteristics (and their probabilities)
are called critical.
Our goal is to find multiplication factors a with low critical probability for large n, in particular for n = 32, the wordlength in modern
computers.
An exhaustive calculation of the critical probability, taking relations (4-6) into
account, would take n-323(n-l)
function evaluations, which is feasible for n ::;16.
In this subsection we will introduce an efficient method to approximate the critical
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probabilities for larger n. The method is based on structural properties of high
probability characteristics, which will be stated in propositions 4 and 5. These
are supported by an extensive argument in [5], but no rigid proofs have been
found. Their validity has been observed for all invertible multiplication factors
with n :::::
16. In the propositions we will use the minimum ternary Hamming
weight.
Definition 2 The minimum ternary representation
of a (modular) number a is
a ternary represeniation
with no neighboring non-zero symbols.
Its Hamming
weight is called minimum ternary Hamming weight and is denoted by Wm (a).
It can be proved that the minimum ternary representation
minimum Hamming weight. Moreover Wm (x) < ~.
Proposition 3 The highest probability for a characteristic
be approximated by 2-Wrn (a). For a characteristic with w(y')
Large deviations only occur
5. For these values analysis at
probabilities. As a consequence
never be larger than 2-l¥-J. The
bound mine wm( a), wm( a-I )).

is unique and has

with w(x') = 1 can
1
1 this is 2-Wrn(a- ).

=

for factors with a simple form such as 3 and
the bit level allows the exact calculation of the
of this proposition, the critical probability can
critical probability for a given factor a has lower

Proposition 4 The Hamming weight ac of a critical characteristic x~, v; is limited by ac ::::: mine Wm (a), Wm (a -I)) + 1 and the critical probability can be approximated by 21-<>c.
This proposition is the consequence of the fact that a critical characteristic
is compatible with (û, a x û) with minimum wm(û) + wm(a X û). Such a u
can be found by calculating wm(a x x) and wrn(a-1 X x) for all x with wm(x) <
(min(wm(a), wm(a-1 ))+1)/2. The most efficient way is to try the values x starting
from low to high wm(x). If a characteristic is found during the process with weight
a the maximum value for wm(x) is limited by wm(x) < a/2.
Conjecture 1 For a given length n the best multiplication
characteristic with expected Hamming weight l~J .

5

factors

have a critical

Diffusion

The dependence matrix[3] D of a function with p input bits and q output bits is
a p x q matrix containing probabilities. The element dij is the probability that
complementing input bit i will cause output bit j to complement.
Because of the rotational invariance we have dij = d(i+k)(j+k).
Therefore the
dependence structure of the functions we study can be represented by one row
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of D, i.e. n probabilities.
These values can be derived from the probabilities
of characteristics
with Xl = 1. A fair approximation
of these probabilities
can
be given in terms of the minimum ternary representation
ä of the multiplication
factor a.
Proposition 5 If äk =I- 0 then dOk ~
dOk ~ dok-d2.

1 -

I:(äk_dO)&i>O

2-i.

If äk = 0 then

It can be seen that long strings of zeros in ä give rise to the appearance
probabilities in D.

6

of low

Conclusions

Multiplication
modulo 2n - 1 has been investigated from a cryptographic
point of
view. Although the bit function properties are far from optimum, multiplication
factors can be selected that are strong with respect to differential cryptanalysis.
For large n very high diffusion can be obtained.
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A SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE McELIECE PUBLIC-KEY CRYPTOSYSTEM
Bart Preneell-", Antoon Bosselaers+, René Govaerts! and Joos Vandewalle '

A software implementation

of the McEliece public-key

cryptosystem

sented together with some existing and new extensions.
advantages

of the scheme are the data expansion,

the fact that no digital signatures
implementation
Moreover,
encryption

1

are possible.

dis-

the size of the keys and
However,

results in a reasonable speed of encryption

the system

is pre-

The important

even a software
and decryption.

can be used as a combined scheme that offers a both

and error correction

at the cost of a decreased security

level.

Introduction

In 1978, McEliece proposed a new public-key cryptosystem based on algebraic coding
theory [13]. The system makes use of a linear error-correcting
decoding algorithm

code for which a fast

exists, namely a Goppa code. The idea is to hide the structure

of the code by means of a transformation

of the generator matrix.

The transformed

generator matrix becomes the public key and the trap door information is the structure
of the Goppa code together with the transformation

parameters.

The security is based

on the fact that the decoding problem for generallinear codes is NP-complete [4].
In a fust section a mathematical description of McEliece's system will be given.
Subsequently extensions and attacks will be summarized.

Next some details are given

on the implementation

and decryption.

of key generation,

the encryption

Finally we

present our conclusions.

2

Description of McEliece's Public-Key Cryptosystem

For each irreducible polynomial
irreducible

g( x) over G F(2m) of degree t, there exists a binary

Goppa code of length n = 2m and dimension

k :::: n - mt, capable of

correcting any pattern of t or fewer errors[3]. As it is a linear code, it can be described
by its k
n

X

X

n generator

n permutation

structure

matrix

G. With the aid of a regular k

X

k matrix

matrix P, a new generator matrix G' is constructed

S and an

that hides the

of G:

G' = S·G·p
1 Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven, Laboratorium ESAT, K. Mercierlaan 94, B-3001 Heverlee,
Belgium.
'NFWO aspirant navorser, sponsored by the National Fund for Scientific Research (BelgiUIn).
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P together with g(x) are the

The public key consists of C', and the matrices Sand

secret key. The new matrix C' is the generator matrix of another linear code, that
is assumed to be difficult to decode if the trap door information
encryption

operation

consists of multiplication

is not known.

The

of the k-bit message vector by C' and

the rnodulo 2 addition of an error vector e with Hamming weight t:
c = m· C' EB e.
The first step of the decryption

is the computation

of c . p-I.

Subsequently

the

decoding scheme makes it possible to recover m . S from
C·p-l

=(m.S.C)EB(e.p-I).

The message m is finally constructed by a multiplication
The disadvantages

with S-I.

of the scheme are the data expansion, the size of the keys, and

the fact that no digital signatures are possible. On the other hand, the implementation
of the encryption part is much simpler, and for a comparable security level, the speed
of our general implementation
well known RSA cryptosystem
public-key cryptosystems

3

is comparable to that of highly optimized code for the
[16]. Moreover, it is one of the few still unbroken

that is not based on any number-theoretic

assumption.

Extensions

In this paper only public-key variations will be considered. A first extension originated
by F. Jorissen[7].

The idea was to add only t'

errors can be corrected.

<t

errors, such that t - t' additional

This implies that the security level degrades:

under worst

case conditions no additional error occurs and the work factor of an attacker decreases
significantly.

For some applications

combined system that automatically

however, it could be very attractive

A second idea consists of improving
through the pattern

to have a

corrects some errors.
the code rate by transferring

of the error bits [5, 14]. It is important

some data

to note that this has

no effect on security if the data in the concealed channel is perfectly random,
otherwise an attacker

could obtain an important

A third extension is the replacement of the requirement

of irreducibility

with a different condition: g(:z:)must be the product of non-repeating
at least 2.

but

advantage.

It can be shown that in this case the error correcting

of g(:z:)

factors of degree
capabilities

are

unchanged and the bound on the dimension remains valid. A first consequence is an
increased key space. Secondly, the decoding algorithm has to be modified to take
into account these changes. For the implications on key generation and decoding the
reader is referred to section 5.
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4

Cryptanalysis

The known non-exhaustive

attacks

can be classified in three categories:

a fust type

of attack tries to compute the key or an equivalent key. However, it is shown in [1]
that the existence of an equivalent Goppa code is extremely unlikely. The conclusion
in [6] is that the task of the researcher who wants to assess the security is as difficult
as the task of an attacker who wants to break the scheme.
A second type of attack

aims at recovering directly the message m.

The main

idea is to select and solve k of n equations obtained from c and G1• This attack was
already mentioned in [13], but has been significantly improved in by Lee and Brickell
[9] and by van Tilburg [18]. A fust element is that the agreement between the resulting
message and the original message is systematically
is that j errors (j

2:

checked. The second improvement

1) in the k equations are allowed. The attack is then optimized

with respect to j.
A recent attack by Korzhik and Turkin [8] is based on an iterative
algorithm,

and the claimed number of operations

optimization

to correct an error pattern

with

weight at most t is claimed to be 20 . n3• This would mean a major breakthrough,
but the validity of the work is in question and remains to be verified. Note that this
attack does not contradiet the fact that the decoding problem for a generallinear
is NP-complete,

code

with Hamming weight j; t can be corrected.

as only error patterns

The conclusion is that for m = 10 a maximal work factor of 271.1 is -obtained if

t = 39. This implies that the resulting code has a length n = 1024, and a dirnension
k 2: 634. The information rate equals 0.619. The concealed channel could contain 235
bits.

5

Implementation

In this section, the key generation,

encryption

and decryption

more detail. For execution time and memory requirements,
case m

=

10 and t

Model 80 containing

=

39. Execution

times were measured

a 80386 processor running

will be discussed in

data will be given for the
on a 16 MHz IBM PS/2

under DOS.

No use was made of

32-bit 80386 instructions.

5.1

Key Generation

This is certainly the most complicated part of the algorithm.

It is certainly less critical

than the encryption and decryption, but the nature of the operations

(e.g. inversion of

a k

is expected.

X

k matrix) requires careful coding if a reasonable performance

key generation

The

involves following steps:

Step 1 Select a primitive polynomial of degree m and prepare log and antilog tables
for GF(2m).
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Step 2 Select a generator polynomial of degree t, with no linear or repeating factors.
The first condition is easily checked, while the second is fulfilled if
gcd(g(:z:),g'(:z:)) = 1.
Note that the probability

that a random polynomial is irreducible,

quired in the original scheme, equals approximately

l/t,

as was re-

while a constant frac-

tion of about 1/ e of all polynomials satisfies the relaxed conditions.

A proof of

this assertion is given in [19]. As a consequence, the time for finding a g(:z:) is
reduced.
Step 3 Compute the parity matrix Hover

GF(2).

GF(2m)

and Hbim the parity matrix over

The generator matrix Gbin can now easily be computed.

Step 4 Select a random n

X

n permutation

matrix P and construct

the invertible

scramble matrix S as follows: S = SI' S2' where SI is a lower triangular matrix
over GF(2) with random entries and S2 is an upper triangular matrix over GF(2)

s :'

with random entries and with diagonal elements equal to 1. The inverse
easily computed as

is

s;' . SIlo

Step 5 The public key G' is computed as S· G· P, and the secret key consists of S,
Pang(:z:).
This key generation takes about 5 minutes, and program plus data require together
about 560 K, which is quite close to the 640 K limit of the DOS operating

system.

The size of the public key G' is 79.3 K, while the secret key consists of S (49.1 K),

P (1.3 K) and g(:z:). The size of the secret key could be reduced significantly if S is
generated from a small seed. In [18] it is shown that a (different) decomposition

of G'

can be made public without decreasing the security level. This results in. a public key
only slightly larger than k( n - k) in stead of kn: For the usual parameters

this would

be about 30.2 K. The price paid for this is in both cases that the scramble matrix
must be computed when it is needed.

5.2

Encryption

The encryption

operation is very simple: it consists of a vector-matrix

multiplication

followed by an addition of t random errors. The number of operations is kn, resulting
in a number of operations per bit of k with respect to the code bits and n with respect
to the information

bits.

The implementation

in assembly language achieves a speed

of respectively 6 Kbit Zsec and 3.7 Kbit Zsec. With special hardware,

this encryption

operation would certainly allow for speeds in the order of several Mbit/sec.
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5.3

Decryption

The most time consuming
the error locator

and complex step in the decryption

of

p-I to c.

Step 1 Apply the permutation
Step 2 Compute

the error locator

rithm of Patterson
necessary

is the computation

polynomial.

polynomial

to c . p-I.

corresponding

The algo-

(15) is modified to take into account the fact that g(:z:) is not
In Step

irreducible.

Let L be a subset of

GF(2m)

root of g(:z:) and let M

=

2.2

an additional

gcd has to be computed.
that no element of GF(2m)

with the property

I

bEL

as
S(:z:) =

=

e-r

is a

I}. The syndrome S(:z:) is then defined

L~
:z:-,

mod g(:z:).

-rEL

The error locator polynomial

o'(:Z:)is defined as
o'(:Z:)=

L

(:z:-,).

-rEM

Decoding

of the binary

Goppa code means solving the key equation:
S(:z:)· o'(:Z:):= o"(:Z:)mod g(:z:)

where

o"(:Z:) denotes

equation

the formal derivative

of o'(:Z:). The solution

of this key

requires following steps:

Step 2.1 Split o'(:Z:)in an even and an odd part:

The key equation

then becomes

As degO'(:z:) ~ t, we can conclude

that

dega(:z:)

~

lt/2J

and deg,8(:z:) ~

l(t - 1)/2J.
Step 2.2 Compute

gl(:Z:) = gcd(S(:z:),g(:z:)).

gl(:Z:) is constant.

Note that if g(:z:) is irreducible,

The factor gl(:Z:) can then be removed

g(:z:):
g(:z:) = gl(:Z:)' g2(:Z:)
S(:z:)

=
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gl(:Z:)' h(:z:).

from S(:z:) and

Step 2.3 As h( e ) is relatively
computed.

The resulting

prime to g(:z:), its inverse modulo g( z) can be
equation is:

Step 2.4 With following definitions:
(32(Z) = gi(z).

(3i(z)

== (z. gl(Z) + h-1(z))
d~(z) == gl(Z) mod g(z)

di(z)

d2(z) = di(z).

mod g(z)

d~(z)

the equation simplifies to:

To compute dl (z ) and d2 (z ), a square root has to be extracted
Two techniques

a2(z}

are known to us to solve the equation

modulo g( z ).

== b(z)

mod

g(z ) .
• Extracting

a 'square root is easy if b( z) has only even powers of z , It

can be shown [6) that every b(z) can be written in this form by addition
of

(g'-I(Z)'

b'(z) mod g(z)) . g(z).

• Squaring is a linear operation
be done by multiplying

and thus extracting

with a precomputed

To optirnize the speed of the implementation,

the square root can

matrix.
the second alternative

was

chosen.
Step 2.5 It is clear that a solution of

will result in a solution of (t) and thus of the key equation.

The solution

will be unique if
dega(z):S

degg2(z)

- deg{3l(z) - 1.

In case g2(Z) is a power of z , Berlekamp's
compute a( e ) and (31(z). Patterson
arbitrary

algorithm

[2) can be used to

[15) has extended this algorithm for an

g2(Z), but note that his paper contains an error, as was discovered

independently

in [6).

An easier way to solve this equation
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is to apply

Euclid's algorithm,

till following conditions

are satisfied:

t

dega(x)

-:; l2"J

deg,81(x)

<

ldegg2(x)

- ~eggl(x)

-IJ.

The error locator polynomial is than given by

Step 3 The roots of u( x) indicate the error positions. For the usual parameters the
most efficient way of determining the roots is simply trying all elements of the
finite field, with removing the corresponding

m· S on the right with S-I.

Step 4 Compute m by multiplying
Most routines

were coded in assembly language.

such that the execution
sulting decryption
information

6

linear factor when a root is found.

Different parts were optimized

time is evenly distributed

speed is 1.7 Kbit/sec,

over the different steps.

and about

1 Kbit/sec

The re-

with respect

to the

bits.

Conclusion

A software implementation

of McEliece public-key

cryptosystem

key space was extended by allowing not only irreducible
nomials that have no linear or repeating

factors.

was presented.

polynomials,

For the parameters

The

but also polym

=

10 and

t = 39, an encryption speed of 6 Kbit Zsec and a decryption speed of 1.7 Kbit Zsec were
obtained

on a 16 MHz IBM PS/2 Model 80. We believe this can be speeded up with

a factor of at least 2 by fixing all parameters

(the current program is very flexible), by

coding all routines in assembly language and by using the powerful 32-bit instructions
of the 80386.
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Security Policy and Security Services in the
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Abstract
This article discusses a distributed implementation of the Bell-La.Padula
(B-LP) security policy model.
Implementation
of a confidentiality service in the OSI-RM is not sufficient
for enforcing the B-LP model. Also integrity services are necessary.
In this article Public Key Systems (PKSs) are considered for the realisation of these security services. By concentrating on the key distribution,
no cryptographic algorithms or protoeels are excluded on beforehand. It
is investigated how key distributions can be found resulting in a minimal
number of keys.

1

Introduction

Information can be very critical and important for individuals and certainly for
companies. Therefore it is of the utmost importance that they keep controlover
it. In order to do that, the possessor of information has to follow a security policy
i.e. a set of laws, rules and practices that regulate how sensitive information is
to be managed, protected and distributed. The Bell-LaPadula model [1] is an
example of a security policy.
In this article we will concentrate on the realisation of the Bell-LaPadula model in
a dist ributed environment. So we will deal with the situation where Application
Processes (APs) are running on different end-systems which are connected by
means of public telecommunication lines. When discussing that topic, we will
assume that the communication between APs on two end-systems takes place
according to the ISO Reference Model for Open Systems Interconnection (OSIRM) [2]. In this article we intend to make a relationship between the OSI security
services and the B-LP security policy to be enforced.
"TNO, Department EIB, P.O. Box 5013, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands.
tKU Leuven, Dept. Elektrotechniek - ESAT, K. Mercierlaan 94, 3001 Heverlee, Belgium.
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2

The Bell-LaPadula Security Policy Model

The Bell-LaPadula (B-LP)-model describes conditions when subjects may get
access to objects. (An object is a passive entity whereas a subject is an active
entity which can process data). The B-LP-model can be roughly summarised by:
• no read-up
A subject may not read information which has a sensitivity which is above
its clearance level.
• no write down
A subject may not lower the sensitivity of the information.
When an AP residing on an end-system wants to receive data from another AP,
the following two phases can be discerned.
1. Access control

• The requesting AP identifies itself and denotes the data it wants to
reeerve

• It is determined if the requested data may be sent to the AP
2. Data transfer
• If the data transfer is allowed, then the data must be enciphered.
• The integrity of the sensitivity class of the data should be assured.
[3] shows that protecting the data transfer phase is sufficient for enforcing the BLP security policy. So it follows that two kinds of security services are necessary:
• confidentiality
• integrity
The International Standard 7498-2 [4J gives guidelines how to realise these services. In this article, we will concentrate on cryptographic techniques for realising
these security services.

2.1

Encipherment

of data

From the previous paragraph it follows that sensitive data needs to be enciphered.
The clearance of an entity determines if the entity in question may be able to
decipher data of a specific sensitivity. So:
• data of a certain sensitivity must be enciphered using specific keys.
• the clearance of an entity determines with what keys an entity may be
equipped.
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This will be formulated in a more formal way.
Assume that:
e

=

clearance of the AP;
e denotes the highest class of data the AP may handle;
data of class 1 is the most sensitive, so
a lower value of e denotes a higher clearance.

8

=

sensitivity of data.

B-LP states that an AP with clearance e may handle data of class
8 ~

8

if

(1)

e

Analogously we can derive [3] that an AP having a clearance e may handle the
following (secret) deciphering keys SK(i):

SK(i)

with

i ~e

[3] also shows that B-LP requires that decipherment of data of sensitivity
done by one of the following secret keys:

SK(i)

with

i:::;

8

(2)
8,

is

(3)

Equation (1), (2) and (3) lead to the following statement.
Assume that data of class 8 is sent to a receiving AP (APr).
er denotes the
clearance of APr' Suppose that public key EK(i) is used to encipher the data.
Then EK(i) should be chosen in such a way -that the following relation holds for
the corresponding secret key SK:

SK

2.2

= SK(i),

8 ~

i ~Cr

(4)

Integrity of labels

The sensitivity class of data can be indicated by means of a label. Then the
integrity of the label is essential for fulfilling the B-LP security policy model.
Protecting the integrity of the label does not require an additional key. Figure
1 illustrates this. The data to be enciphered is input to a one way hash function. Entities not having the SK necessary for the deciphering operation, cannot
change the label of the data without being detected as they cannot perform the
one way hash function because they do not know the data.
So the integrity of the label can be protected by means of a cryptographic operation which needs no extra key8.
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DATA

I label I

control field

~way
hash function

I EEK DAT A I label I

control field

Figure 1: Protecting the integrity of the label by means of a one way hash function

3

Placement of confidentiality jintegrity services in the OSI-RM

In the previous section requirements are given concerning the (distribution of)
keys necessary for protecting the confidentiality and the integrity of data. It
turned out that APs may be equipped with keys depending on their clearances.
This section concentrates on the realisation of confidentiality jintegrity services
in the OSI-RM. More specifically, we will try to find a relationship between the
following two items:
• clearances of APs resident on an end-system .
• distribution

of keys among the protocol entities of the OSI-RM subsystem.

Section 2 showed that the distribution of secret keys is only dependent on the
clearances of the APs which receive the data. Fig. 2 shows 4 APs, APl, AP2, AP3,
and AP4 which have clearances 5, 4, 3 and 2 respectively. APh AP2, AP3 and AP4
can be equipped with several sets of keys which enable the APs to decipher the
data they are allowed to decipher. Table 1 illustrates this.
AP,

(5)

(4)

(3)

(5,4)

(4,3)
(5,3)
(5,4,3)

(2)

(5,4,2)
(5,2) (5,3,2)
(4,2) (4,3,2)
(3,2) (5,4,3,2)

Table 1: Keys which may be used by APs of figure 2 for deciphering data.
Table 1 can be clarified using the following two remarks:
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End-system
----------------------------------1
[

I

AP1

[
[
[

I
[
[

I
[
[

I
[
[

I
[
[

L.

J

Figure 2: APs with different clearances resident on an end-system
1. (SI, S2, ••• , Sn) denotes a secret key which may be used for deciphering data
of sensitivity SI,S2"",Sn'
E.g. (4,3,2) denotes a key which may be used to
decipher data of sensitivity 4, data of sensitivity 3 or data of sensitivity 2.
Consequently the corresponding public key is appropriate for enciphering
data of the classes 4, 3 and 2.
2. APs are grouped with increasing clearance. APs may not be equipped with
keys which are in a column at the right of them. E.g. AP3 may be equipped
with keys (5), (4), (5,4), (3), (4,3), (5,3) and (5,4,3). It may not be equipped
with any of keys (2), (5,2), (4,2), (3,2), (5,4,2), (5,3,2), (4,3,2) or (5,4,3,2).
(Consequently, keys from different columns may not have the same values.)

From remark 2 it follows that an AP should be equipped with at least one key
from the column below. Otherwise it is not possible to encipher all data which
the AP in question may handle in a way corresponding to B-LP. For more details
the reader is referred to [3].
From table 1, it also follows when labelling is necessary. If a key is used which
can handle more than one data class, then labelling is necessary. E.g. if key (2)
is used for enciphering data (of class 2) then no labelling is necessary; when key
(5,2) is used however, then labelling is necessary.
It is clear that table 1 allows a lot of key distributions, all of them able to
encipher data in a way according to B-LP. We will try to find those possibilities
which require a minimal number of keys. We know already the lower bound: n
APs - all having different clearances - require at least n different secret keys. Two
principal ways of key distributions can be envisaged.
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API

AP2

AP3

AP4

API

AP2

AP3

AP4

(5)

(5,4)

(5,4,3)

(5,4,3,2)

(5)

(5)
(5,4)

(5)
(5,4)
(5,4,3)

(5)
(5,4)
(5,4,3)
(5,4,3,2)

Key distribution 1

Key distribution2

Figure 3: Key distributions

belonging to 4 APs with different clearances

• Each AP can use one key for all data it is allowed to handle.
Ke:y distribution 1 of figure 3 reflects this policy .
• Each AP is equipped with
all the keys of APs with lower clearances.
one key which can handle data of classes which the AP in question may
handle and which may not be treated by APs having lower clearances.
Key distribut.ion 2 of figure 3 illustrates this view.
Due to the address structure of the OSI-RM, the second view is to be preferred.
Suppose API, AP2, A.P3 and AP4 have the following addresses (figure 4).

APladdress
AP2address
AP3address
AP4address

=
=
=
=

PSAPI
PS AP2
PS AP3
PS AP4

+ TSAPI + NSAPl

+ T S AP2 + N S APl
+ T S AP2 + N SAP!

+ T S AP + N S AP
2

I

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Here PSAP denotes the address of the SAP (Service Access Point) between the
application layer protocol entity to which the AP is connected and the presentafion layer; TSAP denotes the SAP-address between the session layer and the
transport layer and so on; the NSAP also includes the physical network-wide address of the computer system in which the AP is resident. The key distributions
as given in figure 3 result in a situation where corresponding OSI protocol entities
are equipped with different keys (figure 4). Key distribution 2 enables realisation
of confidentiality jintegrity services at a lower level than at the A-layer. This
makes sense from viewpoint of efficiency. This can be seen as follows. It is more
efficient to perform authentication at a low level. Then less protocol entities are
involved. In order to perform the access control phase, authentication is necessary. If the data transfer phase is preceded by the access control phase, then it
can be prevented that enciphered data is sent to an entity which is not equipped
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End System 11

End System I
AP1

AP2

AP3

AP1

AP4

AP2

AP3

AP4

A-layer

S-P-layer

T-layer

N-layer
Key distribution

(5)

1

Key distribution

Figure 4: 2 Key distributions

2

going with APs having the same clearances

with a correct deciphering key. Thus unnecessary work can be prevented. When
the deciphering key is also used for authentication purposes, then it is best to
perform the encipher/decipher operation at a low level.
It follows however that key-distribution 2 of fig. 3 leads to more keys than the
first one. The reason for this is the following: the deciphering operation belonging to PSAP4 is equipped with 2 keys. This is not efficient as each PSAP serves
only one AP. Consequently no extra security is introduced by equipping a PSAP
with more than one key. So PSAP4 of fig. 4 should only be equipped with key
(5,4,3,2) instead of key (5,4,3,2) and key (5,4,3). So we conclude that it is best
to distribute keys among the APs as follows.
Assume that the APs (APt, AP2, ••• , APn) have the following clearances:
••• , Cn respectively.
It is assumed that APs are numbered in such a way that
the AP with a higher index has a higher clearance so:

Cl, C2,

c,

>

Cj

for

i

<j

(9)

A table like table 1 is formed which has as many columns as there are data classes
(system wide).
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• AFI (the AP with the lowest clearance) chooses one key out of the column
immediately below itself, which can handle all data it is allowed to .
• AFi (2 ::; i ::;
n )is equipped with the following keys:
a key which can handle data of the following classes:
Ci-l

- the keys with which AFi-1
The decipherment
key which has the
The key must be
and which cannot

4

>s

::::c,

(10)

has been equipped.

operation belonging to the PSAP has to be equipped with a
following characteristic:
able to decipher all the data the AP in question may handle
be deciphered by keys at lower levels.

Conclusions

Enforcement of the Bell-La.Padula Security Policy Model on a distributed basis,
requires that the data to be transferred is enciphered. Besides the integrity of
the label which indicates the sensitivity of the data needs to be protected.
In this article Public Key Systems (PKSs) are considered for the realisation of
the security services. It is indicated what secret keys may be used by the APs
connected to the network. By concentrating on the key distribution, no cryptegraphic algorithms or protocols are excluded on beforehand. It is investigated
how key distributions can be found resulting in a minimal number of keys.
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A SCHEME FOR DISPLACEMENT

ESTIMATION

J.A.M. Stuifbergen

IN IMAGE CODING

*

We consider a system to estimate the displacements in timevarying 2D images. The image signals are constant in one
spat ial
direct ion
and
are
shift ing
w i th
a
constant
velocity in the other spatial direction. To estimate the
displacements we compare the outputs in space of a parallel
set of spatial and temporal bandpass channels which have
some relation with the Human Visual System.

INTRODUCTION
A general step in image coding systems to achieve a compact representation of moving images is the estimation of the displacements of moving objects in the scene. Pel recursive methods, block
matching and gradient schemes in 2D and 3D filter systems are known
strategies to estimate the displacements of (parts of) the scene.
In gradient schemes displacements are estimated from spatial and
temporal derivatives.
However in case of relatively fast motion
gradient schemes are faced with serious problems which are related
to the temporal undersampling of the signal. To improve the performance of these schemes for relatively fast motion the estimation
of the displacements
is made recursively. Parameters of the (updated) frame difference signal are used to control the convergence
of the estimation process [1).
In this contribution we propose a scheme for the estimation of
displacements in moving images which ,is related to aspects of the
Human Visual System (HVS) and which is not faced wi th problems
related to temporal undersampling of the image signal. We compare
signals from two parallel systems. The first
system is associated
with
the system of VlSlon which primarily
analyses
the fine
(spatial) details in the scene. It is denoted as the sustained part
of the visual system. It is modelled by a set of parallel and
smooth spatial bandpass filters. The second
system is associated
with the system of vision which only detects
temporal changes in
the scene. It is often denoted as the transient part of the visual
system.
It is modelled by a set of smooth
temporal bandpass
filters. Another denomination of both vision systems
in literature
is attentive vision (sustained) and preattentive vision (transient)
[2). In fig. 1 the system is given for the finest resolution scale.
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address

Maliebaan

Bt(n,m,k)
Lt n , m, k )

Bs(n,m,k)

Fig.l Two channel system as a linear model for the sustained
(lower channel) and transient (upper channel) properties of
the HVS. L(n,m,k) is a discrete and time-varying 20 image
signal.
2

2

8 (0 ,0 ) and 8 (0 ) are
c

n

m

b~(n)*b~(m)

t

the Z-Transforms

of the impulse

responses

k

and b~(k) respectively.

The

impulse

response

b~(i)

is

given by:
b (-l)=b (1)=.25

(la)

b (0)=.5
o:
b (i)=O
o:

(lb)

~

~

else

(ie l)

(lc)

~ is a unit scale pdldmeLer.

COMPARISON OF THE TWO CHANNEL OUTPUTS
We consider the image signal L(n,m,k)=Ll(n-k). The image signal
is a 20 spatial scene which is constant in the m-direction and
which is shifting in the n-direction with v=l pel/frame. For this
image signal and for the system of fig. I it follows that:
(2)

Bs(n,ma,ka)=Bt(n,ma,ka)
Wn and with ma and ka fixed but arbitrary.

We conclude that if the image signal is constant in one spatial
direction and is shifting with 1 pel/frame in the other spatial
direction then the outputs of both systems (transient and sustained) are equal in space. For expression 2 we can write:

\

L

IBs(n,m ,k )-Bt(n,m ,k )I =0
a a
a a

n e 7l
if L(n,m,k)=Ll(n-k)
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(3)

We wi 11 use an expression which is similar to equation 3 to
estimate the displacements in a moving image. Before that we investigate the relation between the shape of the output of the upper
channel and the shape of the output of the lower channel if the
image signal is constant in the m-direction and shifting with a
constant but arbitrary velocity in the n-direction. We show that
for each shift velocity v of the image signal we can find a filter
with impulse response ~v(n)=Z-l(~v(Q))
(see fig.2) so that the
n

outputs of both channels are equal.

Bt(n,m,k)
L(n,m,k)

*
Bs(n,m,k)
Bs(n,m,k)

Fig.2 To estimate the velocity by comparison of two bandpass
signals the spatial bandpass channel of fig. 1 is extended
with the filter ~v.
We formulate the problem;
pels/frame) is an integer:

to make

it

solvable

the

velocity

(in

Suppose L(n,m,k) is a luminance pattern which is constant in the
m-direction and is shifting with a : constant velocity v (veil and
V;ltO)in the n-direction.
Find a linear shift t nvar Ian t : spatial
finite impulse response (FIR) filter ~v(n) so that for a fixed but
arbitrary time k=ko and vertical position m=mo:

*
Bt(n,m ,k )=Bs(n,m
,k )=(Bs*~v)(n,m ,k)
o 0
0
0
0
0

Wn

(4)

In [Stui91) it is shown that the filter with impulse response ~v(n)
and given by:

ne [1-1 v

~v(n)=lvl-lnl

if

~v(n)=O

else {ne/Z}

is a solution

of equation

I . I v I -1)

4. We see that:

1.~v(n) is an even function.
2.~v(n) depends on v.
3.~v(n) is a finite impulse response.
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(Sa)
(Sb)

Note that ~v(n)=o(n) for Ivl=l.
For a fixfd filter with impulse response ~vo we compare the signals
Bt and Bs by averaging the absolute difference of these signals
over a characteristic spatial range (-p,p) which is defined by formula 6. We determine for n=no' m=m
and k=k
the value DOB(v;vo)
o

0

which is defined by:
no+p
DOB(v;vo)=(2p+l)-1 \' [BtIrr.m,k )-(Bs*~vo) (n ) I
Loo
n~no-p

(6a)

with
p=vo+ë

Io- )

voelN+and velR

(6b)

x
tIJ

is a non decreasing

integer function,

is the scale parameter

0'

x

determined

by preceding

lowpass filters.
(6c)

The system to determine DOB(v;vo) is depicted in fig.3 In formula 6
n=no coincides with the zero-crossing in Bt(n,mo,ko)'
E(n,m,k)

1
with

q

(2p+l)

-1

Fig.3 System to compare the two channel outputs over a
characteristic space intervall (see text).
As an example we consider DOB(v;vo) with vo=4. For analysis purposes the input signal is a sampled errorfunction E(n,m,k) which is
constant in the m-direction and shifts with several values of the
velocity v in the n-direction. The value of the shape parameter 0'0
of the error-function
distance.

is .7~x and ~x respectively.
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~x

is the pel

0.6

---=l=-

0'0=0.7
pel
-E3- 0'0=1. 0 pel

0.5

0.4

0.3

DOB(v; i)

vo=4

0.5

1.5

V

2.5

3.5

4

4.5

(pel/f"rame)

in v=4 pel/frame
DOB(v;4)
has a global minimum
increases if [v-4[ increases. p=vo+1. The amplitude of
sampled error- function is 1.

Fig.4

and
the

Instead of one channel with a filter if>vo
we consider a number N.p of
parallel channels each with a filter if>vi.As an example we show
how to estimate the velocity v of the sampled errorfunction
by
comparison of the outputs of the different channels (see fig. 5).

DOB(v;2)

:--

-:

DOB(v;i)

DOB(v;i)

n=no-p
p = i+W(O' )

q = (2p+1)-1

x

Parallel set of spatial and temporal bandpass
to estimate the shift velocity of the inputsignal.

Fig.S
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channels

0.7

-8- DOB

(V; 1)

--=I=- DOB(v;2)

DOB(v;i)

---v-

DOB (v; 3)

-à-

DOB(v;4)

-'X- DOB(v;5)

----v0.5

1.5

2.5

V

DOB(v;6)

4.0

3.5

(pel/îramel

Fig.6 The outputs of several channels of fig.5. The input is a
shifting and sampled errorfunction with velocity v. ~(~x)=I.
The velocit~ of the shifting errorfunction

is estimated

"
v =

min [DOB(v;il]=DOB(v;jl
i=l, ...,N<I>

j

by:

(7)

The same procedure
can be carried out for shifting
luminance
patterns in the m-direction. However for such patterns shifting in
an arbitrary direction a solution for the filter ~vi has not been
developed up till now.

CONCLUSIONS
We designed a method to estimate the shift velocity of the input
signal the result of which is unbiased for every value of the shift
velocity. The estimation
is based on the relation between the
shapes of the spatial and temporal bandpass signals for arbitrary
ID sampled signals translating with a constant velocity. The method
is solely based on the assumption that the image signal shifts with
a constant velocity and has some resemblance with correlation
methods. A main practical restriction of the method in its present
form is that the velocity should be in the horizontal or vertical
direction but we expect that the method can be made suitable for
practical use for shift velocities in any direction of the image
plane.
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SUB-NYQUIST SAMPLING OF HDTV USING MOTION INFORMATION

R.A.F. Belfor", RL Lagendijk" and J. Biemond'

For an economical introduetion of HDTV a substantial data reduction is
necessary, while maintaining the high image quality. To this end subNyquist techniques can be used ( MUSE, HD-MAC ) for stationary parts
of the image, spreading the sampling of one complete frame over several
frames and combining these different frames at the receiver. Without
special precautions sub-Nyquist sampling is not possible for moving areas
of the image. In this paper a new algorithm will be described for the
subsampling of moving parts of a video sequence. The advantage of this
new method is that full spatial resolution can be preserved, while also
maintaining full temporal resolution. To prevent aliasing at certain
velocities ( critical velocities ), spatially adaptive subsampling is used. At
the receiver a motion compensated interpolation filter is used to
reconstruct the original image.

I. INTRODUCTION
High definition television has become a major research topic in recent years. In order to
bring HDTV to the consumer at home, a substantial data reduction is necessary, while
maintaining a good image quality. The currently standarclized HDTV transmission systems
MUSE [1] and HD-MAC [2] are based on exchanging spatial versus temporal resolution
and are completely based on spatio-temporal subsampling as a data reduction technique.
Recent proposals use this technique in a combination with transform coding [3][4]. In order
to maintain a good image quality for all possible input sources, some kind of adaptation to
the image statistics is necessary. In this paper a spatially adaptive subsampling scheme is
cliscussed that uses motion information in both the subsampling and the interpolation stages.
As opposed to the standard subsampling schemes, data reduction is achieved for slowly
moving regions of the image while maintaining full spatial and temporal resolution. Spatial
resolution is only sacrificed if no adequate motion estimate is possible. The proposed
method works for all velocities, so there are no critical velocities any more. At the receiver
a motion compensated interpolation filter is used instead of a spatial interpolation filter.
II. MOTION COMPENSA TEl) FILTERING
If an image sequence does not contain any motion then a data reduction can be achieved
using sub-Nyquist sampling [1)[2]. Using this technique the frame is sampled with a
frequency lower than the necessary Nyquist frequency. The sampling structure is shifted

'Delft university of technology, Department of Electrical Engineering,Information
theory group, P.O. Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands
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for each field or frame in such a way that every pixel of the frame is sampled after a few
frames. At the receiver the original frame can be exactly reconstructed by combining the
samples from the different subsampled frames. Hence using this technique will result in an
output frame with the full original spatial resolution. However, if the image sequence
contains motion, direct combination of the pixels from the different subsampled frames is
no longer possible.
...

CA,)
...

... ...

...

x

-0.5 ...

...

...

...

(a)
(b)
Figure 1 (a) Spatial interpolation (b) Motion Compensated interpolation.

One solution is to reconstruct the frame by a spatial interpolation. This is illustrated in
Figure l(a). For simplicity reasons only the O)x-O\ plane is shown. In this figure the solid
line represents the intersection of the baseband spectrum with the plane my = O. The dashed
lines are the replica introduced by horizontally subsampling of the image sequence with a
factor two. The velocity determines the slope of the lines. In this case the velocity is one
pixel per frame. The high spatial frequency components cause aliasing in this case,
therefore these have to be eliminated prior to subsampling, i.e. the frames need to be
spatially low-pass filtered using a so called pre-filter. This obviously decreases the spatial
resolution of the reconstructed frame. Spatial interpolation may be acceptable for image
regions moving at high velocities, but in regions with a low velocity, where the eye is
capable of following the motion, this may cause visible degradations. In this case in order
to get a good image quality both the spatial and temporal resolution must be preserved.
Therefore a motion compensated interpolation filter [5) can be used to interpolate the
frame instead. These filters temporally interpolate the image sequence in the direction of
the local displacement, in this way adapting the interpolation filter pass-band to the shape
of the spectrum of the subsampled sequence. Aliasing can now be avoided in the
reconstruction process without affecting the spatial resolution. This is shown in Figure 1(b).
To cover the entire range of velocities it is not necessary to have a filter for each possible
velocity. The velocity plane can be subdivided into regular regions, while each region is
covered by one specific filter. The set of velocities covering the entire velocity plane are
called the nominal velocities ( vn). If integer precision is used for the motion estimation
then the velocities covered by a filter ranges from vn±O.5 [6).
In motion compensated interpolation schemes two trade offs can be made. The result of
the temporal interpolation will improve if the length of the temporal filter increases. This
action will cause the memory requirements to increase. The result will also improve if subpixel accuracy is used in the motion estimator, decreasing the range covered byeach
nominal velocity. However this will also increase the bitrate necessary to transmit the
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vector field. In the experiments presented in this paper a two tap temporal filter is used and
integer accuracy of the vector field.

Ill. SPATIALLY ADAPTIVE SUBSAMPLING
For a given subsampling lattice certain object velocities exist, called critical velocities
[7], which do not allow for a perfect reconstruction
of an object moving at that velocity.
This will be illustrated using the example in Figure 2. In this figure the open dots are the
pixels which are discarded at the transmitter. For simplicity again only the x - t dimensions
are considered. In this case it is impossible to interpolate the shaded pixel if the velocity
is one pixel per frame. In the direction of the motion only discarded pixels are encountered,
hence no information about the missing pixel in either the previous or the next frame is
available. For the subsampling structure shown in Figure 2 every odd velocity is a critical
velocity. It can be shown that the problem of critical velocities exists for every fixed
sampling structure possible [6].
v=2

v=l

v=O

-----x
Figure 2 Subsampling

and velocity.

Possible solutions for the problem of critical velocities are to sacrifice the spatial
resolution of the entire image or only the resolution of the regions moving with a critical
velocity in the presence of any motion. As we discussed in the previous section this is
unacceptable for low velocities. For this reason we propose to solve the problem of critical
velocities by using spatially adaptive subsampling. The cause of the critical velocities is the
fact that in the interpolation stages only discarded pixel are encountered in the direction of
the motion. The solution for this problem is to shift the subsampling structure depending
on the amount of motion. In basic sub-Nyquist sampling with a sampling period of two
frames, the pixels
(1)
are transmitted. Vn is the set containing all the pixels iCbn) of frame n and VD' is the set of
the pixels which are actual transmitted after subsampling. In a motion adaptive scheme the
sub-Nyquist principle can be extended, and the pixels transmitted in this case are
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(2)

The vector !f:.f.bn) is the estimated displacement vector for the pixel if.bn) . After motion
compensated interpolation the following equation holds

V:_

1

U V:

= Vn

.

(3)

This is due to the fact that no discarded pixel is present in the direction of the motion so
it is always possible to reconstruct the actual image based on the previous image and the
subsampled actual image using motion compensated interpolation. Note that Equation (2)
degenerates to Equation (I) in the absence of motion. In this sense the method proposed
can be called motion compensated sub-Nyquist sampling. However Equation (2) does not
guarantees a data reduction of a factor two as is always the case with non-adaptive subNyquist sampling. Besides Vo' and !f:.f.bn) no additional side information has to be
transmitted. Starting from a fixed subsampling grid, a recursive update is made of the
subsampling structure.
0 •••

0.00
.0.0

o.o.
: .Q_(K,n)
1

-,
I
I
I
I
I

______

n-l

\t

.000

.0 ••

O.O •
•0.0

n
Figure 3 Motion adaptive subsampling.

This principle is illustrated in Figure 3. In this figure the open dots are again the
discarded pixels. The subsampling structure of frame n is based on the subsampling
structure of frame n-l and the displacement vector !f:.f.bn). If the pixel i(I-!f:.f.bn),n-l) of the
previous frame was discarded then the corresponding pixel if.bn) in the actual frame is
transmitted. If the pixel was not discarded in the previous frame then the corresponding
pixel in the actual frame is not transmitted. Note that no spatial low-pass filtering operation
is involved in both the subsampling and the interpolation so the full temporal and spatial
resolution can be preserved.
One disadvantage of this method is that the spatial correlation structure can vary on a
local basis due to the different subsampling structures possible. This could be
disadvantageous in a coding scheme that uses spatial subsampling followed by DPCM or
transform coding. This effect will be reduced if the motion estimator provides a very
consistent vector field. It can be easily verified that if the displacement vector !f:.(I,n) is
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constant over a large region, all the blocks in this region will be subsampled with the same
subsampling structure, resulting in a homogenous correlation structure provided that the
previous subsampled image also had a homogenous correlation structure.
IV. MOTION ESTIMATION ERROR RECOVERY.
In motion compensated interpolation schemes it is important to have a consistent vector
field, as opposed to hybrid coding schemes where a best match vector field is
advantageous. Therefore a hierarchical motion estimator is used [8]. However special
precautions have to be taken in regions where the motion estimation fails. This could be
the case in occluded regions or regions moving at high velocity. Errors are also introduced
when a region is moving with a velocity which is half the resolution of the motion
estimation. In this case the replica introduced by the subsampling are poorly attenuated
because they are located in the transition area between passband and stopband of the
temporal interpolation filter.

Figure 4 System overview.
In these cases special precautions have to be taken in order to provide an acceptable
image quality while still realizing the same data reduction. How this affects the overall
system is shown in Figure 4. The system consists of two branches. The lower branch is
used if a correct motion estimate ( ME ) is made, using motion adaptive subsampling
( MA-SS) to subsample the image. At the receiver motion compensated interpolation (
MCn ) is used in the reconstruction process. The upper branch is used in the case of
failure of the motion compensated branch. In this case low-pass filtering ( LPFI ) and a
non-adaptive quincunx subsampling structure is used (QNX-SS ). This sampling structure
is chosen due to the preservation of horizontal and vertical resolution. At the receiver
spatial interpolation ( LPF2 ) is used to reconstruct the frame.
The decision which branch to use is based on the reconstruction quality of the motion
adaptive branch. Therefore the image is also reconstructed at the transmitter side ( MCI2 ).
The decision is made on a block basis using the same blocks as the motion estimation.
Smaller blocks will improve the reconstruction quality but will also increase the amount
of side information. If the blocks of the motion estimation coincides with the segmentation
blocks then the segmentation information can be multiplexed into the motion information
due to the fact that in the case of non-adaptive subsampling no motion information is
necessary. Letting only the lower-branch control the switching process guarantees that
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always the highest possible resolution is chosen, regardless of the spectrum of the current
frame. The error analysis in Figure 5 validates this principle.
Probability
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Figure 5 MSE distribution for CALTRAIN sequence.
In this figure the distribution of the mean square error of both branches of the scheme
using the CALTRAIN sequence is shown. The scene contains a camera pan and a moving
train and calender. As can be seen from the figure the two distributions differ significantly.
The motion adaptive branch has a high probability for low error values, corresponding with
a good motion estimate. If a threshold of 28 is used the cumulative probability of an error
value below the threshold is 0.70 . However there is also a non-zero probability for large
error values, corresponding with a poor motion estimate. This part of the distribution will
cause clearly visible artifacts in the reconstructed frames. The non-adaptive subsampling
branch has a lower probability for low error values but zero probability for high error
values. This will result in a completely blurred reconstructed image but without clearly
visible artifacts. In this case the cumulative error probability is 0.58 . A combination of
these two distributions, using a threshold on the motion adaptive branch, gives a high
resolution image without clearly visible degradations in the case of motion estimation
failure.

v. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
Several test sequences were used to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm.
The maximum deviation of the data reduction was 1% of the expected reduction factor of
two. A higher quality compared to non-adaptive subsampling was achieved for sequences
containing slowly moving objects and no improvement was detected in the case of complex
scenes with different moving objects moving at high velocity. In Figure 6 the image detail
clearly shows the resolution improvement compared to fixed subsampling.
The resolution gain was not always reflected in an increase of the signal to noise ratio,
due to a high noise variance in the original image sequence. In this case the error image
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consists of noise uncorrelated with the image contents, causing a high error variance.
Generally this is less objectional then loss of resolution resulting in a highly corrclatcd error
image. This is illustratcd by the error images shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 Image detail of CALTRAIN sequence using quincunx subsampling ( upper lefl ),
with stretched difference ( lower left ), and motion adaptive subsampling ( upper right ),
with stretched difference ( lower right ).
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AN IMPROVED BLOCK-MATCHING, REGION-ORIENTED
MOTION COMPENSATION TECHNIQUE
M. P. Queluz "and B. Macq

This paper describes a new motion estimation
technique, based on the classical block-matching
algorithm (BMA). However, the proposed method appears to
compare favorably to the BMA, because the introduced improvements
change the
intrinsically block-oriented nature of the BMA to a more region-oriented
characteristic. As a result, the obtained motion vectors field is much more homogeneous
and faithful to the true motion than in the BMA case, requiring a lower side
information,
although keeping at the same time a comparable simplicity.

1

Introduction

In coding of moving video an important bandwidth reduction can be obtained
exploiting the temporal correlation of image sequences, by means of motion
estimation.
In motion-compensated image coding, the motion field estimation techniques are
mainly based on pure 2-D translational or general motion (translation and rotation) models, and basically, they can be distinguished in block-matching
(BMA)
[1] and pel recursive
algorithms (PRA) [2].
Although PRA can estimate motion accurately, it is noise-sensitive and requires
intensive computations.
It cannot be implemented cost-effectively in real-time
operations, as compared with the BMA [3]. The PRA presents however the
advantage of allowing the motion vectors to be determined at the receiver as well
as at the transmitter, so no side information is needed.
Because of its computational and hardware sirnplicity, the BMA has been widely
used in standard video coders. The BMA presents however some limitations, the
most important being:
• The BMA assumes that all pixels within a block undergo a uniform motion,
assumption that in many cases is not true. Withi n the same block, there
may exist different moving regions as well as stat.ie background, and the
vector assigned to that block cannot describe the motion of all regions
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correctly. This limitation
areas.

can however be reduced using small

• To obtain noise insensitiveness, we must use large matching
seems to be in contradiction with the previous requirement.

matching

areas,

which

• In areas where there is not much luminance variation the estimate tends
to be more influenced by noise then by true motion, even if we use large
blocks. In hybrid coding of images sequences this causes problems because
the vector field will have higher entropy and be more costly to transmit
than a vector field more faithful to the true motion. The biggest problems
will however occur if we use the estimated motion for pre or pos-processing
by means of temporal filtering (e.g. for conversion between different standards). To reduce this effect we must use a measure of the local certainty
of the estimated vectors.
• The BMA is not well suited for subband coders. Large blocking artifacts
can occur due to the fact that subband transform is not block oriented.
In our method we try to reduce or completely eliminate the above mentioned
disadvantages of BMA.
This paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the main steps that constitute the proposed algorithm. Section 3 is devoted to the way in which the motion
information is coded. The results of applying the new algorithm on TV sequences
are reported in section 4. Conclusions and further work are presented in section
5.

2

The proposed algorithm

In the following, we give a description
process (steps s.1-s.6).

2.1

of the main steps involved in the whole

Global motion detection

(s.L)

We begin by estimating global motion like panning, computing global vectors
for each 1/16 of the whole image, with the BMA and using the mean square error
(MSE) as error criterion. So, in the case of CCIR-601 progressive TV sequences,
each global block will be composed of 180 pels x 144 lines; for CCIR-601 interlaced
TV sequences, each block will have 180 pels x 72 lines.
Because of the large block size, global translational motion (as well as st.atie
background) is estimated precisely. To reduce the high computationa.l expense
of this step, the input signal can be downsampled in the horizontal and vertical
directions. Also, in the search procedure, instead of a full search strategy, we can
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use one of the efficient searching techniques proposed by many authors,
can be found in the literature.

2.2

Detection

which

of changing r-egrons (s.2)

This step permits to distinguish between temporally changed and unchanged
regions of two successive frames (fields of same parity). The assignment of picture
elements of these frames to the changed area is often wrong, because of scene
inherent noise in the unchanged area. The aim of the change detection is to
decided whether the temporal changes are caused by noise or by relevant changes
due to motion objects or illumination changes. Here, we adopted a strategy
similar to the one proposed in [4]:
1) First, we compute the absolute difference between the present frame (field)
and the previous frame (field of same parity), compensated by the global motion
vectors found in s.L
2) Using an threshold operation, one of three states - unchanged,
uncertain - his assign to each pel of the frame (field) difference.

changed or

3) To obtain a binary mask distinguishing between changed and unchanged
pels only, elimination of uncertain elements must be performed - if an uncertain
pel as six or more direct neighbours of the changed (unchanged) type, then it will
be assigned to the changed (unchanged) area. The remaining uncertain elements
are assign to the changed regions.
4) To smooth the boundaries between the changed and unchanged areas, as well
as to correct small regions misdecided in 3), a median filtering is applied using
a measurement window of 5x5 pels.
5) In the last processing step, all the pels having six or more direct neighbours of
the changed (unchanged) type are reassigned to the changed (unchanged) regions.

2.3

Local motion detection

(s.3)

We proceed by computing local motion vectors using again the BMA (and
the MAE as error criterion) with a smaller matching block (18 pelsx18 lines for
progressive sequences and 18 pelsx8 lines for interlaced sequences), but only for
those blocks belonging to the changed regions of the binary mask.

204

Computing

the motion estimation

certitude

(s.d )

For each local vector considered in s.3, a measure of the certainty of the estimate
is computed - for each block, if we sort the MAE obtained in the different matches,
the slop near the origin of the obtained CUfYe can be regarded
as a measure for
the quality of the motion estimation.
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The motion

certitude

(MC) was defined as:
MC

= 2:;::1 (MAEi

- MAEmin)
N.
where N. is the number of MAE values used to compute the sharpness
MAE curve and MAEmin is the MAE obtained for the best match.

(1)
of the

Those blocks which are not definitely predicted, i.e., for which the motion certitude is less than a predefined threshold (say MCmin) are taken into consideration
for a possible merge with adjacent blocks. In this case we assign to them the same
motion vector of its best (in the MAE sense) neighbour, for which the motion
estimate was considered accurate. However, we only do this if the resulting MAE
for the block under consideration, say MAE', verifies the following condition:
MAE' ::; (1

+ /3)

X

MAEmin

(2)

where MAEmin is the minimum MAE found for the block in step s.3.
Of course, the bigger is /3, the more smooth will be the vector field, but if we
choose a too large /3 value, severe mistakes can occur.
It is interesting to note that after this step, and in the majority of the studied
cases, the resulting mean square error (MSE) decreases relatively to the one
obtained after step s.3.

2.5

Nonlinear filtering (s.5)

In this step we adopted a strategy already used by some authors to smooth the
vector field and trying, at the same time, to elimiiIate incorrect decisions. Two
types of 2-dimensional nonlinear filtering were studied: median filtering (MF)
and horizontal/vertical
filtering (HVF). The first solution - median filtering
- is the most commonly used approach (see e.g. [5]).
In the HVF case we look at the adjacent neighbours of the block under consideration, in the horizontal and vertical directions (see fig.L).

Figure 1: Situation example
If V4 = Vs and Vs =f V4,S, we assign to block 5, V4,S' If not, we look in the vertical
direction - if V2 = Vs and Vs =f V2,S we assign to block 5 V2,8'
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However, we will do the previous assignment,
5, say MAE", verifies the condition:
MAE" ~ (1

only if the resulting MAE for block

+ ')')x

(3)

MAEs

where MAEs is the MAE found for block 5 after step s.4.
made for (3, apply also to "t-

The commentaries

Based on some experirnents we can state that, for the same estimation quality,
the method of HVF conducts to a lower side information (necessary to transmit
all the information about the motion estimation) than the method of MF.

2.6

Further splitting of the blocks (s.6)

If after step s.5 one of the following conditions

is verified for a given block:

• The MAE obtained for that block is greater than a predefined threshold

-

Ta
• The "maximum absolute error", defined as the maximum MAE for the block
of minimum size contained in that block, is greater than another predefined
threshold (with
> Ta),

n

n

it is considered that there are different objects (with different motion parameters)
in that block. In this case, we split that block in smaller blocks, which are matched
independently from each other repeating steps s.3 to 8.6, and until arriving at a
predefined minimum block size.

3

Coding of the motion information

To encode the motion information we use a binary tree decomposition with a
fixed or adaptive strategy, in which each final node corresponds to a image region
with the same motion parameters.
The fixed tree approach has already been used in a similar context [6]. In our
case, we proceed in the following way: each of the global block considered in step
s.l is iteratively divided at the middle, in the vertical and horizontal directions,
forming a tree structure, until arriving at a region with the same motion vectors.
A vertical division is indicated by a bit '0' and a horizontal division by a bit 'I'.
In the adaptive
tree strategy, we choose the best position to do the splitting (in
the fixed we only can split in the middle) and also the best splitting dir ection Of
course, in this case we must also send the inforrnat ion about the chosen splitting
position and direction. Also, the criterion to decide which are the best splitting
positions must be well studied.
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At the end, and for each global block, we code the global vector components,
the binary tree and the motion vector components for each final node - here, we
adopted the following strategy: if the vector component (horizontal or vertical)
is the same of the global vector, we only use a bit '0', otherwise we use a bit '1'
followed by the bits necessary to code that component.
The tests performed until now permit to state that, compared with the fixed tree,
the adaptive tree can reduce the side information but at the expense of a greater
computational effort.

4

Results

The effect of motion estimation/compensation
is many times indicated by the
resulting signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) if the frame (or field) difference is encoded.
In this paper the same criterion was adopted, defining:
SNR(dB)

=

101og1o.

2552
f
vanance 0 error

(4)

However, we must keep in mind that a small frame-to-frame difference does not
necessarily imply an accurate motion estimation. For instance, in our algorithm,
the smoothing performed in steps s.4 and 5.5, does not minimize the displaced
frame difference, but maximizes the probability of fiding the true physical motion vector field. A better way of measure the efficiency of a motion estimation
algorithm is to integrate it in a hybrid coding scheme and to evaluate the final
quality of the coded images for a given bit rate.

SNR (dB).
Side information, bits

BMA
18x8
41.17
11.520

Table 1: Comparison

BMA
9x4
41.97
46.080

New algorithm
case 1
41.29
1.049

New algorithm
case 2
41.48
1.636

between BMA and the proposed algorithm

Table 1 presents some of the results obtained for the" Claire" sequence 1 (CCIR601 interlaced).
Here, we confront the SNR values (as defined by 4) and side
information for the ordinary BMA with 18x8 and 9x4 blocks, and two situations
of the proposed algorithm, with the following parameters: coding of the motion
information with a fixed binary tree; horizontal/vertical
filtering of the motion
field; MCrnin = 3.; N.=10; Ta=10.; Tb=25. (case 1) and Tb=20 (case 2); /3 = 00;
1'=0.2. Table 2 presents the evolution of SNR values versus side informa.tion, for
case 1, during the proposed motion estimation algorithm.
1Results

for other

test sequences

will be presented
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at the conference.

Minimum block size
18x8
9x4
3x2

SNR (dB)
40.74
40.95
41.29

Table 2: SNR versus side information

Side information (bits)
288
500
1.049
evolution during the algorithm

The motion estimation/compensation
was done between fields of the same parity.
The maximum displacement in the search procedure was ±7 pelsx±4 lines.
Observing table 1, we see that the SNR values are more or less the same for all
the methods, but the coding requirement of the proposed algorithm is much more
lower. In fact, "Claire" is a sequence with very low motion (for the initial fields,
only the mouth presents a perceptible movement), in consequence the SNR values
are very high, even without motion compensation.
Figure 2 presents the regions with the same motion vectors and the vectors field
itself, for the BMA case with 9x4 blocks and the proposed algorithm (for case 1)
with a minimum block size of 9x4.
From these figures, we see that in the case of the ordinary[ BMA, the motion field
are highly non-uniform, particularly in the areas with uniform luminance. With
our method, the obtained motion field is very uniform and it reflects the areas
where there is in fact perceptible motion - the mouth of the girl. We can also
conclude that the gains in the SNR values obtained with the BMA, relatively to
our method, result from a better match of the noise in the scene and not of the
areas with true motion.

5

Conclusions and further work

No detailed optimization of parameters has been done so far. However, the results
already obtained permit to conclude that, compared with the ordinary BMA, our
method permits to obtain a motion field much more homogeneous and much more
oriented to the moving objects in the scene. Also, the required side information
to transmit the motion information is lower than the one of the ordinary BMA,
keeping at the same time a comparable sirnplicity.
As further work, we will introduce in our method the possibility of estimate
motion vectors with fractional
pel accuracy
(1/2 pel or 1/4 pel). Also, the
question of uncovered
regions will be stressed.
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Figure 2: Comparison between a) BMA and b) proposed algorithm
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PARALLEL ARCHITECTURE
FOR A PEL-RECURSIVE
ESTIMATION ALGORITHM
E.D. Frimout, J.N. Driessen & E.F. Deprettere

MOTION

I

Abstract
The paper presents
a parallel architecture
for a pcl-rccursiuc
motion estimation algorithm.
It is a linear array of processors,
each consisting
of an
initialization
part, a data-routing
part and an updating part. The initializing part performs
a prediction
of the motion vector.
The routing parts
constitute
a routing path along which preuious-jramc
data is routed from
processors
that store to processors
that request such data. A clocked version of the router will bc presented
with some detail.
The updating part
calculates an update to the predicted motion vector.
The architecture
we
propose is derived in a systematic
way and is parameterized
w. r. t. certain window sizes.
II is thus completely
different from the few existing
pel-recursive
motion estimation
architcctures.

1

Introduction

In an imaging system, motion in a 3-D scene manifests itself as projected motion in the
image plane. This projected motion can be represented by a 2-D time-varying vector field;
the motion field. The estimation. of this motion field is important in two areas; motion
compensated image sequence processing and dynamic scene analysis. In both fields realtime performance is often required. In order to meet this real-time constraint, architectures
for VLSI implementation of the motion estimation algorithm have to be developed.
When we consider a digital imaging system, the 2-D time varying motion field is representeel in 3 dimensions, such that a vector d(x, I) is attributed to each location (x, t) with
spatial variable x = (x, y)T and the sequence variable t. The superscript T denotes transposition. The pel-by-pel estimation of motion vectors from local time-varying intensities
is an ill-posed problem. To circumvent this ill-poscdncss, the motion field is assumed to
vary smoothly, except for discontinuities at object boundaries. In the pel-recursive motion
estimation algorithm [I, 2] a real-valued motion field d(x, t) is estimated, where one motion
vector is calculated for every picture element (pel). This is done in a scan-wise manner
as follows. For every pel at the location (x, t), a real-valued motion vector dO(x, t) is predicted based on previously estimated motion vectors of certain neighboring pixels. The
actual motion -vector d(x, t) is obtained through an update scheme that computes the update u(x, t) = d(x, t) - dO(x, t), using a causal window of data (fixed size N), around the
pixel in the current frame that is being processed. This is done under the assumption that
the motion is constant for all pels within this so-called update window. The basic formula
is thus as follows:
d(x, t) = dO(x, t) + û(x, t)
(1)
where û(x, t) is the estimated update vector and d(x, t) is the estimated motion vector.
In this paper, the parallelization of a pel-recursive motion estimation algorithm for realtime implemeritation is discussed. Our architecture emerges from the exploration of a large
solution space while the implementations in [3, 4] result from heuristic mappings on restricted
target architectures.
1Delft University of Technology, Dcpartm.cnt of Electrical Engineering, 2628 CD Dclït , The Net.herlands
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Figure 1: Update windows
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, the sequential algorithm is presented.
The subsequent parallelization and the arrayarchitecture
are presented in Section 3. For a
detailed treatment of the parallelization and the routing mechanism we refer to [7) .

2

Sequential Algorithm

The sequential pel-recursive motion estimation algorithm for an infinite image sequence,
with sequence axis t and with image (frame) size xma" * Vma" , x for horizontal and y for
vertical dimensions respectively, is as follows [I, 2):

I - 00 < t < 00 {
la ~ u ~ Yma" - I {
all x la ~ x ~ xma" - I {

for all t

for all y
for

L:

do(x, t) =

- i, y -

ai,jd(x

i, I)

(2)

(i,j)ESd

for all n

la ~

n ~ N - 1{

Cn,! = - f,,(xll

- di(x,

=-

- di(x,

Cn,2
Zn

= f(xn,

fy(xll

t) - f(xn

t), t - 1)
t), 1- 1)

- do(x, t), t -

(3)
(4)
1)

(5)

}
û(x,t)

= C+z

d(x, t) = dO(x, t)

(6)

+ û(x,

t)

(7)

}
}
}
In this algorithmic description G is an N * 2 gradient matrix; Cn,m are the matrix entries.
and fy denote the gradients of the intensity function f(x, I) in the x and y direction
respectively. These are calculated at nearest pel locations using r1i(x, l), the predicted
vector rounded to the nearest integer. z is a displaced frame difference vector of size N; Zn
are the vector entries.
The prediction strategy relics on the spatial smoothness of the motion field, which is based
on the assumption that neighbouring pels have similar motion vectors. Thus a 2- D prediction
[2) is performed, using the spatial prediction model of equation (2) where Sd is a causal
spatial support region and the ai,j-parameters
are the corresponding prediction coefficients.
The ill-posedness of the motion estimation problem is circumvented by assuming that
the current pel (x, t) resides in a so-called update window Uw (x, t) encompassing N pixels,
Xn
E Uw(x, t), n = 0, ... , N - 1, that are assumed to have the same motion vector d(x, t).
The update window Uw (x, t) is defined such that the algori thm remains causal anel can thus
be used in a coding environment.
Some examples of possible update windows are shown
f"
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Figure 2: Index space
in fig.l for N = 4, N = 9, N = 5 and N = 13 respectively. Having formed the dfd vector
z and the gradient matrix G, the approximation û(x, t) of the update vector u(x, t) is as
given by relation (6). In this relation G+ denotes the pseudo-inverse of the gradient matrix
G. The most attractive method of obtaining this pseudo-inverse makes use of the singular
value decornposition (SYD) of the gradient matrix G.

3
3.1

Parallelization
Intra-plane

dependencies

In order to come up with appealing parallel architectures for the pel- recursive motion
estimation algorithm, it is advisable to explore a solution space that is as large as possible
prior to imposing restrictions in terms of affordable resources. Thus, the first step in the
architecture design trajectory is a parallelization step which consists.of deriving a.local single
assignment (SA) version of the given sequential algorithm. An equivalent represcntation,
then, is the so-called dependence graph (DG) which is a graphical representation of the SA.
In the algorithm considered here, the dimensions of the DG will be at least five; one being
the image sequence axis and four describing the process of obtaining the predicted motion
vector, which is given by relation (2) in its most general form. This relation shows that the
a-parameters
can propagate (5) in the (x, y) plane and that the cl vector can propagate in
the (i,j) plane.
In this paper we shall not derive the true dependence graph; instead we
shall project the two dimensions i and j onto the (x, y)-plane which implies that all points
(x, y, t) will somehow store a's as well as the intensities f(x, I). Generally speaking the
resulting graph is not a dependence graph, although it may be considered as such if we
do not make explicit these storage capacities in the graph, i.e. if we leave them inside the
processes to be defined in the nodes (x, y, t), for the a's, or replace them by broadcast from
external sources, for the f(x, t). As a result, we define an index space as shown in fig.2,
with the bound as follows:

o :S x

:S

Xmax

-

1, 0 :S y :S

Ymax -

1,

00

:S t <

00

(8)

For every vector that needs to be estimated, we define a motion estimation process P(x, t)
which is attributed to each location (x, t). The image intensity values that are needed are
assumed to be broadcasted as input to these processes. The I/O maps of the processes are
given by equations (2) through (7). Parallelization of these equations will not be considered
in this paper. Instead we will concentrate on the parallelization of the set of processes,
obtaining a new ordering as compared to the ordering given in the algorithm.
As a further simplification, we will interpret the (x, y, I) index space as a space-time
partitioned index space, meaning that the t-dimension provides the evolution of the (x, y)plane. We will now identify the inter-process dependencies in the (x, y)-plane itself. Both
the pf and the cf dependencies are considered to be inputs from outside the (x, y)-plane.
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Figure 3: Dependency representation

(a) and Dependence graph (b)

The prediction strategy defines the dependencies between the processes in the (x, y) index
space. Although in general a DG is not trivially obtained from a sequential algorithm, (see
[5] for more details) it is straightforwardly set up in the present case. An often used spatial
prediction support Sd, with good prediction results, is the quarter-plane support, with the
quarter plane prediction relation as follows:
al,od(x - ( ~ ) ,t) + al,l d(x - ( ~ ) ,t)
+ao,ld(x

(9)

- (~ ) ,t)

where the d(x - dx, t) are known (past) estimated motion vectors. The vectors d", = (1 O)T,
(0 If and (1 1)T are called the dependence vectors. Without impairing generality, we
shall pursue with the quarter plane prediction. Equation (9) yields the data dependency
representation of fig.3.a for a single node. It is now easy to form the dependence graph given
in fig.3.b. We are now ready to allocate processes in space and time. Wc shall do so using
an affine transformation as follows [5, 6]:
J' = T. J

( 10)

where I is any point in the (x, y) index space and l' = (pt)T is the location of the process
in space (p) and time (t). The transformation matrix T can be written as:
(11 )
where Pl. is a vector perpendicular to the projection vector p, and p is the schedule vector.
Three criteria are used to come to a unique transformation matrix T; minimize the latency,
maximize the throughput and minimize the size of the processor array. T'hsse three criteria
dictate the following solution [7]:

s=( ),P=(~),T=(~

~)

Fig.4.a shows the transformed index space ((p, t)-space) after a transformation
equation (10).
3.2

(12)
according to

Boundaries

Up to this point the entire DG has been assumed to be uniform, such that the projection
of processes onto each other yields a processor whose functionality is fixed and independent
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IV

IU

trgure

4: Transforrned

index

space

(a) and Boundaries

(b)

of the location.
However, special care has to be taken at the boundaries
of the original image
frame,
Fig.4.b shows the (x, y) index space, where the different domains are marked.
The
central domain is uniform.
All processes
in this domain can thus be mapped
on identical
processors.
The processes in the boundary
domains,
however, are different and, therefore,
after projection
the processors
have to differentiate
between boundary
and central processes.
As the processes from three different domains
(11, central and IV) are mapped on the same
processor,
a 2 bit control signal is introduced
(! 3,14). This control signal allows the distinction between the processes residing in different domains to be made. This control signal can
be propagated
through the (p, t) space yielding a distributed
control.
It selects either a 10
vertical prediction
or a 20 quarter-plane
prediction
function
respectively.
It also indicates
whether or not the estimated
motion vector is needed by the following process.
Furthermore,
the first and last processor
of the .projected
array (areas I & 111) will be different from the
other processors.
This difference can be hardwired
into the processors.

3.3

Inter-plane

dependencies

Process P(x, t) requires image intensities
from the update window Uw around pixel (x, t);
these are current-frame
(cf) input signal intensities.
It also requires image intensities
from
the update window Uw around some pel (x', t -1) where x' can he any point in ·the (x, t - 1)plane; these are previous-frame
(pf) input signal intensities.
The exact location
of the
required
update
window in the previous
frame is determined
by the integer part of the
predicted
motion vector ( di(x, t) ), calculated
by the process.
The pf data is assumed
to
be broadcast
fr0111 a pf memory. The localization
of this broadcast
is a major problem.
No
a priori knowledge
about the dependencies
between
the previous frame storage space and
the processes in the index space is available.
Dependencies
over long distances
boil down to
either very long connections,
requiring large chip area, or large transfer delays. We therefore
decide to a priori limit the extend of the possible dependencies
by imposing
a maximum
II dO Ilma,,= 1 on the length of the predicted motion vector (in a typical imaging system
1 = ±8).
In order to assure uniformity
throughout
the drawings,
we will now continue
with N = 4 without
limiting the validity of the discussion.
When the update window has
the size N
2
2
4 this gives a square
displacement
window of (21 + 2)
(21 + 2)
pixels from which data can be requested.
Fig.5.a shows the possible dependencies
of one
process upon the previous frame for a displacement
window of 4 * 4 pixels (for 1 = I and for
N = 4). Strictly speaking, these dependencies
should all be allowed, such that the process
can select any subset. of the data when the predicted
motion vector becomes
available.
The full connectivity
that this requires for each process makes this solution
unsuitable
for
implementation
in VLSI. In order to overcome
this drawback
we choose for a solution
in
which the requested
window of data is somehow
routed to the appropriate
process of the

= * =

*
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(x,y) index space
Figure o: Inter-plane dependencies

(a) and Internal pf memory (b)

index space. We will elaborate upon this routing mechanism in the next subsection. In order
to have this previous frame data available at the array processors, a ccrt.aj n amount of data
will have to be stored in the array. The amount of pf-input data that needs to be stored
internally at any time t = to is determined as follows. From fig.5.b it can be seen that a
processor will have to store only part of an image row. More precisely, any process P(x, to)
that executes at time t = to can request data from a displacement window similar to the
displacement window for process p that is shaded in the figure. All these processes together
define a band of previous frame data that has to be available in the array at any time t.
The width w of this band is a constant dependent upon 11dO Ilm.,,= I and the window size
N.

3.4

Routing Mechanism

Conceptually the routing works as follows. Every processor contains a routing function;
all routing functions together make up the so-called router. Each of the routing functions
will request pf data, basing the request on the integer part of the predicted motion vector.
Of this data request, the y- component (requesty)
will be most important as it determines
in which processor of the array the requested data is located. The x-component of the data
request (request,,)
merely determines the relative offset of the data in the local memory of
the sending processor. Every data request is transmitted along a request/data path to the
destination processor. Here the request is acknowledged by forming a data package that
contains the data from the local shift register memory pointed to by request".
The formed
data package is returned to the processor from where the request originated. This is done
by using an alternate request/data path that runs in the opposite direction. By using two
request/data
paths a great amount of concurrency can be achieved, handling the requests
and/ur data packages from all router functions. A hierarchy of possible router solutions
exists, ranging from an a- synchronous (self-timed) router to the synchronized router that
we have used in a simulation of the array. The synchronous router, which is a special case
of the self-timed router [7], is the most simple solution with low function complexity and
minimal required buffering. It is thus this router that was implemented in the simulations.

3.5

Parallel Array

In fig.6 the signal flow graph is given when quarter-plane prediction (3 dependencies on
the left) and aN = 4 update window (2 dependencies on the right) are used. In this figure
the processor's functionality has been represented by three functions. On the left we find
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Figure 6: Parallel Array
the prediction function (relation (2) ). The propagation control signal, that allows for the
selection of the boundary processes, is also shown. The routing function is in the middle
and the update calculation function is on the right. This part houses most of the algorithm,
i.e. relations (3) through (7).
Up to now we have assigned one processor to every row ofimage data. Depending upon the
imaging application, this may yield a very large amount of processors, up to 1152 processors
for HDTV. It is likely that this amount of processors is not affordable, so that folding will
be necessary [5]. In fig.7 a cluster processor, which will process a cluster of Z processes,
is presented [7]. The previous frame memory from Z processors is grouped in one cluster
processor. Furthermore, some memory and control signal to the multiplexersjdemultiplexers
need to be added. To avoid drifting into too many details, the interesteel reader is referred
to [8] for further reading.
The entire algorithm and in particular the router have been simulated extensively on
sequential and parallel simulators. The parallel simulation confirms the correct behavier of
the router and the entire parallel architecture.
For the evaluation of the algorithm itself see
reference [2].

Conclusion
We have addressed the problem of an effective and efficient pel-recursive motion estimation architecture. This problem is of interest in that 1) it is an alternative to block-matching
which has attracted much more attention in the literature and 2) it is a non-fixed (data dependent) algorithm that has a larger architecture design solution space than in the case of
data independent algorithms.
We believe that the proposed architecture is the first pelrecursive motion estimation which is not obtained using heuristic mapping techniques. Thc
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Figure 7: Cluster processor
formal design method has led to a column parallel architecture in which one processor is allocated to one or more image rows. This array of processors performs the motion estimation
process for a whole column of pels in parallel, going from one column to the next in asystolic
manner. Each processor consists of three parts: an initialization part, a data-routing part
anc! an updating part. Most attention is given to the routing parts which constitute a routing path along which previous-frame data is routed from processors that store to processors
that request such data. It is this routing that is the central part of the parallel architecture.
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On Genie Assisted Strategies
J.Pieter M.Schalkwijk
April 1, 1992
Abstract
In his 1961 paper on two-way channels Shannon derived single-letter
inner- and outer bounds to the capacity region. The actual capacity
region is the per letter achievable rate region for coding strategies of
increasing length. However, as Shannon himself points out, there is no
known method of constructing good long coding strategies that would
yield a numerical boundary for the capacity region. In this paper we will
review an ongoing research effort to closely bracked, i. e. lower- and upper
bound, the boundary of the capacity region. Like Shannon, we initially
restrict ourselves to deterministic two- way channels and, in particular,
to the binary multiplying channel.

1

History

In order to approximate the capacity region of a two-way channel (TWC) we
start of with Shannon's [IJ observation (1~61) that the capacity region can be
found from the per letter rate of increasingly long coding strategies. An initial
hurdle was the fact that coding strategies, where the code sequence at each
terminal not only depends on the message 0 being transmitted but also on the
received sequence Y at that terminal, are hard to visualize. This being true
1'01' short strategies
makes it virtually impossible to derive results for the long
stre.tegies that yield rate pairs in proximity of the boundary of the capacity
region.
A breakthrough [2J was made in 1982, when it was discovered that coding
strategies for deterministic TWC's could be considered as strategies for subdividing the unit square. For the binary multiplying channel (BMC) a subdivision
of the unit square using three basic type resolutions was found. In the case of
equal rates on both directions this constructive coding strategy achieves 0.61914
in excess of Shannon's inner bound rate of 0.61695. A 21 year old question as
t.o whether the capacity region of the BMC exceeds Shannon's inner bound was
thus settled in the affirmative.
A further [3J basic step was taken a year later in 1983. The second basic
resolution in the strategy [2J mentioned above was not efficient. This second
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basic resolution takes place in an L-shape subregion. By collecting a number
of those L-shapes the total resolution inforrnation that has to be sent from
terminallto
terminal 2 and vice versa can be accumulated at each terminal.
In the limit of many collected L-shapes the total resolution information can
be transfered at the very rate of the resulting strategy using a technique [3]
called bootstrapping, thus boosting the 0.61914 rate of the original strategy up
to 0.63056. The resulting strategy with bootstrapping effectively resembles our
original strategy where the second (least effective) basic resolution has been
eliminated.
As this equivalent strategy of only two basic resolutions is very
simple and elegant 0.63056 was initially thought to be the equal rate capacity
of the BMC.
However, repeated trials to find a converse did not succeed and suspicion
regarding optimality arose. Accurate calculation of the rate of the bootstrapped
strategy yields 0.6305552557 in ten decimal places. Finally, in 1990 an improvement [4] was found. Having two initial resolutions of type one and preserving
the efficiency of the postponed type three resolution by a transparency condition
yielded an improvement in the 8th decimal place to 0.6305552986. Another [5]
slight improvement yields the tightest lower bound 0.6305552995 to the equal
rate capacity as of to date. In retrospect, considering the simplicity of the original [3] bootstrapped strategy and the exceedingly small magnitude (8th and 9th
decimal place) of the improvements, it is not surprising that it took seven years
(from 1983 to 1990) before an improvement [4] was found.
Shannon's [1] upper bound of 0.69424 has been tightened by Zhen Zhang, et
al. [6], and by Hekstra and Willems [7]. The tightest [7] upper bound as of now
is 0.64628. These upper bounds are information theoretic bounds for general
[6] TWC's and for [7] T-channels (TC's), i. e. channels with two inputs and a
single coinmon output, respectively. It is our belief that the final result, at least
for the BMC, is closer to the best inner bound of 0.6305552995. In order to
. find better upper bounds it will be necessary to consider the coding strategies
in greater detail.
In classical one-way communication we distinguish [8] between the information theoretic capacity and the eperatiotuil capacity. Shannon's channel coding
theorem shows these two capacities to be equal. The achievable rates of our
original strategy [2] and of the bootstrapped strategy [3] are injormation theoretic rates. It was reasoned that these rates were also operational as they related
to the size of resolution products in the unit square. Rigorous proofs of the
operationality of the rates in [2] and [3] were given by Tolhuizen [9] and van
Overveld [10], respectively.

2

The AXE-program

The previous section described our efforts so far in trying to find the capacity
region of the BMC. We think these efforts justified for three reasons. First, the
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BMC was used as the simplest non trivial example of a TWC by Shannon in
his original 1961 paper. This [1] paper of Shannon's marks the beginning of
network information
theory, see also Cover [8, chapter 14]. Second, it seems
very likely that once the BMC is solved similar methods can be applied to solve
all deterministic TWC's. Finally, it does not seem possible to make any progress
on general non deterministic TWC's as long as the easier deterministic TWC's
are not completely understood.
Note that the best [5]lower bound of 0.6305552995 to the equal rate capacity is the result of a continuing line of research building upon our very first
[2] strategy.
We could continue on this line of research building ever more
complicated strategies with more parameters, more local extremes, and ever
smaller improvements.
This certainly does not look as a promissing road to
persue. Also, there is always the nagging uncertainty that there might be an
entirely different class of strategies that perform better.
To investigate this
possibility F.Hantz of the Ecole Centrale de Paris and A.H.A.Bloemen of the
Technical University of Eindhoven developed [11] the computer program (game)
AXE.
With AXE one can develop binary- and ternary strategies on M x M
squares. If the player suggests a better strategy than the current champion
stored in the computer he wins. His winning strategy replaces the one currently
stored by the computer. The idea is that so far the computer by itself has not
been very succesful in finding good strategies. In addition to the BMC there
are 322 distinct [12] ternary deterministic TWC's of which 84 are TC's, and by
putting our game in public domain we hope to get some good coding strategies.
The AXE-program yields constructive strategies.
In general, the rate of
these strategies is somewhat lower as compared to the strategies of the previous
section. This loss in rate has two reasons. First, on an M x M square one is
restricted to integer thresholds and, second, the bootstrapped [3] strategies are
not constructive as are the strategies yielded by AXE. However, a good strategy
found using AXE can be converted into a continuous threshold type strategy
with bootstrapping thus boosting its rate.

3

Genie Assisted Strategies

The AXE-program was developed to find good constructive strategies for arbitrary binary and ternary deterministic TWC's. It could help to improve the
present [5] lower bound 0.6305552995 to the equal rate capacity. In [4], and
[5] the two initial resolutions are inner bound- or type I-resolutions.
These
type I-resolutions introduce say t, u, V, ... uncertainty around t-, U-, V-, ...
thresholds, respectively. The local maxima encountered when optimizing these
strategies relate to' the order in which the t, u, V, ... uncertainty is resolved in
the different subregions. Assume now that the uncertainty in the various subregions is resolved in the naturalorder
t, u, V, ... in which it has initially been
introduced. Further assume that a genie takes care of the bootstrapping, and
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temporarily and partly resolves later thresholds when this is convenient in resolving an earlier one, see Fig.1. For only one initial type I-resolution (i. e. only
t-thresholds) this yields our 0.6305552557 (achievable) rate [3] of 1983. For two
initial type l-resolutions (i. e. t- and u-thresholds) this yields an upper bound
0.6305562081 to our earlier 0.6305552995 (achievable) rate [5] of 1990. As these
genie assisted strategies are easier to find than the corresponding achievable
strategies, it may be possible to derive an upper bound for genie assisted strategies that is sharper than the earlier [7] information theoretic bound 0.64628 on
the equal rate capacity.
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Codes for a
Two- Way Channel without Feedback
Phons Bloemen *

Abstract
A binary two-way channel without feedback from receiver to transmitter on either side is studied.
But the receivers know the codeword
sent by 'their' transmitter,
in addition to the channel output.
For this
channel, block codes are searched. A simple code for this channel is found
which performs better than timesharing.
The code has a rate of 0.52832.
However, no better codes could be found up till now. The code itself, and
the requirements such a code has to fulfill are described.

1

Introd uction

To transmit information over two- or N-way channels, there must be some rules
describing how to use the channel and how to format the message. In case
of a multi-way channel, each user has both a transmitter/encoder
and a receiver/decoder. Between the receiver and transmitter of a single user, there can
be a local flow of information. In most cases, the symbols transmitted by the
'own' transmitter are available to the receiver, together with the channel output
symbols. There can also be feedback from receiver to transmitter.

Definition 1

T-channel
A multiway channel is a T-channel if the output symbol of the channel is
the same for all decoders.

'Group of Information and Communcation Theory, Eindhoven University of Technology,
P.O. Box 513 - 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands
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Definition 2
Code, Strategy
A strategy is a scheme telling how to encode a message for transmission
over a two-way-channel. The encoding can be influenced by the previous
output symbols of the channel, so an input sequence can have different
encodings. In case of a code, the message is encoded independently from
Îthe previous channel output symbols.
We can divide the various channels into four classes:
1. No local information flow at all between encoder and decoder of the same
user. The channel is an inierjerence channel. In case of a T-channel, it
is a multiple-access channel. Code pairs for these channels are studied in
[12]. No scheme performing better than timesharing is found.
2. The channel input symbol of the encoder is available
that user, as well as the channel output symbol. For this
without-feedback we also just need a code. These codes
properties, and this channel is discussed further in this

to the decoder of
two-way-channelhave some special
paper.

3. Like the previous case, except that one user also has the previous channel output symbols available to his encoder. Then this user can use a
strategy to encode his message, using the previous channel outputs. The
user without this feature still has to use a code. This channel is called a
two-way-channel-with-semifeedback.
4. In this case, all users have feedback, and they all use a strategy. This is
the two-way-channel-with-feedback
which is studied by various people. See
for instance [6],[7],[3],[5],[4].
We will focus on the most simple (?) non-trivial
Binary Multiplying Channel [8].

2

case of a TWC: Blackwell's

The BMC without feedback

This channel, elonging to the class of two-way channels without feedback is depicted in Fig. 1. It was first investigated by [11],[1]. For this channel, both
users must use a code. The decoder will have information from two sources: the
channel output itself, and the 'own' channel input (the symbols transmitted by
the 'own' transmitter).
The problem in case of a BMC is that transmitting a
o means receiving no information from the other side. A 1 makes it possible
to receive a bit from the other side, but you can not keep sending 1 's if you
want to send some information yourself. The codes must be designed such that
the number of zero's is not so large that the other party is shut out, but large
enough to transmit a reasonable amount of information. A simple coele pair is
the time-sharing code: the message is translated into a binary alphabet. User
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Figure 1: The BMC without feedback, and the timesharing

scheme

A sends his message symbols in the odd positions, and Is in the even positions.
User B uses the even positions for his message, and sends Is in the odd ones.
Obviously, this scheme has rate RI = R2 = ~. This is a code pair, because each
user uses a different set of codewords. A better code was found by Benschop in
[1]. It is a (3,3,2) non-linear code, consisting of all words of length 3, weight 2.
It is given in Fig. 2, and here both users can use the same codewords.
Up till now, no better code than this Benschop code is found. All good-rated
longer codes turned out to be concatenations of the codes given in figure 2, and
so the best achieved zero-error rate for the BMC without feedback is

R

=

2log 3

= 0.52832

3

3

Benschop codes: definition and requirements

A Benschop code can be characterized as follows: Let Qx be the channel input
alphabet, and Qy be the channel output alphabet. Let C be a code C Q~, of
length n. The channel input alphabet is equal for both users.
Definition
3 Channel output function
The channel output function k is defined for every possible pair of channel
input symbols. K is k's extension.
k

«
k(XA'

XB)

~

c. x Qx

---*

Qy

Q; x Q;

---*

Q;

k(XAI'

XBl),

k(XA2'

XB2),···

,k(XAn'

XBn)

Definition
4 Pseudo-Latin square
A pseudo-Latin square is a n x n square matrix M, for which the following
holds, i,j,k,l
E {l,2, ... ,n}:

M(i,j)
M(i,j)

f. M(i, k)
f. M(l,j)
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if j
if i

f. k
f. I

So every row and column must contain different values. Note that not all
matrix elements need to be different! The term 'pseudo' is used, because
in an n x n. Latin square, there is an extra requirement:
\7;,jE{1,2, ... ,n} :
M(i,j) E {1,2, ... ,n}.
Definition
5
Benschop code
C is a Benschop code iff, for every pair (c', d') E C x C
\7CEC\7dEC:

K(c,d)

= K(c',d')

iff (c

= c'

1\

d = d')

V

(c

of

c'

1\

d

of

d')

In other words: The ICI x ICI matrix, containing all output words Kic, d) is
pseudo-Latin. The 'own' transmitted codeword will act as an index to a column
(or row, depending on the user) of the matrix. Examples of codes of length 2, 3
and 4 are given in Fig. 2, together with their matrices.

4

Binary Benschop codes

For binary channels, we only have to consider the BMC, or AND channel. The
OR channel is equivalent to the BMC, and it is not difficult to find a scheme to
operate a XOR channel at a ratepair of (R1,R2) = (1,1).

II 011 I
Ol
10

011
101
110

011
001
010

101
001
101
100

I

110
010
100
110

I

II 0111 I
0111
1011
1101
1110

0111
0011
0101
0110

1011
0011
1011
1001
1010

I

1101
0101
1001
1101
1100

I

1110
0110
1010
1100
1110

I

Figure 2: The first three Benschop codes
If we look at one partienlar decoder, the channel can be seen as a Z-channel
(where Is can turn into Os, but not vice versa), or a binary erasure channel
(BEC), which uses a special symbol e for the errors. The channel input symbols
of the 'own' encoder constitute the error vector in this case. Actually, the Os
in the transmitted codeword identify the positions where no information can
be received. An important fact should be observed: the receiver will get exact
information about the 0 positions from its 'own' encoder, over an extra channel.
It does not have to extract this inforrnation from the received channel output
word. Using error correcting codes for Z-channels or BECs would waste this
extra information, because they must consider all possible error vectors. There
are also other reasons why codes for these kinds of channels can not be used.
first some definitions:
Definition
6
Erasure vector
An erasure vector f is a vector (Jl,

I», ... ,in)
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E {O, l}n, where the Os denote

the places where the erasures occurred. In this paper, it is more convenient
to use the bitwise inversion of the error vector, where the Is indicate the
positions of error. We will use the symbol f = for such an inverted error
vector.
ë

Definition
7
Uniquely decodable
A code is uniquely decodable for a given erasure vector f (notation udf C,.f)),
if it is still uniquely decodeable when all positions where f is zero are erased
from the code:
VaECVbEC\{a} : (a 1\ f #- b 1\ f)
Note: in case of a BMC, the channel output
where 1\ means bitwise AND.

function K(x,y)

Definition
8 Set of allowable erasure vectors
Each code C has a set of allowable erasure vectors E(C)
set) for which the following holds:
Vf

E

x

1\

u,

(short:erasure

E: ud(C,f)

A code pair for the BMC without feedback must have the following property:
(CA) ç E(CB) and (CB) ç E(CA). The code C is a Benschop code if C ç E(C):
this is necessary because the same code is used by both encoders. The decoder
will get an erasure vector from its 'own' encoder, and a codeword from 'the other
side' on which this erasure vector operate. Now we will discuss some ways to
construct these codes.
Using MDS codes
These codes
the nice property that any (d - 1)
still unique decodable. So if C is
E(C) = {elw(e) > n - dJ, where w
Unfortunately, there are only four
case [12]:

with parameters (n, qk, d), d = n ~ k + 1 have
coordinates can be erased, while the code is
an MDS code with above parameters, then
is the Hamming weight of the erasure vector.
different types of MDS codes for the binary
E(C) = {O, t}"

C = {Ö}
C = {O, t}"
C={Ö,
I}

E(G) = {

C = {clw(c) E {O,2,4, ... }}

I}

E( C) = Ulw(J)

< n}

E(G) = Ulw(J)

~ n - I}

The first three types are not interesting. The last one (the even-weight code) is
it linear code, but most codewords have too many Os to be useful. To construct
a. Benschop code, we ca.n take the intersection of the evenweight code with its
erasure set. For n = 3 this results in the Benschop code (see Fig. 2). For n > 4
the rate of the code will be less than

!.
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Extending
a code with members
of its erasure set
A more promising
way to construct codes for the BMC without feedback is the following method:
Given a code C and its erasure set E(C), for which C c E(C). Compute the
subset D(C) from E(C), for which the following holds:
D(C)

= {J E El'Il'cEC

'Il'c'EC\{c} :

K(J, c)

#- K(J,

c')}

So D(C) is a code for which C is a subset of E(D). Then make a code C' by
adding an element d E D(C)\C to it. Compute E(C') and D(C/) and iterate
this procedure until D(C/) = C'. Because C' ç D(C) ç E(C), and d introduces
no ambiguity, C' is a Benschop code.
With a backtracking algorithm, all possible codes of a given length can be
checked for being a Benschop code. Unfortunately, the number of possible codes
of a given length grows exponentially with that length. For n > 8 the search
was restricted to codewords of equal weight. The results were disappointing:
the best codes had a length which was a multiple of 3. They were produced
by concatenating and permuting one or more of the 3-Benschop code given in
figure 4. Of course, the rate of these codes was 0.52832.
Using Schalkwijks
square-division
method
In [6],[10] a method for designing strategies was presented which was bases on subdividing a unit square.
This same method can be used to construct Benschop codes, but with every
transmission , the entire square must be subdivided. When designing a strategy,
the encoder knows which part of the square still has to be divided (because there
is feedback from the channel output). But for a code, this is not true, and the
encoder must take every possibility into account. A Benschop code of length n
and m codewords now consists of n divisions of .a m x m square. Every subdivision represents a channel output symbol for every possible input codeword
pair. If the subdivisions are 'overlaid', a number can be assigned to every region
having the sarne output symbol sequence. Every possible codeword pair will be
assigned such a number, and they must form a pseudo-Latin square.
This method also explodes for larger values of m, because the number of
possible divisions of a m x m square grows exponentially. The procedure can be
optimized by selecting those divisions resolving as much uncertainty as possible.
The resulting codes, however, appeared to be concatenations and permutations
of the Benschop codes in Fig. 2. So a code with a better rate was not found.
The WUM Channel
The BMC without feedback has much in common with
the case-3 WUM channel [Ll], [9], [2]. A WUM is a memory that can be written
in only one direction: Is can turn into Os but not he other way around. The
writing direction can be reversed by a time-consuming process. So the only way
to rapidly store information is to flip those bits which have not yet been written.
For this channel, four cases have been defined. They are defined similar to the
cases defined in the introduetion of this paper: they depend on the fact whether
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encoder or decoder know the old state of the WUM. Simonyi defined a code
pair similar to the Benschop code, with rate 21~g3. A conjecture of Cohen, who
stated the capacity of this channel could never exceed this value was proven
wrong by van Overveld. She proved the e-error capacity of this channel to be
equal to the Shannon outer bound of 0.69424. The equivalence of both channels
can be shown as follows: Consider a WUM in the state where writings from 1
to 0 are allowed. In positions with a 0, no information can be stored until the
next write direction reversal. The decoder has the ability .to detect the old state
of the WUM (case 3), so it can consider only those positions which contained
a 1. In case of a BMC without feedback, the encoder will send a pattern of Os
arid Is. On the positions where the Os were transmitted, no information can be
received, so the decoder only looks at the positions where a 1 was sent. In both
cases, the positions of the Os are known before decoding.

5

M-ary channels and Benschop codes

So far, we have only considered binary channels, for which no better codes have
been found. When looking at M-ary channels, we found an interesting family
of channels: the minimum channels.

Definition 9 Minimum cbannel
A minimum channel is a channel with channel output function k:
k(XA,

=

XB)

min(xA, XB)

The BMC is the binary minimum channel. For the ternary minimum channel,
we tried to find a 'simple' Benschopcode, just like the binary case. A code was
found with a rate equal to timesharing, but no better one. See Fig. '3.
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Figure 3: Ternary minimum channel, timesharing
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Conclusions

The Benschop code of length 3 seemed to be too simple to be optimal. However,
it turned out to be difficult to find a better one, and up till now none was
found. A proof for the length-3 code being optimal could also not be found. It
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is interesting to find out if there are Benschop codes for other minimum
which have a rate above ~.

cha.nnels
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Digital densitometric determination of
relative coronary flow distributions
A.P.G. Lubbers, C.H. Slump*& C.J. Stormt

Abstract
In cardiology the patient is usually diagnosed by visual assessment of
stenosed coronary artery segments. This leads to a large intra - and interobserver variability in readings.
Image analysis and computer assistance clearly brings a more consistent judgement, however, this approach
is mainly based on static geometric parameters such as percentage diameter
and percentage area reduction sizes of the stenosed coronary segment.
A functional measure of the coronary blood flow is to be preferred.
Such measure based upon the differences between the flow at rest and after
exercise, is given by the so-called Coronary Flow Reserve. This technique
yields a functional image in which the image grey values are proport ional to
the increase in blood flow in the heartmuscle. However, in clinical practice
this method is time consuming and difficult in procedure.
This paper reports about a less demanding approach in which the relative flow distribution between e.g. the two main branches in the left
coronary artery is determined densitometrically from acquired digital angiograms.
A phantom study validating the approach will be presented together
with a few clinical results and a discussion.

1

Introduction

In cardiology the standard
technique of cineangiography
is widely used for the
assessment
of the clinical relevance of stenosed coronary arteries.
This visual
assessment
is impaired by a large intra- and interobserver
variability
and does
not provide information
about the actual blood flow.
Digital image acquisition enables online image analysis and computer assistence which results in quantitative
coronary angiography.
A functional measure
providing information
about the perfusion of the heartmuscle
is the so - called
'University of Twente, Dept. Electrical Engineering,' lab. for Network Theory, P.O. Box
217, 7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlands
tZuiderziekenhuis Rotterdam & Academisch Ziekenhuis Leiden
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Coronary Flow Reserve (CFR)[l). In CFR calculations the measured local maximum contrast density represents the vascular volume and the measured local
contrast arrival time is taken to be inversely proportional to flow [2). In a Regionof-Interest (ROl) on the heartmuscle (without an overlaying major bloodvessel)
the contrast is measured as a function of time (the so-called time-density curve).
Correcting the measured data for contributions from the background, the CFR
emerges proportional to the ratio of the amount of contrast material injected under exercise conditions and at rest and inversely proportional to the area under
the time-density curve [3). The required state of exercise can be induced artificially by the injection of a vasodilator drug e.g. papaverine. In this hyperemie
state the capillary vessels are maximally open, thus increasing the blood flow to
the physical limits set by the sizes of the coronary arteries and especially the
stenosed segments.
The CFR can be visualized in a functional image in which the image grey values are proportional to the increase in blood flow in the heartmuscle. Areas with
less blood flow increase do show up dark, indicating the effects of stenosed segments in the coronary arteries and possible (partial) infarction. By this technique
also the effects of so-called dotter procedures on the perfusion can be visualized.
Although good results with the CFR method have been reported, in clinical
practice the procedure is demanding, especially the correction of the background
contributions is difficult because of the contracting heart dynamics. The requirement is that the two image sequences be registered exactly the same. Patient
movement cannot be eliminated completely, however. To control the heart dynamics pacing is also required.
This paper reports about a less demanding approach. Our limited goal is
the densitometric determination of the relative flow distribution in the two main
branches of the left coronary artery. To this end, a sequence of digital angiograms
is acquired at a typical rate of 50 frames/so A short contrast bolus is injected.
Fig. 1 contains a block diagram of a typical digital diagnostic cardiac imaging
system. X-ray pulses are generated (typ. 5-8 ms) at a rate of 12.5-50 frames/s
in order to freeze the motion of the coronary arteries which are injected with a
contrast agent by means of a positioned catheter. The X-ray photons which have
traversed the patient are converted into a video image by the image intensificr TV system. The resulting video signal is digitized in 8 bits after analog processing.
The images are stored on a real time digital disk in 512 * 512 * 8 bit up to 50
frames/so Parallel to the storage on disk, the images are processed (i.e. the
Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) is corrected for the lowpass behaviour of
the imaging system) and displayed on a monitor. A versatile user-interface is
provided for viewing and post-processing.
Time-density curves are calculated in properly chosen ROI's, from which the
relative flow distribution is obtained. The hypothesis of this research is that the
comparison between the distribution in hyperemie state and at rest will provide
information about the clinical relevance of stenosed segments in the pertinent
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Figure 1: Block diagram of a typical digital diagnostic X-ray system

branch. In the next section the design and realization of a flow phantom
described to test this hypothesis. The results of this flow study are reported.

2

IS

Theory

The attenuation of a thin monochromatic X-ray beam passing an object follows
an exponential relationship, the so-called Lambert-Beer law.

lex, y) = lo(x, y)

e-

loL u(x,y,z)p(x,y,z)dz

(1)

In (1) the X-ray beam is directed along the z-direction with lo(x, y) the number of incident photons and l( x, y) the number of photons transmitted through
the object. Furthermore o-(x,y,z)
(m2jkg) is the mass attenuation coefficient,
p(x, y, z) (kgjm3) is the mass density at point (x, y, z) and L (m) is the thickness
of the object at (x,y). In a homogeneous object (1) can be simplified by

l(x,y)

=

lo(x,y)
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e-ttl(x,y)

(2)

By logarithmic subtraction [4] of two images (one with and one without contrast
agent) the amount of contrast agent within a Region-of-Interest (ROl) can be
calculated. This will be demonstrated below. The thickness of the object and its
attenuation coefficient are 11 and III respectively. The thickness of the contrast
bolus in the second image is 12 and its attenuation coefficient is 112' From LambertBeer's law it follows that
10

e-J.l.l1l

(3)

10

e-J.l.J(11-12)-J.l.212.

(4)

In clinical situations 11 is much greater then 12, so that 11 - 12 is approximately
equal to h. Thus the amount of contrast in the X-ray beam equals

(5)
After logarithmic subtraction the pixel grey value is proportional with the amount
of contrast agent. The total amount of contrast within a ROl can be found by
summating the pixel grey values.
From a sequence of images the time-density curve of the contrast moving
through tube can be calculated by strategically placed ROI's. The area under
the time-density curve is proportional to total amount of contrast, which has
flowed through the tube. From this the average flow can be calculated.
Another way to determine the flow from the movement L, of contrast agent
is by measuring the average flow velocityover the cross-sectional area. Following
the relationship
<1>v

_

Lt

= vA =-A
t

(6)

the average flow can be calculated. In this case the values of the geometric parameters: length L, and cross-sectional area A are needed. They can be estimated
by the known sizes of a catheter.

3

Flow phantom experiment

Our aim is to investigate whether it is possible to assess the relative flow distribution between the two main branches of the left coronary artery from the
motion of the injected contrast agent. In vitro experiments are carried out with
a specially designed flow phantom. A schematic representation of this phantom
is depicted in Fig. 2. The flow phantom is a glass model of the proximal part
of the human left coronary artery and consists of three branches: the left main
coronary artery, the left anterior descending and the left circumflex. The bifurcation is symmetrical, which is usually the case [5]. The geometric dimensions of
the flow phantom are based on statistical data: the diameter of the ma.in trunk
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is 4 mm and the diameter of the two branches is 3 nun. The angle between the
two bra.nches is approximately 90°.
At a rate of 50/s X-ray images are taken of the flow phantom .. The images are
digit aly transfered on streamer tape and analyzed on the Apollo network of our
labratory. The distri bution of contrast agent through the branches is examined at
steady flow. Steady flow is obtained by keeping the hydrostatic pressure difference
between the inflow and the outflow of the system at a constant level. In the
experiments this was not exactly the case, because of the fact that the height
of the fluid column in the main reservoir was slowly decreasing.
During the
experiments the decrease of the fluid volume in the main reservoir, which has an
internal diameter of 19 cm, never exceeded 300 mI. This resulted in a maximum
decrease of the fluid level of approximately 1 cm. For every experiment the height
difference between the main reservoir and the entrance of the flow phantom was
greater than 1 m, so that the pressure drop during one experiment was always
less than 1 %.
The total flow rate through the phantom is taken in the range from 1 to 20
ml/s and the flow distribution between the two branches is set by occluding the
tubes as indicated in Fig. 2. For every experiment the fluid flowing through the
two branches is collected separately. The time interval is also registered, so that
the average flow rate can be calculated.
The contra.st a.gent is injected into the flow phantom via a catheter placed
in the main trunk via a side-branch. During the first series of the experiments
the catheter was connected to a power injector, with which the volume and the
injection rate of the contra.st agent could be adjusted. This automated injection
can be usefull with in vivo experiments because of the possibility of end-diastolie
ECG triggering. Instead of blood we use a sugar sollution. At shear rates greater
than 200 8-1 the viscosity of blood is constant, being approximately 3.5 cP. For
these cases blood can be replaced by a Newtonian fluid with the same viscosity
such as a 33% sugar-water solution. Under the experimental conditions (fluid
temperature (19.4 ± 0.1) °C) the viscosity of the sugar solution measured (3.8 ±
0.2) cP. To meet the condition that the shear rate exceeds 200 8-1 the flow rate
through the 3 mm branches should be greater than 0.5 ml/s, Thus the minimum
total flow rate is 1 ml/s. The results are sumarized in the following table.

4

Discussion

The ill vitro experiment presented in the previous section, although performed
with acquired (real) images, reveals little about the impact for the clinical practice. The images do contain, however, the information about the relative flow
distr. bu tion.
The (preliminary) result is prorni sing, the research in CFR image analysis and
qua.nt.ification will be continued by the following steps:
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• incorporating

pulsatile floweffects

• modelling with various concepts from the literature
tribution

to assess the flow dis-

• fine tuning of the in vitro experirnents towards clinical practice
• evaluation

of a limited patient study, design of the procedure

• verification and validation of the results.
The application of this type of processing in a real - time medical environment
the ultimate goal of this project.

is
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exp#

flow ratio

1

2.9
3.3
7.6
5.8
3.3
2.1
1.9
1.9
1.9
11.0
2.3
5.5
4.2
3.4
2.4
2.6

2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16

desitometric

result

2.3
2.7
6.5
4.4
2.2
1.7
1.5
1.6
1.5
5.8
2.2
4.5
3.4
3.0
2.3
2.3

Table 1: The results of the densitometric

flow ratio calculation

main reservoir

occluder

imaged part

Figure 2: Scheme of the flow phantom
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Figure 3: An acuired image showing the artificial branch and the ROT nositious.
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Figure 4: The time-density curves for the ROI positions indicated in Fig. 3
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TWO SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEM OF MATRIXING FOR
NON-IDEAL CAMERA TRANSMISSION FILTERS
F.W. Hoeksema*
In a camera system colour shifts due to technical constraints on the realizability of
transmission filters are minimized using a 3x3 matrix. In this paper two methods for
selecting such a matrix are discussed. A minimax approach in a linear signal space is
compared to the test-colour approach. Although the minimax method suffers from two
defects -a linear error measure is not sufficient for the problem and the optimization is
performed for a non existing stimulus- the results for an existing sensor design show
that the differences between the methods are on the average within 1 just noticeable
difference.
1.

INTRODUCTION

In a video system consisting of a camera and a monitor, a sensor determines
for each position in the scene 3 signals which enable the phosphors of the
monitor to reproduce the colour. This way of colour reproduetion
is made
possible by the trichromaticity
of human vision; indeed three attributes are
normally used to describe a colour sensation: brightness, hue and saturation. The
subjective colour sensation however (colour appearance) is not only determined
by the colour stimulus but also by the viewing conditions, surrounding colour,
size of colourfield etc. This is not studied here.
The CIE (Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage) standardized in 1931 a
colorimetrie system in which three colours depend linearly on the spectral energy
distribution of a stimulus. These coordinates are called tristimulus values. These
describe the amount of light of three different lightsourees (e.g. phosphors of a
monitor) which are needed to reproduce a colour which is metameric with the
original colour. If two light stimuli are indistinguishable as seen by a (standard-)
observer but have different
spectral energy distributions,
they are called
metameric colours. The search for metameric colours is called colour matching.
A colour (or stimulus) S can be matched with three matching colours or primaries c', (i=I,2,3) (e.g. the red, green and blue phosphors of a monitor) using
tristimulus values C, (i=I,2,3).
This matching can also be performed for a spectral colour at wavelength Ào
with spectral energy distribution S(À)=o(À-Ào); 0(.) is the Dirac delta function.
This is written as:
3
3
o(À-Ào) ==

L c, Ci'CÀ) = L ciCÀ

O)

i=1

Ci'CÀ)

Cl)

i=1

in which == denotes metamerism, C'iCÀ) Ci=I,2,3) are the spectral energy distribution of the primaries. In the last part of the formula the fact that the tristimulus
values depend on Ào is stressed. The tristimulus values of a spectral colour

* Twente University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering, P.O.Box 217, 7500 AE
Enschede, The Netherlands. E-mail: hoeksema@ics.eltn.utwente.nl
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C;O'a)

(i=1,2,3) are called colour matching functions (CMF's).
If the best match for a colour S is not satisfactory and one tristimulus value is
zero, say ~, a better match can be found by adding C2' units of colour c"i"-) to
S("-). Formally this is written as a negative colour match to S. The fact that not
all colours can be reproduced using positive tristimulus values only is reflected in
the fact that colour matching function can be negative.
As all colours can be described as an integralof
monochromatic colours and
tristimulus values are linear (the tristimulus values of the sum stimulus are equal
to the sum of the tristimulus values of the individual stimuli) it follows from (1)
that for any colour S the tristimulus values C, (i=1,2,3) are equal tol:
ei =

JS(,,-) c i("-)

d):

(2)

a

This are the integrals which have to be computed by a camera sensor. An ideal
light-sensitive
element with transmissions
(or analysis filters) ti(,,-) (i=1,2,3)
computes responses Ti for stimulus S:

Ti

=

JS(,,-) ti(,,-)

o.

(3)

a

If the transrrussions t,("-) are equal to the colour matching functions c i("-) the
resulting responses Ti can be directly used for producing the match made by
primaries c',
.
If the transmissions are chosen for other primaries K'i it can be shown that,
because of the possibility of matching the new primaries using the old ones, the
new colour matching functions K;"("-) depend linearly on the old ones. The linear
function space of all colour matching functions is called colour matching
function space (CMF space). So, once the transmissions of a camera are selected
inside this space, they can be adapted to any set of primaries using a 3x3 matrix.
This is called matrixing, Matrixing allows transmissions to be positive for all
wavelengths (analysis filters only pass light!) and in CMF space. These transmissions are called ideal transmissions.
The reproduced stimulus will be metameric if analysis filters are in CMF
space and the monitor is able to generate the light as specified by the tristimulus
values. The limitations of the monitor however force us to reproduce the
colorimetrie colour: the luminance of the reproduced colour is only proportional
to the luminance of the original scene, while the chromaticity coordinates of
reproduetion
and original are equal. As a practical consequence
a "white"
stimulus
(e.g.
light
source
D65)
should
produce
for
example
Cl = C2 = C3 = 100 tristimulus units on a monitor with primaries c', All other
stimuli, resulting from a reflecting surface illuminated by this lightsource, will

The line above a CMF name is according to the usual colour science notation [1]. It is used
to distinguish CMF's from chromaticities. Here it is used only for functions in CMF space.
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have smaller tristimulus values as all spectral reflectance curves are between zero
and one. Here this is called white normalization [1],[2].
What to do if ideal transmissions are not realizable? What if technological
and/or physical constraints prevent the transmissions from being ideal? And, sad
to say, this is the case in most practical situations. The answer is still matrixing
[3]. In the design of the matrix however one has to minimize the colour shifts,
resulting from the non-ideal transmissions. In this paper a minimax approach is
compared to a test-colour method. Both methods are applied to an existing CCD
sensor design.
2.

MA TRIXING SYSTEM
A

Cl'

D

G
Figure 1. Matrixing system.

The sensor measures

(i = 1,2,3):

-

JSO,,)

Ti =

(4)

t;CA) áÀ

o

the desired tristimulus

values are:

c, =

JSO,,) s("-) o.

(5)

o

after matrixing

the approximating

tristimulus

f = [ê, c, êl

values are (see figure 1):

=

G

The white normalization
is performed with a diagonal
matrix from sensor to monitor is therefore GRtoe = DG.
3

(6)

I
matrix

D. The overall

MINIMAX METHOD

The minimax method is motivated by the following reasons: 1/. Without
wanting to use .knowledge of a set of perceptually relevant stimuli it is useless to
minimize the error for a particular stimulus Sp' 2/. No distribution of stimuli is
known. 3/. If a set of transmissions is "good" the error will be small and a linear
error measure will be as good as a non-linear one. 4/. Mathematical tractability.
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In the rrururnax approach a matrix is sought for which minimizes the maximum error under variation (u.v.) of (signal) energy-bounded stimuli set:
minimize

{ maximum

dwc{ ,

with o'

{ SC'ELJO,oo)

Y_,'!:_ER3

£(À.)

W'IIL2

= [

9

I Sc, =

S(À.)

U.v. of SC'Ecr+}

1.. T

£(À.) + ~

cp...) CP,,)]T

;

T

U.V. of G

Ilsc'llL2

!.(À.) ;

!.(A)

= [

=

1 ; SC~O

'if).. }

t,(A.) tz<À.) t3(A.) Y

-

=

Jsc'(À.) SC'(À.) áA

(7)

o

The error measure is linear:
dwc{ , 9 = I1 A c{ -

9 IIR/ = I1 A

§.

IIR/ = ET

W §.

(8)

with A a regular matrix and W positive definite
The set o" is a subset of a non-linear signal space (subtract one element from
another -disregarding the norm constraint- and the result could be outside the
set). The minimax approach is an all linear one, and therefore the set o" is used
for the maximization of the error under variation of Sc, in (7):

o = { SC'ELJO,,,,,?

I Sc,

= l..T

£(A.) +

~T

IIsc'IIL2 =

!.À.);

1 }

(9)

As a consequence of this enlarging of the set of relevant stimuli a check on
the worst-case stimulus is necessary: is it in cr+?
The results can easily be derived in the ID case, the 3D case is solved in [4]
and more elegantly in [5]. In the 3D case the results are:
MINIMAX ALGORITHM

Gmm = I. ct (I. 11)-'
(10)

with
I.

'

C

= <£(A.) !.(À.l>L2

Lit

= q(A.)

!.(À.)T>L2

Once Grom is found, a diagonal matrix Dmm is needed for white normalization,

GRtoC_mm
4.

=

so

Dmm Gmm·

TEST-COLOUR

METHOD

In the test-colour approach to the problem one measures the errors in reproduetion (using an established colour metric) produced when each of a set of
perceptually relevant test-colours is presented to the sensor. The sum of the
errors of the individual test-colours is computed and a minimization procedure is
undertaken. For the set of test-colours o = {S"S2, ..SN}, the desired tristimulus
values and approximating tristimulus values are C and ê (j=1..N) respectively .
.......l

The problem can now be stated as:
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.......l

N

minimize

L dCS ' S)

U.v. of GTIOC

(11)

}=1

in which d(.) is the error measure.
Two problems occur: what is a good error measure? and what set of testcolours should be used? The CIE invested much effort in answering these questions and solved both: a good metric is the (non-linear) 1976 CIE Lu'v" uniform
chromaticity scale cueS) [1],[2],[3]; a good set of test-colours is provided in
DIN 6169, part 6 - based on CIE work [7].
The optimization algorithm used here is:
MATRIX-SEARCH

ALGORITHM

Assume that the transmissions without GRtoCare white normalized. The sum of
the row elements of this matrix will equal one, as the result after plugging-in this
matrix must also be white normalized. This implies that there are six unknown
elements in GRtoC.The matrix can be chosen in such a way that for two different
stimuli, SI and S, out of the set 0, the resulting error is zero. Let GRtoC(l,k) be the
solution to ~ = GRtoC(l,k) L and ~ = GRtoC(l,k) L. There are ~ N (N-1)
possible pairs in 0, and therefore this is the number of different matrices
GRtoC(l,k). The matrix with the lowest error according to eq. (11) is the optimum
matrix.
5.

MA TRIXING

FOR AN EXISTING

SENSOR

A CCD image sensor is made sensitive for only a part of the visible spectrum
by placing a colour filter on top of it. At least two colour filters are needed for a
colour sensor (the third transmission is made by overlap of the two others)
thereby introducing extra processing steps during production. R.F. Wolffenbuttel
described in his thesis [6] a sensor in which no colour filters are placed on top of
the sensor. By selective doping the silicium spectral sensitivity has been changed.
It is for this sensor that the matrix-searchand minimax algorithm have been
applied. The white normalized transmissions of Wolffenbuttel (taken from figure
3.9c, [6]) are shown in figure 2.
The two matrix algorithms are compared using DIN 6169-part 6 (1976) [6],
which means the CIE 1964 UVW space is used as DCS. This standard gives a
procedure for the evaluation of colour rendering on video systems. The 17 testcolours, of which N = 8 have been used for optimization in the matrix-search
algorithm over 28 matrices, are specified by spectral reflectance curves. The
lightsouree is D65, taken from DIN 5033-part 7 (1983) [8]. The CMF's are
directly adapted for a monitor with EBD primaries and D65 white point:
ç = [R G B]T.
The error measure is called "Algemeine Farbwiedergabe-Index"
Ra:
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(12)
with R, the "Spezielle Farbwiedergabe-Index":
R, = 100 - 4.6 Mi
(13)
Mi = 11 ClEUVW© - CIEUVW© IIR/
Note that optimization in the test-colour method means maximization of Ra.
The evaluation procedure consists of two parts: 1/. Establish the original UVW
values for all test-colours". 2/. Determine all approximate UVW values for the
Wolffenbuttel sensor. A Mathematica [9] package has been written to perform
these tasks.
The position of the test-colours in the CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram are
given in figure 3. The vectors in figures 4, 5 and 6 represent the error in -non
UCS- CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram. The starting point of the vectors represents the desired chromaticity (original test-colour); the vectors point to the
actual produced chromaticity using the sensor and matrixing methods. In table 1
the matrices GRloC are given together with their Ra's. In figure 7 the R/s are
shown as a function of the test-colour index i.
Spronson [3] remarks about the CIELu'v' error measure that it relates to
perceptibility rather than acceptability - this will also hold for the CIEUVW. The
size of a Just Noticeable Difference (IND), under critical television conditions, is
about 2 or 3 CIELu'v' units (the unit in which f1Ei is expressed) [3]. An estimate
(assuming CIELu'v' = CIEUVW) of a JND expressed in R, units is therefore
about 10 (4.6x2=9.2 and 4.6x3=13.8). This may help to put the differences in
perspective.
,014

.012

I TABLE 1 11

81
B
matrix
search

~GRtoC
1

1Q9

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1.34

1

1

1

0.14

-0.48

-0.75

1.59

0.16

0.17

-0.58

1.41

1.48

-0.05

-0.43

-0.81

1.76

0.05

0.32

-0.92

1.6

EJ
EJ

EJ

labd

Figure 2. White
transmissions.

normalized

Wolffenbuttel

2
Table 2 in DIN 6169-part 6 is not valid if 065 from DIN 5033-part 7 is used. Therefore new
original values had to be established.
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optimizes this worst case

6

DISCUSSION

The best results are obtained with the matrix-search algorithm. This is not
surprising: one judges the algorithm which is tailored to the evaluation procedure.
A matrix-search
followed
by a steepest
descent
optimization
(using
FindMinimum,[9]), with the matrix-search matrices as a starting point, did not
improve the results significantly (differences in the first decimal of Ra, table 1).
Very often a local maximum, far below the matrix-search optimum, was found.
The results with the minimax method are by no means disappointing. The
increase in Ra when compared to the index of the normalized Wolffenbuttel
sensor is still gigantic. This non- ues method performs only in 5 out of the 17
test-colours more than 1 JND worse than the matrix-search algorithm and on the
average about 1 JND worse: the differences between the two matrixing methods
will just be noticeable.
There is however something wrong in principle with this method: the method
is optimizing for a non existent worst-case stimulus (see figure 8). This stimulus
contains negative parts as a consequence of the usage of maximization in set o"
instead of (1+.
Studying the ID case, which allows a graphical interpretation,
another
approach comes to mind. Let cO..) (or c) be the ID CMF and t(A.) (or t) the
transmission. The error is E = <e,S>L2 with e = g t - c . If one places the vector
e+, orthogonal to e, loosely speaking, in the middle of the set (1+, the error for
stimuli near e+ will be small as E = <e,S>L2 == <e,el.>L2 = O. It can be shown that
the maximum error, occurring if S depends linearly on e, cannot be reached for S
in 0-+. Currently the author is working on this approach: preliminary results show
that although no higher R. is achieved in comparison to the minimax method, the
variance in R, is much smaller. And this may be important, because according to
Spronson [3]: "any colour reproduetion system tends to be assessed by those
colours it fails to reproduce and the fact that others are well reproduced is not
sufficient compensation for failure in other regions of colour space." This can be
interpreted as an average maximization goal or a variance minimization goal.
It is surprising that -given the defects- the minimax method performs so well
for the Wolffenbuttel sensor. The matrix-search method is however recommended
for optimization.
7.
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Noise filtering of image sequences with
double compensation for motion
R.P. Kleihorst" G. de Haan! R.L. Lagendijk* and J. Biemond*

Abstract
In this paper a new approach for removing noise from image sequences
is proposed. To cope with the non-stationarities caused by object motion,
a 3-D recursive search block-matcher is used as a motion compensating
step. This will remove many non-stationarities from the noisy sequence.
But, because of incompleteness of the motion model, a compensated signal still contains non-stationarities. Therefore, the signal is additionally
decomposed into a stationary and a nonstationary part. This is done by
an algorithm based on order statistics, estimating and removing the local
statistics. Finally, a "regular" filter can be used to filter the stationary signal. The new approach is evaluated in experiments, performed with and
without the motion compensating step, thereby showing its effect.

1

Introduction

In many cases, image sequences are corrupted by noise due to imperfections of the
scanner or recording medium. Reducing the noise will not only improve the visual
quality but will also increase the performance of a subsequent image processing
task such as coding.
The observed noisy signal g(i,j, k) can be modelled as:
g(i,j,

k)

=

f(i,j,

k)

+ n(i,j,

k),

(1)

where f is the original signal, and n is the observation noise. The indices for
horizontal, vertical and temporal directions are i, j and k, respectively. Filtering
is performed by estimating f from its noisy version g.
The approach followed in this paper uses a noise filter in the temporal direction. So, the sequence is divided into (number of rows)·(number of columns)
1D time series or pixel trajectories gij (k). Due to movements in the scene, the
• Delft University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering, Information Theory
Group, P.O. Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands.
t Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven, The Netherlands
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temporal signal gij (k) can not be modelled as a stationary signal. However, most
linear stochastic filters are designed to work on stationary signals. Because of
this, many non-linear approaches are proposed for image sequence filtering. Recently, good results were obtained using order statistic filters that can handle
non-stationary
signals [1], [2] and [3].
An obvious way to dispose of non-stationarities
in the temporal signal is to
perform motion estimation and then filter along the motion trajectories as in [4]
and [5]. In this way, motion estimation is used to find the path of maximum correlation in the temporal direction. However, motion estimation is not successful
in, for example, occluding areas. Because of incompleteness of the motion model,
a compensated sequence is still not entirely stationary in the temporal direction.
In this paper we will first present a motion estimator which is robust to noise.
Then, we will describe a noise filtering approach that consists of two steps: first, a
decomposition step, where the stationary part of the temporal signal is extracted,
and second a noise filter. In [6], our noise filtering approach was compared with
a strategy using motion compensation.
Now, we will evaluate the performance of
our filtering strategy with and without the motion compensating
pre-processing
step.

2

Motion estimation

A simplified version of the three-dimensional
recursive (3-D RS) bleek-mateher
as introduced in [7] was selected because of its high vector consistency, which
promised good noise behaviour.
In this algorithm, two estimators (a and b) are
applied concurrently.
The estimated displacement vector J( i, j, k) is selected as:

!

~ i

d:((;)

d(C),k)=.

,k),

d~( (;)
where

eO

is the Summed
')

e(c,

(

if e(d:, (;)

,k) ~ e(d~, (;)

.

.

, k), if e(d:, (;)

Squared

, k)

> e(d~, (;)

,k)

, k),

Error criterion:

B(i,j)

z.

J

,k)=

L..

(g(i,j,k)-g(i-Cl,j-C2,k-l))2,

',]

which is assigned to the block B(i,j) of size N x N centered at i,j in the present
frame.
The output vectors of estimator a and bare d:(i,j, k) and d~(i,j, k)
respectively. They are found from:
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Block in previous frame
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Figure 1: 2-Dimensional representation indicating the position of the spatial predietors Sa and Sb and the additional temporal candidates Ta and

n
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,k)

E
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E
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U)

I e( s,

,k)

G)

,k) < e(f,

U)

,k)
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U)

,k)} .

Both estimators produce five candidate vectors by updating their spatial predictions sa(i,j, k) and sb(i,j, k). They also produce one temporal candidate from
the previous frame. This results in the following candidate sets:

CSb(

(i)
j

{

,k)=

- (i

+ N)
j-N

cECsmaxlc=db(

,k)+il

} U {-d(

(i-

2N) ,k-I)
j+2N

} . (3)

The update vector i1 is an element of an update set Us, containing five vector
values:

The selected spatial prediction vectors yield two perpendicular
gence axes:

_ (i)

saC

j

,k)=da(

- (i-N)
j-N

_ (i)

,k);

Sb(

j

,k)=db(

diagonal conver-

- (i+N)

j-N

,k).

The total displacement range, as can be seen from (2) and (3) is limited by csmax:

csmax

= {ë I

-N :::: +N,-N :::: +N}.
Cl

::::

C2 ::::

The total number of candidates that has to be checked amounts to 12. In figure 1
the relative position of the prediction vectors of both estimators is shown.
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3

Decomposition

Motion compensated temporal signals are still non-stationary because of incompleteness of the motion model. A classical way to cope with these signals, trend
removal and normalisation, is used to create a more stationary version. A regular
noise filter can then be used.
We assume gij(k) = g(k) to be realised according to:

g(k)

=

+ a(k)

p,(k)

. y(k),

(4)

where p,(k) is a slowly changing function known as the current location, and a(k)
as the current scale. The signal y( k) has a time invariant, zero location and a
time invariant unity scale. This "residual signal" satisfies the requirements for a
second order stationary process.
In order to retrieve y, the deterministic components p,( k) and a( k) have to
be estimated and extracted from g( k). Estimators of location and scale can be
based on the class of order statistic (OS) filters. OS filters are known for their
robustness and have the following form:
m

Î(k)

L aiX(i),

=

i=I

x

where
= [X(I),""
X(m)V,
with X(1) ~ ... ~ X(m), is an ordered sample of odd
size m centered at k, and ai are the filter coefficients.
The coefficients ai can be calculated to be optimal for estimating p, and a
from the sample. In order to do this, assume that the values X are drawn from
g(k) and distributed according to:
1
p(x) = ~Q

(X-a--

p,) ,

a>

o.

This connects to each observation a parent distribution Q(), with a particular p,
and a. Each homogeneous region in 9 will have a particular parent distribution,
modified with a location and scale. If X is normalised:

X-p,

y=--,

a

then y has QO as probability density function.
If we take a sample
of size m from 9 and order it, the following relation
exists between the ranks of and a sample iJ from the normalised signal y:

x

x

X(T)

Taking expectations

= P,

+ a . YeT)'

gives:

(5)
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Both B and the moments of the ranks of iJ depend on QO. If QO is known a
priori, they can be calculated. The covariance matrix of the ordered samples
is

x

0'2B.

Equation (5) suggests that for an ordered sample from g: x, we expect to
find a set of linear relations between X(r) and E{Y(r)}
for each r E [1, ... , m].
From this set, f-l and 0' can be derived using generalised weighed least-squares
estimation [8].
With the definition of A, 1f and
as:

x

we obtain:

x
To be optimal,

1f should

=

A1f.

have minimal variance, so:

(6)

mln
ë

The inner product is weighed with the inverse covariance matrix of the ordered
input samples for de-correlation of these ordered samples. The solution to (6) is:

The optimal estimators for location and scale are the OS filters composed
by the upper and lower row of C respectively. When the upper row does not
equal the sample mean, the estimate using ordered statistics will have a smaller
variance than the estimate by the sample mean.
Note that the estimators are defined for given E{Y(r)}
and B.
If Band
E{Y(r)}
are recurrently updated from the normalised signal itself, the estimators
tend to approximate the optimal estimators for the particular distribution of the
normalised signal.

4

The noise filter

Using the observation model from (1) and the decomposition model from (4), the
residual signal can be described as:

y(k)

= f(k) + ~~~~
- f-l(k)

=

r(k)

+ v(k),

where r is the modified original signal and v is the modified noise signal.
assume that v is zero mean, uncorrelated and independent.
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Figure 2: System overview
Because only the first two moments of the residual signal were normalised, the
autocorrelation function still changes its shape. Therefore, an adaptive recursive
least squares (RLS) filter will be used which adapts its coefficients based on the
correlation in the signal.
The output of this filter is defined as:
Cl

r(k)

=

L wi(k)Oi(k),
i=l

w,

where Wi are the components of the weight vector
and o, are the components
of the observation sample 0, which is heuristically composed as:

o( k)

=

[y (k - 3), y (k - 2), y (k - 1) f .

The weights of the RLS filter were found by recurrently
cumulative square error:
IE,lin{Î:0.98k-i
w(k)

(y(k)

(7)

minimising the following

- ifI'(k)'W(k))2},

i=l

where "0.98" serves as a forgetting factor [9].

5

Experiments

Using the algorithms for motion estimating, decomposition and filtering, the entire system, which is shown in figure 2 was evaluated in an experiment. To be
able to investigate the influence of the motion compensating preprocessing step,
we have performed the same experiment without using the motion compensating
preprocessing step.
As original sequence we have used frames 21 to 50 of the "Trevor White"
sequence which posses a considerable amount of motion. The recursive blockmateher worked with blocks of size 8 x 8. The estimation of location and scale
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Figure 4: Results for 10dB SNR
was done from a spatio-temporal window consisting of the center pixel with its six
nearest-neighbours. The noise filter worked on a window as described in equation
(7). We have used three observation sequences with noise levels of 20dB, 10dB
and OdB. The noise was white, Gaussian, and signal independent.
In figure 3 the improvements in signal to noise ratio are given for each frame
for the 20dB sequence. The improvement of the algorithm without motion compensation deteriorates around frames 30 and 48, where severe motion occurs. It
can be seen that, at this noise level, a motion compensating preprocessing step
increases the overall improvement.
The results for the 10dB sequence are presented in figure 4. The motion
compensator still increases the improvement where motion occurs. However, the
difference is less. Actually, for lower signal to noise ratios, the un-compensated
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result becomes the better one [10]. This is because then, the motion estimator
tends to match to the noise, thereby creating coloured noise in the temporal
signal.
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